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OFFICIAL NOTES

JURISDICTION OF OFFICES OF THE TRADE MARKS REGISTRY

The Trade Marks Registry has its Head Office at Mumbai and branch Offices at Kolkata, Delhi, Chennai and Ahmedabad having territorial jurisdiction on a zonal basis under (vide Government of India Gazette Notification, dated 25.11.1959, 28.6.1960 and 21.8.1990 and further amendments thereto).

Mumbai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at S. M. Road, Near Antop Hill, Head Post Office, Mumbai-400037. Tel: 022-24140808, Fax : 22-24140808.

Ahmedabad: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Ahmedabad, Near Chanakyapuri Over Bridge, Besides AMC City Civic Centre, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad-380 061. Tel: 079-26580567/26587193. Fax: 079-26586763.

Trade Marks Journal

Jurisdiction:

Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura and Union Territories of Nagaland, Andaman & Nikobar Islands, Jharkhand.

Jurisdiction: The States of Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh Delhi and the Union Territories of Chandigagh, Uttarakhand.

Jurisdiction: The States of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and the Union Territories of Pondicherry and Lakshadweep Island.

All applications, notices, statements or order documents or any fees required by the Act or the Rules will be received only at the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry. However applications on request on form TM-10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 46, 47, 50, 55, 58, 59, 61.
55, 58, 59, 61 and TM-62 may be filled at appropriate office or Head Office at Mumbai.

Banks drafts and cheques shall be drawn on a scheduled bank at the place, where the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry, is situated.

Preliminary Advice by Registrar as to Distinctiveness

An application for preliminary advice by the Registrar under Sub-Section (1) of section 133 of Trade Marks Act, 1999 shall be made on Form TM-55 in respect of any goods/services comprised within any one class of goods and services, accompanied by three representations of the Trade Mark.

Associated Marks

Where it is stated that an advertised Mark is to be associated (under Section 16 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999), with another Mark indicated by its Official Number.

Official Notices – contd...

Notice is hereby given that any person who has ground of opposition to the registration of any of the Marks advertised herein according to classes under the heading “Applications advertised before Registration” may, within four months from the date of the Journal, lodge Notice of Opposition on Form TM-5 in the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry accompanied by the prescribed fee of Rs.2500/-
b. Copies of Renewal/Post Registration changes/or Journals in which such renewals/post registration changes are notified.
c. Copy of the Registration Certificate.

How you can obtain copyright certificate promptly?

The Applicant along with the request may file the following documents:

a. Copies of the representation of the label containing the Application number if any, for which the trade mark application has been filed.

b. Copies of the Registration certificate containing the label for which the registration has been obtained.

NOTICE

It is hereby informed that the Cash Counter will be opened to the public from 10.00 a.m. upto 3.30 p.m.
रजिस्ट्रीकरण के पूर्व विज्ञापित आवेदन

(इसमें धारा 20(2) के अंतर्गत पुनर्विज्ञापित आवेदन भी शामिल किए गए हैं, यदि कोई ऐसे आवेदन में दिए न गए हो तो वह पंजीकरण के लिए स्वीकृत हैं)

(प्रत्येक आवेदन के संबंध में व्यापार चिह्न रजिस्ट्रीकरण कार्यालय का समुचित दफ्तर कोष्ठक में मोटे अक्षरों में सदर्शित हैं।)

APPLICATIONS ADVERTISED BEFORE REGISTRATION

(This also include applications re-advertised under section 20(2), if any, unless otherwise stated in the application are accepted for registration) in respect of each application the appropriate office of trade marks registry is indicated is indicated in bold in brackets)
2509316 08/04/2013
SUDHIR AGARWAL
A/218, GOKUL ARCADE, OPP. GARWARE POLYESTER, SWAMI NITYANANDA MARG, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
TEXTILE CHEMICALS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2572581  30/07/2013
GREVITY CHEMICAL PVT. LTD
NEHDEEP LAXMAN GANJ, NEAR BHOMI BIKAAS BANK, KHURJA-203131, DISTT-BULANDSHAHAR, UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/07/2013
DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE*- AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE
SIGMA EXODUS
2592185  06/09/2013
P.V. RAVI KUMAR
trading as ;SDA CHEMICALS
D.NO. 8-7-177/22, SWARNADHAMA NAGAR, OLD BOWENPALLY, SECUNDERABAD, A.P,
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C.V.SRINIVAS REDDY
FLAT NO.415,VIJAYA TOWERS NAGARJUNA NAGAR COLONY BEHIND CHERMAS,AMEERPET HYDERABAD- 500 016
Used Since :01/01/2011
CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, MANURES AND PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS
2609177    08/10/2013
VISHAL D. KAMTHE
OPPOSITE BHEKRAINAGAR OCTRAI NAKA, P.O.-FURSUNGI, TALUKA-HAVELI, DIST.-PUNE, HADAPSAR
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :17/06/2013
MUMBAI
ADHESIVES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE IN CLASS 01
2643970  17/12/2013
JAISINGH BALASAHEB JADHAV
trading as ;GOLDEN AGRITECH
ZP COLONY, SHASTRI NAGAR, AMANKHA PLOT, AKOLA - 444001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
BIO-FERTILIZER AND PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS
2654179  03/01/2014
SHIVAM RASTOGI
VAIJAYANTI RASTOGI
trading as; KERO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
CHAUDHARI TALAB (NEAR HOLIKA MANDIR) BANKHANA BAREILLY U.P
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMAANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/04/1981
DELHI
DEFOAMER OIL (USED AS A CHEMICALS)
DURANOL

2661493   17/01/2014
ASAHI KASEI CHEMICALS CORPORATION
1-105 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-8101 Japan
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A company organised and existing under the laws of Japan.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Polycarbonatediol; polyols for the manufacture of polyurethane resins; unprocessed polyurethane;-artificial resins in the form of powders, pellets, liquid and pastes; synthetic resins in the form of powders, pellets, liquid and pastes; adhesives for industrial purposes; industrial chemicals; chemical preparations for use in photography; plasticizers; currying preparations for leather; emulsifiers; chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
2664128  22/01/2014
SHIVAM RASTOGI
VAIJAYANTI RASTOGI
trading as; KERO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
CHAUDHARI TALAB (NEAR HOLIKA MANDIR), BANKHANA, BAREILLY, UP
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/04/1981
DEFOAMER OIL (USED AS A CHEMICALS)
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 , 03/09/2018 Class 1

2696434 11/03/2014
ESHWARLAL BABULAL JAISWAL
trading as ;TAPI BIO FERTILIZER
BLOCK NO.51, KRUSHIUTPAN BAZAR SAMITI, CATTLE MARKET, MIDC, JALGAON-425003
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :24/09/2013
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS,
MANURE AND ORGANIC CHEMICALS FERTILIZERS, FERTILIZING PREPARATIONS, PHOSPHATES (FERTILIZERS),
CALCIUM CYANAMIDE (FERTILIZER), PEAT (FERTILIZE), NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS, SALTS (FERTILIZERS), SEWEEDS
(FERTILIZERS), PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, MANURE FOR AGRICULTURE AND NITROGENOUS
LIME (MANURE) INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
2696435  11/03/2014
ESHWARLAL BABULAL JAISWAL
trading as ;TAPI BIO FERTILIZER
BLOCK NO.51, KRUSHIUTPAN BAZAR SAMITI, CATTLE MARKET, MIDC, JALGAON-425003
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :24/09/2013
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, MANURE AND ORGANIC CHEMICALS FERTILIZERS, FERTILIZING PREPARATIONS, PHOSPHATES (FERTILIZERS), CALCIUM CYANAMIDE (FERTILIZER), PEAT (FERTILIZE), NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS, SALTS (FERTILIZERS), SEWEEDS (FERTILIZERS), PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, MANURE FOR AGRICULTURE AND NITROGENOUS LIME (MANURE) INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
2770804  09/07/2014
KRISHNA GREEN CROPS PVT. LTD.
202, ASIAN TOWER, 13/1 CHHOTI GAWAL TOLI, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :21/09/1995

MUMBAI
BIO CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS AND ORGANIC MANURE USE IN STATE OF - M.P.AND CHHATTISGARH ONLY
RESTRICTED ONLY FOR M.P.AND CHHATTISGARH.
2770805  09/07/2014
KRISHNA GREEN CROPS PVT. LTD.
202, ASIAN TOWER, 13/1 CHHOTI GAWAL TOLI, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT 1956
Used Since :21/09/1995
MUMBAI
BIO CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS AND ORGANIC MANURE
2792388 18/08/2014
M/S. NIELSON CROP SCIENCES
Kobbari Vamsi S/o K. Bapanaiah
Gude Venkatappaya S/o G. Papaiah
trading as; M/s. Nielson Crop Sciences
H.No. Plot No.58/1/M, Hastinapuram North Extn, Saroornagar Mandal, Bairroalguda, Hyderabad 500 079, Telangana, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Traders
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since: 01/08/2014
CHENNAI
Biological preparations (Other than for medical or veterinary purposes), Plant Growth Regulating preparations, Fertilizing, Fertilizing Preparations, Chemicals used in Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry, all being included in Class 01
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA TO SOUTH INDIA.
MANAGANLAL PURSHOTTAM GANATRA
OFFICE NO.9, SITA VIHAR, L.B.S. MARG, THANE-400602
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 23/11/1981
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING IN RELATION TO CHEMICALS AND PETROCHEMICALS
2825483  13/10/2014
A R S AGRI SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
GUT NO.14/1, GONDUR ROAD AT-POST-BHOKAR, TALUKA AND DISTRICT. DHULE 424002, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :19/08/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ORGANIC FERTILIZERS IN CLASS 1
ASIATIC GREEN AGRICO PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.5056, NEAR LYKA CHOWKDI, G.I.D.C. ESTATE, ANKLESHWAR 393002, DIST. BHARUCH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Used Since :02/12/2013

AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZERS, PLANT GROWING SUBSTRATE.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "GREENSPEED ". 
2894619  06/02/2015
ASIATIC GREEN AGRICO PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.5056, NEAR LYKA CHOWKDI, G.I.D.C. ESTATE, ANKLESHWAR 393002, DIST. BHARUCH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :02/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZERS, PLANT GROWING SUBSTRATE.

no exclusive right to TAKAT and all descriptive matters.
2894621  06/02/2015
ASIATIC GREEN AGRICO PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.5056, NEAR LYKA CHOWKI, G.I.D.C. ESTATE, ANKLESHWAR 393002, DIST. BHARUCH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUAJRAT
Used Since :02/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZERS, PLANT GROWING SUBSTRATE.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
TEJUSVITA

2939876   13/04/2015
GANGOTHRI NUTRIENTS AND FERTILIZER PVT LTD
trading as ;GANGOTHRI NUTRIENTS AND FERTILIZER PVT LTD
# 12-5-35/A/9, T-9, 3RD FLOOR, BALLAD ESTATE, TARNAKA, SECUNDERABAD
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND
NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES
FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
QUICKER

2939881  13/04/2015

GANGOTHRI NUTRIENTS AND FERTILIZER PVT LTD
trading as : GANGOTHRI NUTRIENTS AND FERTILIZER PVT LTD
# 12-5-35/A/9, T- 9, 3RD FLOOR, BALLAD ESTATE, TARNAKA, SECUNDERABAD - 500017, TELANGANA , INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND
NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES
FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
SHANMUKHA AGRITEC LIMITED
2947547   21/04/2015
SHANMUKHA AGRITEC LIMITED
7-1-621/98 & 621/34, Opp. Axis Bank, SR Nagar Main Road, Hyderabad - 500038, Telangana State
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :25/02/2011
To be associated with:
2333695, 2333696, 2947540, 2947543
CHENNAI
Fertilizers and manures, Non-chemical bio-fertilizers, Plant growth regulating preparations, Organic manure, Organic Fertilizers.
2956485  01/05/2015
SANKALP INDIA SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;SANKALP INDIA SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD.
18 CHANDNEY CHOWK STREET,KOLKATA 700072.
MANUFACTURARS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALOK GUPTA, ADVOCATE
A-402, MAYANK MANSION, PLOT NO 21, SECTOR-6, DWARKA, N. DELHI-75
Used Since :14/07/2005
KOLKATA
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, anti-frothing solutions for batteries, acidulated water for recharging batteries, liquids for removing sulphates from batteries; tempering and soldering preparations; adhesives used in industry;
FRESHIO

2973155  28/05/2015
SHIBU O
MADAVALAPIL HOUSE, KANDANGALI P.O., PAYYANNUR, KANNUR-670 307, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :02/04/2015

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND
FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING
COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING
FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
2991152 23/06/2015
KISHOR CHATRABHUJ BHADRA
trading as ;VIVEKANAND RURAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
NAGALPUR ROAD, VRTI CAMPUS, NEAR JAIN ASHRAM, TA MANDVI DIST: KUTCH-370465-GUJARAT_ (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJESH RATILAL SONI, ADVOCATE.
A-2, CHANDRALAYA APPARTMENT, NARANPURA, CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABD 380 013.
Used Since :20/06/2015
AHMEDABAD
FERTILISERS, MANURES AND HERBAL, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS.
IN OON

3010765 17/07/2015
ASWATHY GREEN ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; ASWATHY GREEN ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
ANUGRAHA, GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO 21, 1ST STREET, DR. KOTHARI NAGAR, RAMAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600 089, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since: 01/04/2015

CHENNAI

PLANT-GROWTH PROMOTERS CONTAINING MICROORGANISMS; GROWTH PROMOTERS [OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE; BIOLOGICAL ACTIVATORS; YIELD PROMOTERS FOR CROPS; ENZYME SUBSTRATES; ENZYME STABILIZERS; CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING HUMIC ACIDS; HUMIC ACID SOLD AS AN INGREDIENT OF FERTILIZER AND SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS; ORGANIC SOIL ADDITIVES; ORGANIC SOIL ENHANCEMENT POWDERS AND PREPARATIONS; COMPOST MIXTURES ENRICHED WITH ORGANIC SUBSTANCES; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC PLANT GROWTH MEDIA
3010768  17/07/2015
ASWATHY GREEN ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; ASWATHY GREEN ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
ANUGRAHA, GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO.21, 1ST STREET, DR.KOTHARI NAGAR, RAMAPURAM CHENNAI-600 089
TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since: 19/07/2013

CHENNAI
ORGANIC MANURE; ANIMAL MANURE; MANURE FOR AGRICULTURE; COMPOSTS: COMPOST [FERTILIZER];
FERTILIZER COMPOSITIONS; NATURAL FERTILIZERS; ORGANIC FERTILIZERS; FERTILIZERS FOR SOIL: ADDITIVES
(Chemical -) FOR COMPOST; HORTICULTURAL GROWING MEDIA COMPOSTS; COMPOST MIXTURES ENRICHED WITH
ORGANIC SUBSTANCES; BIOLOGICAL ADDITIVES FOR CONVERTING CROPS INTO COMPOST: MIXTURES OF
CHEMICALS AND MICROORGANISMS FOR FERTILIZING COMPOST; FERTILIZERS AND MANURES; CHEMICALS USED IN
INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY: UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL
RESINS.

Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3012383   20/07/2015

M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :03/05/2014

CHENNAI

FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND
NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES
FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :24/05/2007

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC. PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC. INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA. MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES. INSECTICIDES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018  Class 1

3012446  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :24/05/2007

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC. PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND
NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC. INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES
FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA. MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES. INSECTICIDES.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
3012447  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as : M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :24/05/2007
CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND
NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES
FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
3012453  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :06/07/2007

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
M/S.K.P.R. AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as M/S.K.P.R. AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :23/03/2015
CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLAGED NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.3012415.
3017672  27/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :23/03/2015
CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLAIN NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND
NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES
FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 1

TEMPER
3039415 22/08/2015
KANDIMALLA SUBBARAO BABJI S/O.K.KRISHNAIAH
trading as ;M/s.SRI SHAKTHI TRADERS
#203, Samhitha’s Sri Manikanta, Matrusri Nagar, Miyapur, Hyderabad-500 049, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Repackers, Marketers & Distributors
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :10/08/2015

CHENNAI
Biological, Bio-Chemical and Chemical products used in Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry; Biological Preparations (Other than for medical or veterinary purposes); Plant Growth Regulating preparations; Fertilizing, Fertilizing Preparations; being goods included in Class 01
**BIOHIT**

3039416  22/08/2015

KANDIMALLA SUBBARAO BABJI S/O.K.KRISHNAIAH trading as ;M/s.SRI SHAKTHI TRADERS

#203, Samhitha’s Sri Manikanta, Matrusri Nagar, Miyapur, Hyderabad-500 049, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Repackers, Marketers & Distributors
Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India

Used Since :10/08/2015

CHENNAI

Biological, Bio-Chemical and Chemical products used in Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry; Biological Preparations (Other than for medical or veterinary purposes); Plant Growth Regulating preparations; Fertilizing, Fertilizing Preparations; being goods included in Class 01
Biospor

3046614    02/09/2015

SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE LABORATORY PRIVATE LIMITED
3/196, Natham Main Road, Manthikulam Vilakku, Karuvanur Post, Madurai 625014 Tamilnadu, India
Manufacturers & Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308
Used Since :01/09/2015

CHENNAI
Fertilisers
3050034 08/09/2015
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO.56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, TELANGANA - 500 082
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD,
BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/0015

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND
NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES
FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES
ALCHEMIE

3067050  29/09/2015
ALCHEMIE LIMITED
trading as ;ALCHEMIE LIMITED
Warwick Road, Kineton, Warwick, United Kingdom, CV35 0HU
Manufacturers, Merchants & Exporters
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :11/08/2004
KOLKATA
Synthetic resins, adhesives for use in industry, chemical products for industrial purposes.
3095141  09/11/2015
ADMAT INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD.
602, SUNDARAM, VASANT COMPLEX CHS LTD, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRELEX IP
14, Shree Sanman, Juhu Versova Link Road, Andheri West, Mumbai- 400053
Used Since :27/06/2014
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY, ARTIFICIAL AND SYNTHETIC RESINS, ADHESIVE SUBSTANCES USED IN INDUSTRY, PLASTICS IN THE FORM OF POWDERS, LIQUIDS OR PASTES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, MANURES (NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL), TEMPERING SUBSTANCES AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SOLDERING, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, TANNING SUBSTANCES BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
3101232  20/11/2015

FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO. 56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD, BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2015
To be associated with:
3101227

CHENNAI

FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO. 56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDE STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2840296

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
3101234 20/11/2015
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO. 56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD, BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2743345, 2840296, 2840307, 3101233

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
MULTI-C
3101235  20/11/2015
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO. 56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR, NO.2, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE (NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPALYA, BANGALORE-560038.
Used Since : 01/09/2015
CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 1

3101236 20/11/2015
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO. 56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD, BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/09/2015
To be associated with:
2743347, 2901706, 2901714, 2901735, 3101228, 3101229

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES
ZETOL SELECT
3101246  20/11/2015
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO.56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR,NO.2, 5TH CROSS., 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE(NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPALYA, BANGALORE-560038.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3101233

CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS, ORGANIC, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL MANURES, ORGANIC, INORGANIC BIO FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, POTTING SOIL, SOIL CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, AGRICULTURAL SUBSTRATES FOR SOIL FREE GROWING, UREA, MICRO NUTRIENT SOIL, ADDITIVES CHEMICAL TO FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES
POLAR THINNER

3168795  27/01/2016
SANJAY ARJUN KATHARE
BUILDING 89, GROUND FLOOR, ROAD NO.3, HINDU COLONY, DADAR, MUMBAI - 400014, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :04/02/2013

MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.
GOPINATH
3826689   08/05/2018
GOPINATH CHEM-TECH LIMITED
A-514, ATMA HOUSE, 5TH FLOOR, OPP. OLD RBI ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380009 STATE GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :06/10/1989
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING ANIMAL SKIN AND HIDES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILTERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE.
3845624    28/05/2018
ASTRO INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 6, SHREENATHJI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JAMKANDORANA ROAD, DHORAJI – 360 410 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
A Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PVC, CPVC AND UPVC SOLVENT CEMENT.
RISE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

3845968   29/05/2018
SAMARTH AGRAWAL, TRADING AS M/S RISE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
H.O. 1/350, SUHAG NAGAR, FIROZABAD - 283203 (U.P.) India.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIMISHA TAYAL
SHOP NO.8, 1IND FLOOR, BLOCK 41/4A, FRIENDS TOWER, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA - 282002
Used Since :16/04/2001
DELHI
CHEMICAL AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES, CHEMICAL MATERIALS AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS, TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS.
3850203  02/06/2018
PURVESH M SUTHAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S. BHAVI CROP SCIENCE
NH NO : 8 , NEAR KRISHNA SUPPLIER, AT BORIYAVI-387310 TA : ANAND DIST: ANAND, GUJARAT. INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :17/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
SEAWEED EXTRACT FORMULATION
3853482    06/06/2018
SRI SARVARAYA SUGARS LTD
12, ETHIRAJ SALAI, EGMORE, CHENNAI - 600008
LTD COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Soil improvers, Soil additives, Soil conditioners, Soil improving preparations, Sterilising (Soil- -) preparations, Soil improving material
JSW IP HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
"JSW Centre", 6th Floor, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai – 400051
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :04/01/2018
To be associated with:
1374935, 3329145

MUMBAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; and all the aforesaid products to provide solutions in relation to painting, cementing, home improvement, construction, repair and maintenance; sequestrants for paints; cement-waterproofing chemicals; talc for use in paints; coatings; preservatives for cement, concrete, brickwork, weathering, moisture repellent, masonry, tiles and building materials; damp proofing compositions, chemicals for the manufacture of paints; chemical additives for paints; wetting agents for use in the manufacture of paints; surfactants for use in coating concrete; impregnants for exterior surfaces of buildings; chemicals for use in the initiation of the curing of paints; fire absorbent chemicals for use in the manufacture of fire retardant paints; putty; anti-oxidants for use in manufacture; softeners for water and leather; blowing agents for use in the manufacture of rubber; glues and gums other than for household or stationery use; laminates of sensitized paper; unprocessed plastics.
3858537  13/06/2018
JSW IP HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
"JSW Centre", 6th Floor, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai – 400051
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :04/01/2018
To be associated with:
3329145
MUMBAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; and all the aforesaid products to provide solutions in relation to painting, cementing, home improvement, construction, repair and maintenance; sequestrants for paints; cement-waterproofing chemicals; talc for use in paints; coatings; preservatives for cement, concrete, brickwork, weathering, moisture repellent, masonry, tiles and building materials; damp proofing compositions, chemicals for the manufacture of paints; chemical additives for paints; wetting agents for use in the manufacture of paints; surfactants for use in coating concrete; impregnants for exterior surfaces of buildings; chemicals for use in the initiation of the curing of paints; fire absorbent chemicals for use in the manufacture of fire retardant paints; putty; anti-oxidants for use in manufacture; softeners for water and leather; blowing agents for use in the manufacture of rubber; glues and gums other than for household or stationery use; laminates of sensitized paper; unprocessed plastics
3882298  09/07/2018
M/S. NAGARJUNA CONSULTANTS PARTNERS LLP
Nagarjuna Hills, Punjagutta, Hyderabad 560082, Telangana, India
A Limited Liability Partnership Firm.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :12/01/1986
To be associated with:
572727, 572728, 652167
CHENNAI
Fertilizers; Urea Fertilizers; Bio-Fertilizers; Natural Fertilizers; Mineral Fertilizers; Organic Fertilizers; Inorganic Fertilizers; Liquid Fertilizers; Chemical Fertilizers; Fertilizers For Soil; Fertilizers For Domestic Use; Chemically Converted Compound Fertilizers; Fertilizers For Agricultural Use; Fertilizers For Household Plants; Synthetic Fertilizers For Agricultural Purposes; Fertilizers For Soil And Potting Soil; Plant Growth Regulators; Plant Growth Regulating Substances; Plant Growth Regulating Preparations; Plant Growth Regulators For Agricultural Use; Soil Conditioners; Soil Amendments; Soil-Conditioning Chemicals; Soil Conditioning Preparations; Soil Improving Agents; Soil Conditioners For Horticultural Use; Soil Amendments For Horticultural Purposes; Soil Conditioners For Agricultural Use; Soil Amendments For Agricultural Purposes
BRUHATI BLUE
3885191  11/07/2018
BRUHATHI AUTOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 16, 7th Cross, 2nd Main, Govindraj Nagar, Bengaluru – 560040
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Chemicals for industrial purposes.
3886520  13/07/2018
ACHUK ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
3.F.F SUDARSHAN SOCIETY, SEC-1, NR. AMIKUNJ SOADCITY, NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380013, GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS.
RAJINDER SINGH, PROPRIETOR OF M/S ABSOLUTE CORROBORATE ENGINEERING
V-34, 14th STREET, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 040, TAMILNADU, INDIA,

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No. 38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Used Since: 25/01/2018

CHENNAI

CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, DIESEL EXHAUST FLUID, WINDSCREEN DE-ICER FLUIDS, CHEMICAL-BASED RAIN-REPELLENT PREPARATIONS TO BE APPLIED TO WINDSCREENS, COOLANTS, BY-PRODUCTS OF THE PROCESSING OF CEREALS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, AMMONIA [VOLATILE ALKALI] FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, ANTISTATIC PREPARATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, ACETONE FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, DISPERSIONS OF PLASTICS, TEST PAPER, CHEMICAL, PERFLUORINATED CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS PREPARED SYNTHETICALLY FOR USE IN MANUFACTURER, NITROGEN OXIDES, ANTI-KNOCK SUBSTANCES FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.
3887125  13/07/2018

FOUNDATION BRAKE MANUFACTURING PRIVATE LIMITED
Right Wing, 2nd Floor, Sun Lounge, Suzlon One Earth, Magarpatta Road, Hadapsar, Pune 411028
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Transmission fluids, brake fluids
3887131    13/07/2018
FOUNDATION BRAKE MANUFACTURING PRIVATE LIMITED
Right Wing, 2nd Floor, Sun Lounge, Suzlon One Earth, Magarpatta Road, Hadapsar, Pune 411028
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Transmission fluids, brake fluids
3887726  14/07/2018
MOHIT SOORMA PROPRIETOR OF M/S SHALIMAAR JOD
E-132, ASHOK GALLI NO. 2, EAST BABARPUR, SHAHDARA, DELHI – 110032, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADHESIVES, WOOD ADHESIVES AND SPRAY ADHESIVES.
3889418   17/07/2018
SNAP NATURAL AND ALGINATE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.1, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE COMPLEX, RANIPET 632403
SSI Unit
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BABU ASSOCIATES
MIN APARTMENTS, 18/B-15, NEW BOAG ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
Used Since :01/04/2017
To be associated with:
1749147
CHENNAI
Liquid Organic Manure, Seaweed gel, Chemical Substances and Chemical Preparations of Vegetable and plant Origin, Natural Chemicals, Growing Media, Fertilizers and Chemicals used in Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry.
3889722  17/07/2018
MR. SAKIRUNNISHA SIDDIQUE KHAN TRADING AS NEW INDIA POLYFLAKES
GNMC 3/2/2, GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO. 01, NAVRANG COMPOUND, NEAR MAHIM RAILWAY STATION, DHARAVI MAIN ROAD, DHARAVI, MUMBAI – 400 017
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PLASTIC IN THE FORM OF GRANULES (PLASTIC SCRAP)
3890608  18/07/2018
DHURMI CROP SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
A 126 NAGLA GADE BAMROULI KATARA AGRA Agra UP 282001 IN
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CS NIKHIL MIDHA
#201, Sector-8 Part-I, Karnal, Haryana-132001
Used Since :16/05/2018
DELHI
PESTICIDES AND FERTILIZERS
Mispray
3890628 18/07/2018
MI LIFESTYLE MARKETING GLOBAL PVT. LTD.
trading as; MI LIFESTYLE MARKETING GLOBAL PVT. LTD.
NO.25, 2ND FLOOR, LANCO HOUSE, G.N.CHETTY ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI-600017, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BIO CHEMICALS / CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; CHEMICALS FOR CONDITIONS AND TREATMENT OF SOILS, LIQUID FERTILIZERS; TRACE ELEMENTS FOR USE IN HORTICULTURE, AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY, BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS, COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS.
KETOSHIELD

3890924 18/07/2018

JYOTSNA RAVI GOKHALE
GAT No.1724,Dhumewadi, Post Dive, Tal -Purandhar Pune- 412301
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NOOPUR JAIN
1, ANAND VIHAR COLONY, BARGAWAN,KATNI-483501,(M.P.).

Used Since: 01/07/2018

MUMBAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
3890956   18/07/2018
BETRUST CHINDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
2537, IIInd Floor, Aravalli Vihar Sainik Colony, Sec-49, Faridabad, NCR Delhi Faridabad, Haryana-121001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV KUMAR
D-122/6, 3rd Floor, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY,
MANURES (NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL), CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS AND ADHESIVE
SUBSTANCES USED IN INDUSTRY ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
Wheito

3891525  18/07/2018

MR. TANMAY BALASAHEB GANDHI
C-001, Swayam Shrusthi, Chandanwadi, Thane
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VASUNDHARA
D-14, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110014.
Used Since :10/04/2015

MUMBAI

salts for batteries, liquids for removing sulfates from batteries, anti-frothing solutions for batteries, water for recharging batteries
FULFILL
3891709  19/07/2018
SPECIALTY MINERALS (MICHIGAN) INC.
30600 Telegraph Road, Bingham Farms, Michigan 48025, U.S.A.
a Michigan corporation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2079693
DELHI
Polymers and polymeric additives for enhancing performance of paper; polymer coating agents for paper.
emron
3891868  19/07/2018
CHAITANYA NANDA
sai nandan 8th floor 802 b wing
coolant
owner
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COOLANT WATER AND RADIATOR FLUID INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
VIROFIGHT

3891924    19/07/2018

DHANWANTARI DISTRIBUTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
24 PLOT NO., OPP SHRINATH CATERERS, UTTEKAR NAGAR, SADAR BAZAR, POWAINAKA, SATARA-415001, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ORGANIC FERTILIZERS AND AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE PRODUCTS.
SPRLINA
3891925    19/07/2018
DHANWANTARI DISTRIBUTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
24 PLOT NO., OPP SHRINATH CATERERS, UTTEKAR NAGAR, SADAR BAZAR, POWAINAKA, SATARA-415001, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ORGANIC FERTILIZERS AND AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE PRODUCTS.
DURABERG

3891979  19/07/2018

BERGER PAINTS INDIA LIMITED
“BERGER HOUSE”, 129, PARK STREET, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL
An Indian Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Adhesives, Synthetic Resins, Chemical Compounds and Substances for Colouring and Tanning, Polyurethane, Chemical Solution and Chemical Preparations used Damp Proof Materials and against Deterioration of Wood, Chemical Solutions used in Paints, Polymer Binder, Emulsifying Agents, Chemical Coating Containing Phosphorus for use in Industrial Treatment of Metals to render them resistant to Corrosion, Chemical Compound for Protection of Building Wall and Roofing Treatment, Chemical Compositions & Preparations for Waterproofing, Chemical Coating for Waterproofing.
ZENDEX
3892750  20/07/2018
EASTMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY
200 South Wilcox Drive, Kingsport, Tennessee 37660, United States of America
A corporation of the State of Delaware, USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Solvents for use in the manufacture of agrochemicals.
3893176  20/07/2018
SYNECTICS BIOSCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-2101, Mansarovar Neelkanth Heights, Pokhran Road - 2, Thane-west, Maharashtra - 400610
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :29/01/2018
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE
AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE
PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL
SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES,
FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE
SYNECTICS BIOSCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-2101, Mansarover Neelkanth Heights, Pokhran Road - 2, Thane-west, Maharashtra - 400610
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :29/01/2018
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE
EXPONUS
3893365  20/07/2018
BASF SE
Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany (Federal Republic of)
A company organized and existing under the laws of Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially plant fortifying preparations, chemical and/or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, chemical preparations for the treatment of seeds; surfactants.
3894082   21/07/2018
MR. PARVEEN KUMAR GOYAL
A-1/623, SECTOR-6, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMPERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science.
3894214 21/07/2018
UNIVERSE ENTERPRISE
Plot No 47 Shed No 2, Vishvkrama Industries Estate, Bhavnagar Rajkot Road, Near Chitra GIDC, Vartej, Bhavnagar-364003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHRUV PRADIP
OM, Tulsi Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Chemical used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Manures; Fertilisers
ANNARASHI

3894759  23/07/2018

ANNARASHI
ANNARASHI ENTERPRISES, AISHWARYA LAXMI NILAYA, BEHIND PETROL PUMP, SINDAGI ROAD, NEAR SHRI BAGYVANTI SCHOOL, INDI - 586209

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
WINDSON CHEMICAL PVT. LTD.

BLOCK NO - 1834 P1 & P2 CHIKHLI VANSDA ROAD, OPP. KHODIYAR QUARY AT & PO. APLIPORE - 396409, TA CHIKHLI

DIST. NAVSARI GUJARAT.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

SYNTHETIC RESINS (UNPROCESSED) FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION

WindGreen
3894795  23/07/2018
WINDSON CHEMICAL PVT. LTD.
BLOCK NO - 1834 P1 & P2 CHIKHLI VANSDA ROAD, OPP. KHODIYAR QUARY AT & PO. APLIPORE - 396409, TA CHIKHLI
DIST. NAVSARI GUJARAT.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SYNTHETIC RESINS (UNPROCESSED) FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
WINDCOAT

3894796    23/07/2018
WINDSON CHEMICAL PVT. LTD.
BLOCK NO - 1834 P1 & P2 CHIKHLI VANSDA ROAD, OPP. KHODIYAR QUARY AT & PO. APLIPORE - 396409, TA CHIKHLI
DIST. NAVSARI GUJARAT.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SYNTHETIC RESINS (UNPROCESSED) FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE.
M-SEAL EASY SEAL

3895324  23/07/2018

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED

Regent Chambers, 7th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 208, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.

a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP

74/F, VENUS, VORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

967959, 1347391, 1347392, 1347394

MUMBAI

chemicals used in industry; synthetic adhesives for technical and industrial purposes; synthetic resins; unprocessed artificial resins; epoxy resin; chemicals and adhesives for use in construction; adhesives for tiles; fixing solutions; adhesives; starch paste [adhesive], other than for stationery or household purposes; adhesives for industrial purposes; gums [adhesives], other than for stationery or household purposes; glue for industrial purposes; leather glues; gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household purposes
M-SEAL EZ SEAL

3895325    23/07/2018

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Regent Chambers, 7th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 208, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.

a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1347391

MUMBAI
chemicals used in industry; synthetic adhesives for technical and industrial purposes; synthetic resins; unprocessed artificial resins; epoxy resin; chemicals and adhesives for use in construction; adhesives for tiles; fixing solutions; adhesives; starch paste [adhesive], other than for stationery or household purposes; adhesives for industrial purposes; gums [adhesives], other than for stationery or household purposes; glue for industrial purposes; leather glues; gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household purposes
3896240    24/07/2018
FINRAY BIOTECH INC
1ST FLOOR, 240 PARESH MAZUMDAR ROAD, HALTU, KASBA, KOLKOTA - 700078, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3577420
KOLKATA
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION/PROMOTER,
MINERAL SUPPLEMENT WITH GROWTH PROMOTER AND FERTILIZERS (NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL), FEED ADDITIVE
FOR AQUACULTURE ANIMAL
3896475    24/07/2018
MR. ANIL SHALIGRAM SARDA TRADING AS SARDA INDUSTRY
Sarda Nivas, Rajarampuri 8th Line, 1999 ‘E’ Ward, Kolhapur – 416 008
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CAMPHOR FOR INDUSTRIAL USE
VEER RAKSHAK

3896829 24/07/2018
MR. SUREN德拉 KUMAR BANSAL PROPRIOETOR OF BHUMI AGRO INDUSTRIES
67-A, INDUSTRIAL AREA NO.-1, DEWAS (M.P.)455001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza,M.G. road indore

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BIO FERTILIZER INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
KINTAN

3897066  24/07/2018
M/S.KELVIN BIO ORGANICS PRIVATE LIMITED
New No.41, Old No.7/C3, 2nd Seaward Road, Valmiki Nagar, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai-600041
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Law Office of Karthikeyan, Vista Heights, D43, Level 4, West Avenue, OMR - ECR Link Road, Near Tidel Park, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai - 600041, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Tanning Substances
EARTH ALIVE SOIL ACTIVATOR

3897888  25/07/2018
Earth Alive Clean Technologies Inc.
9641 Clement Street, Lasalle, H8R 4B4, Quebec, Canada
A corporation established under the Canada Business Corporation Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Class 1: Fertilizer, seed and soil inoculants for agricultural and horticultural use.
CPhos
3897889  25/07/2018
IMMINENT
H.O- Kolhapur Branch, Princeville, B - 2 701, Near Mngl Station, Jadhavwadi Moshi, Pune - 412105
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/09/2017
MUMBAI
Fertilisers.
3898033  25/07/2018
AQUENT IMPEX INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
607, Universal Majestic, Level 6, Behind Rbk International School, Ghatkopar Mankhurd Link Road Chembur Mumbai-400043
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HONEY TANEJA
93, INDRA VIHAR, 3RD FLOOR, NEAR BBM BUS DEPOT, DELHI-110009
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in industry; putties and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science.
U-FUNGIKILL

3898179  25/07/2018
M/S. UTTAM PHOSPHATES PVT. LTD.
301, INDORE TRADE CENTRE, SARDAR PATEL MARG, INDORE (M.P.)

Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Organic fertilizers and growth promoters
SIXTEEN PLUS

3898180 25/07/2018
M/S. UTTAM PHOSPHATES PVT. LTD.
301, INDORE TRADE CENTRE, SARDAR PATEL MARG, INDORE (M.P.)
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Organic fertilizers and growth promoters
3899728  27/07/2018
GHANSHYAMBHAI M. PATEL
trading as SHREE CHEM
PLOT NO. CI-18/10, NR. SOMANI CERAMICS. G.I.D.C KADI, DIST MEHSANA 382715, GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :26/09/2009
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL PREPARATION FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PHARMACEUTICALS, CHEMICAL PREPARATION FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS.
APOLLO PAINTS
2687547  26/02/2014
SANJEEV BANSAL
trading as ;APOLLO PAINTS
VILLAGE KAMBOJPURA, KARNAL-132001, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANT; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
2943417  15/04/2015
KEYA HOMES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :KEYA HOMES PRIVATE LIMITED
REGENT COURT, # 17, 80 FEET ROAD, KORMANGALA 4TH BLOCK, BANGALORE - 560034
Traders, Real Estate Developers, Builders and Service Providers
INCORPORATED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALOK GUPTA, ADVOCATE
A-402, MAYANK MANSION, PLOT NO 21, SECTOR-6, DWARKA, N. DELHI-75
Used Since :06/05/2013
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters; decorators
CHEMINSCO

2955492  05/05/2015
CHEMIE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY COMPANY PVT LTD
trading as :CHEMIE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY COMPANY PVT LTD
PARANICKAL GREEN VIEW, EDAKULAM, RANNI, KERALA 689672, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2955489

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURER AND INDUSTRIAL PAINTS AND COATINGS, WOOD AND METAL COATINGS, SPECIALTY CHEMICALS AND COATINGS AND ACCESSORIES REQUIRED FOR THE ABOVE SECTORS.
RETINA SPARK
2984244  11/06/2015
M/S.RETINA PAINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.Retina Paints Private Ltd
# Plot No.P2 Part, IDA, Uppal, Hyderabad-500 039, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Trademark Registration
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :30/11/2010
To be associated with:
2174592, 2984242, 2984243
CHENNAI
All types of Paints, Emulsions & Enamels; Primers; Distempers; Colour Fixatives; Roof Coating Paints; Lacquers; Preservatives against Rust and against deterioration of Wood; Lime Wash; Thickeners for Paints; Thinners for paints; Turpentine; Undercoating & undersealing for Vehicles Chassis; Varnishes; Wall and Wood fillers(Putty's); Water Colours; Whitewash; all being goods included in Class 2
RETINA JET

2984247   11/06/2015
M/S.RETINA PAINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.Retina Paints Private Limited
#Plot No.P2 Part, IDA, Uppal, Hyderabad-500 039, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Incorporated Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India

Used Since :30/11/2010
To be associated with:
2174591

CHENNAI
All types of Paints, Emulsions & Enamels; Primers; Distempers; Colour Fixatives; Roof Coating Paints; Lacquers;
Preservatives against Rust and against deterioration of Wood; Lime Wash; Thickeners for Paints; Thinners for paints;
Turpentine; Undercoating & undersealing for Vehicles Chassis; Varnishes; Wall and Wood fillers(Putties); Water Colours;
Whitewash; all being goods included in Class 2

No separate claim over words except substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3080985   19/10/2015
PAR-FERRO COATINGS (P) LTD.
trading as :PAR-FERRO COATINGS (P) LTD.
129,MATHESWARTALA ROAD (SOUTH TANGRA ROAD),KOLKATA 700046,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NICHE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICES
38A NARISINGH AVENUE,NAGER BAZAR,KOLKATA 700074,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :17/07/2000
To be associated with:
996495
KOLKATA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING IN THE FIELD OF POWDER COATING
3095140  09/11/2015
ADMAT INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD.
602, SUNDARAM, VASANT COMPLEX CHS LTD, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRELEX IP
14, Shree Sanman, Juhu Versova Link Road, Andheri West, Mumbai- 400053
Used Since :27/06/2014
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; DISTEMBERS, PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST
DETERIORATION OF WOOD; ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS, FIXATIVES (VARNISHES) THICKENERS FOR PAINTS,
THINNERS FOR PAINTS, DYESTUFFS; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR
PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND DECORATORS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02
CLEANERS THINNER
3168799  27/01/2016
SANJAY ARJUN KATHARE
BUILDING 89, GROUND FLOOR, ROAD NO.3, HINDU COLONY, DADAR, MUMBAI - 400014, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :05/02/2013

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS: PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD:
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
3756576    17/02/2018
CHANDRASHEKHAR DHOTRE TRADING AS CG ENTERPRISES
OPP. HMTD, NEAR MAXUS CINEMA, 90 FEET ROAD, JERI MERI, KURLA WEST, MUMBAI 400072
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS, DYES; INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND
POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART INCLUDED IN CLASS 02
SUMIT SURESH AHUJA
trading as; PAINT HOUSE
GS-7 ASHIRWAD PALACE, ABHAYANKAR ROAD, DHANTOLI, NAGPUR-440012.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEENA MOHINANI
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, 6TH FLOOR, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR ARTISTS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
3858538  13/06/2018
JSW IP HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
"JSW Centre", 6th Floor, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai – 400051
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :04/01/2018
To be associated with:
3329146
MUMBAI
Paints; varnishes; lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; and all the aforesaid products to provide solutions in relation to painting home improvement, construction, repair and maintenance; wall and wood fillers; undercoats for paints in the form of primers; preservatives against rust and deterioration of woods; thinners; distempers; dry colours; coloring matters; dyestuffs; natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters and decorators; pigments; engine enamels; automotive enamels; wheel rim enamels; enamels in the nature of paints; non-toxic enamels for use in the food industries; non-toxic enamels for use in the oenological industries; litharge; coatings; dyes; gum turpentine; turpentine for use as paint thinner; turpentine substitute for use as a thinner in paints; turpentine substitute for use as a thinner in varnishes; wood preservatives and industrial coatings in the nature of paint.
ONEXOL

3886262  12/07/2018
ONKAR EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED
105 DSIDC, Okhla Phase - I, New Delhi – 110020
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16
Used Since: 03/07/2018

DELHI
Coatings, Epoxy Coatings, Powder coatings, Coatings (paints), fire retardant coatings, anticorrosive coatings, wall coatings, spray coatings, organic coatings, conversion coatings, bactericidal coatings, waterproof coatings, acrylic coatings, corrosion resistant coatings, weatherproofing coatings, Colourants, Colouring matter for plastics, Polymer Colours, Preparations for use as flame retardants, Lacquers, Paints, Varnishes, Sealants, Glazes (paints, lacquers), thinners for lacquers and other paints.
Awaskawach

3889063  16/07/2018
KRISHNA CONCHEM PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
Unit #2, Bldg No.6, Sector #3, Millennium Business Park, Mahape, Navi Mumbai – 400710

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants
SEKRIKOR

3889065  16/07/2018

KRISHNA CONCHEM PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
Unit #2, Bldg No.6, Sector #3, Millennium Business Park, Mahape, Navi Mumbai – 400710

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants
MUHAMMED SHIHABUDHEEN V
Kadukutty House, Ugrapuram Po, Arecode, Malappuram, Kerala - 673639
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.
DURABERG

3892113 19/07/2018

M/S. BERGER PAINTS INDIA LIMITED
“BERGER HOUSE”, 129, PARK STREET, KOLKATA - 700 017
An Indian Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Paints, Enamels, Primers and Varnishes (other than Insulating Varnish) and Dry Colours for Paints, Distempers, Lacquers, Lacquering Matters (Not for Laundry or Toilet use), Preservatives against Rust and Deterioration of Wood, Dyes, Dyestuffs, Resins, Fire Retarding Paints and Compounded Paints, Cement Paints, Preservatives against Heat and Corrosion, Powder Paints and Dry Paints, Acrylic Paints and Emulsion, Gum Resins, Thinners.
3892294  19/07/2018
NARESH KUMAR ASIJA TRADING AS NEW ASIJA PAINTS
372, CHOWK HAIZ QAZI, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI-110006
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUPI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAIZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAIZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paints, Watercolour paints, paint primers, Paint blocks, Paint sealers, Powdered paints, Earth (Sienna -), Whitewash, Lead (White -), Paint thickeners, Exterior paint, Interior paint, Binding preparations for paints, Paint thinner, Decorative spray coatings [paints], House paint, Fireproof paints, Rubber paints, Dispersion paints, Floor paints, Oil paints, Wall coatings [paint], Paint sealers, Paints for vehicles, Paints for automobiles, Binding agents for paints, Emulsion paints, Fungicidal paints, Aluminum paints, Fluorescent paints, Chemicalproof paints, Luminous paints, Bactericidal Paints, Powdered Paints, Conductive Paints, Architectural paints, Anticorrosive paints, Phosphorescent paints, Asbestos paints, Acrylic paints, Reflective paints, Glazes [paints, lacquers], Paint drying preparations, Lime wash paint, Siccatives for paints, Lower hull paints, Rust protecting paints, Thermoplastic road marking paints, Bronze powder for painting, Paints for protection against heat, Color pigments, Dyes, colorants, pigments and inks, Drying agents for paints and putties, Coloured metallic powders, Distempers [water paint].
AMULYA

3892889  20/07/2018

SUNIL KUMAR PROP. OF JAI DURGA ENTERPRISES
OPP. BUS STAND, RAMPURA PHUL, DISTT-BATHINDA, PUNJAB-151103
PROP.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.
3892937  20/07/2018
MR. VIGHNESHWAR RAVIKANT BELE TRADING AS BELE CEMENT AND PRODUCTS
Shanichara Bazar, Chhindwara- 480 001
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3870026

MUMBAI
Paints, Distempers, Primers , Lacquers & Powder Coatings use as Paint
MAESTRIA RIVIERA
3893401  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA SERENO

3893402  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture,
thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA CEDRE
3893403  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA VIVANT

3893404   20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA ELENA
3893405  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, distemper's, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA EXPERTE

3893406  20/07/2018

MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paints, varnishes, distemper's, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA MATRIX

3893410  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinner for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA RETZ
3893411 20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA BON
3893412  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, distemper's, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture,
thinner's for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA PINO

3893413  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinner for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA FERRO
3893414  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture,
thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA CAPITALE

3893415  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paints, varnishes, distemper's, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA VOLONTE

3893426  20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,  
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India. 

Body Incorporate  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
RAO & RAO.  
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture, thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
MAESTRIA JUVELE

3893427    20/07/2018
MORE MAESTRIA PAINTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Suite 504, Fortune Chambers, Image Garden Road, Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081 (T.S) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, distemper’s, lacquers, colorants, dyes, putty, white wash, premier, spirits, enamel paints, texture,
thinners for paints and colors, coating for use on walls, preservatives against rust, deterioration of wood and colorants.
GULMOHAR

3893567   20/07/2018
SOURABH GUPTA TRADING AS M/S. POLITE PAINTS
TEJAJI CHOWK, PATTHAR MUNDLA ROAD, PALDA, INDORE-452001 (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paint, paints primer, distemper, stainer, snowchem cement colors, polish thinner, putti, paint oil and plastic paint
3893745  20/07/2018
JAI RAM PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 2720, KRANTI GATE MAIN ROAD, METODA GIDC, KALAWAD ROAD, METODA, DIST. RAJKOT - 360 021 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
A Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLO W NO. 9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD – 380 014 (GUJARAT) INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COLOR PIGMENTS, COLOR ADDITIVES MASTERBATCHES, PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART.
3893796   20/07/2018

PAWAN KUMAR SETHIA, TRADING AS: BALAJI COMMERCIAL HOUSE
63, RADHA BAZAR STREET, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Sole Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOSTA TRADE MARK COMPANY
451/F.G.T. ROAD,P.O.MAHESH,DIST.HOOGHLY,PIN-712 202,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Toners, Printer cartridges, Printers’ ink, Toner cartridges filled for printers and photocopiers, Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art included in class-02.
3894083  21/07/2018
MR. PARVEEN KUMAR GOYAL
A-1/623, SECTOR-6, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
THINNER, Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.
UTTAM TAMRAKAR TRADING AS SUKHURAM TAMRAKAR
Hatri bazar, Gandhi chowk, Durg Chhattisgarh - 491001

Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Dyes included in class 2.
PAINTOLOGIE

3898601  26/07/2018

MR. VIRAL SHETH
106, D. S. UDYOG BHAVAN, VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053, INDIA

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PAINT
1887845  24/11/2009
DAMODAR SOMANI
trading as ;Soma Perfumers
291, Usha Nagar Ext, Near Ganesh Mandir, Indore M.P.
manufacturing & trading
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/12/1989
MUMBAI
AGARBATTI
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ANTAGE

2303542  21/03/2012
G.K. BIOSCIENCES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;G.K. BIOSCIENCES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
# 127/128, ALEAP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PRAGATINAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 072, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MARKETERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :15/03/2012
CHENNAI
ANTI WRINKLE CREAM; WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; WRINKLE RESISTANT CREAM; WRINKLE-
MINIMIZING COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR TOPICAL FACIAL USE; COSMETICS FOR SKIN CARE; LOTIONS FOR
COSMETIC PURPOSE; SUN-TANNING PREPARATIONS
STAYSILK

2303548  21/03/2012
G.K. BIOSCIENCES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;G.K. BIOSCIENCES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
# 127/128, ALEAP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PRAGATINAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 072, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MARKETERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :15/03/2012

CHENNAI
MEHNDI/HENNA/LAWSONIA INERVIS, HENNA BASED HAIR COLOUR, CONE MEHNDI, NATURAL HENNA POWDER,
MEHNDI PASTE, MEHNDI CONES, HAIR CONDITIONER MEHNDI, SPECIAL RED MEHNDI, GREEN HAND MEHNDI
Giorgio Bertani

2387320  30/08/2012

HELIOS PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED
SPAZEDGE TOWERS, TOWER B, OFFICE NO. 522-526, SECTOR-47, SOHNA ROAD, GURGAON-122002 (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since : 22/11/2010
DELHI

PERFUMES, DEODRANTS & COLOUR COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS-3.
2483786 23/02/2013
ALOK KUMAR ARYA
C-43, SECTOR-63, NOIDA, G.B.NAGAR -201301 (U.P)
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.
Used Since :02/07/2012
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2396868.
NOSWIN HERBAL COSMETIC PVT.LTD
2122 BANSAL PLAZA 3RD FLOOR ABOVE J&K BANK BAHADUR GARH ROAD SADAR BAZAR DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :22/09/2012
To be associated with:
2406068, 2525028, 2525432, 2525433, 2525434
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, PERFUMERY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, TALCUM POWDERS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC KITS, COTTON WOOLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, DEODORANTS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LASHES, SCENTED WATER, WAX AND TOILET PREPARATIONS
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "BADAM-AMLA" APPEARING ON LABEL...
2593271  09/09/2013
RAVINDER SINGH
DEEP CHAND
trading as ;SAI ENTERPRISES
V.P.O MUNDI, DISTT. REWARI, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since : 10/04/2012
DELHI
SOAP AND DETERGENT POWDER
2594253  11/09/2013

PRADEEPNAIR
Mrs. Preeti Gupta
Mr. Pawan Gupta
Smt. Asha Gupta
Mr. Pradeep Nair
Mrs. Neetu Gupta

trading as ; M.B. UTILITY PRODUCTS
OPP. GORKHI SCOUT GUIDE, DARJIOLI, GWALIOR-474001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURES, PACKER AND MERCHANTS.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior - 474 011 (M.P.).

Used Since : 03/06/2009

MUMBAI
MEHANDI (POWER AND PASTE), AGARBATTI, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS (AYURVEDIC AND OTHERS), HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, SHAMPOO
BO
2617892  24/10/2013
MR. GULSHAN KAPOOR
trading as ;NEHA PERFUMERY
E-100, SEC-1, DSHDC, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110039
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NAIL POLISH, LIPSTICK, CREAM, HAIR OIL, COMPACT
STLOUISNY

2648691 24/12/2013
VINOD ASRANI
trading as ;ST. LOUIS INC.
250 KOTLA GAON MAYUR VIHAR PHASE DELHI 110091
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & CO.
D-121, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-110007
Used Since :04/10/2011
To be associated with:
1837760
DELHI
GOODS IN RELATION TO PERFUMES INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
DR. JAIN'S

2654630 06/01/2014
DR. JAINS FOREST HERBALS PVT. LTD.
B/104, PRAKASH NAGAR, MOGAL LANE, MAHIM, MUMBAI-400016
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since:06/07/1995

MUMBAI
SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, TOILET SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER AND CAKE CARBOLIC POWDER, BLACK AND WHITE PHENYL, BATHING BAR, LIQUID HANDWASH, DETERGENT BAR, DISINFECTANT LIQUID FOR WASHING FLOORS IN CLASS 03
YLIS
2658834  13/01/2014
RAJESH GROVER
RANJIV GROVER
DEEPAK GROVER
trading as ;AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO-24/1, PHASE-II, INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH 160002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 3

LA CURA

2659671  15/01/2014
DR KLEENZ LABORATORIES PVT. LTD
211 NEELKATH PLAZA, ROAD NO 44, PLOT O 15, COMMUNITY CENTER PITAMPURA DELHI 110034
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDAIN COMPANIES ACT, 1957
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :15/12/2013
DELI
SOAP AND DETERGENTS, CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS, PERFUME AND TOILET PREPAR.4TIONS, ORAL
AND DENTAL HYGIENE, TOOTH PASTE, TOOTH BRUSH, MOUTH WASH, COSMETICS, TOILETRIES, HAIR OIL, SHAMPOO
O’ BELLO

2659672 15/01/2014
DR KLEENZ LABORATORIES PVT. LTD
211 NEELKATH PLAZA, ROAD NO 44, PLOT O 15, COMMUNITY CENTER PITAMPURA DELHI 110034
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDAIN COMPANIES ACT, 1957
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :15/12/2013
DELHI
SOAP AND DETERGENTS, CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS, PERFUME AND TOILET PREPARATIONS, ORAL AND DENTAL HYGIENE, TOOTH PASTE, TOOTH BRUSH, MOUTH WASH, COSMETICS, TOILETRIES, HAIR OIL, SHAMPOO
2661942    20/01/2014
DEEPAK VISHWAKARMA
trading as ;KAJAL AGARBATTI WORKS
80-81, DHANWANTRI NAGAR, NEAR LAL BABA TEMPLE, JABALPUR-482003, (MP)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALIT KAMAL LAW ASSOCIATES
Sanghi Residency, Block A, Near Manas Bhawan, Wright Town, Jabalpur,MP - 482002
Used Since :06/09/2012
MUMBAI
AGARBATTI, DHOOPBATTI AND HAVAN SAMAGRI
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
JYOVIS CARE PVT. LTD.

2663761 22/01/2014

Manufacturers and Merchants
An Indian Company, Registered Under The Provisions Of Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT

Used Since: 14/06/2012

MUMBAI

Cosmetics and Cosmetic Preparations
BOERICKE & TAFEL
2683465 20/02/2014
NATURE’S WAY PRODUCTS, LLC
825 CHALLENGER DRIVE GREEN BAY WISCONSIN USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since: 01/08/1988
DELHI
COSMETICS PRODUCTS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2683459, 2683462.
B & T
2683468   20/02/2014
NATURE’S WAY PRODUCTS, LLC
825 CHALLENGER DRIVE GREEN BAY WISCONSIN USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :01/08/1988
DELHI
COSMETICS PRODUCTS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2683459,2683462.
2685283  24/02/2014
RAVINDRA RAMESH TORANE
trading as ;NAYANRAMA ENTERPRISES
NEAR YASHWANL VIDYAIAYA , AL POST PADEGAON TAL.- SHRIRAMPUR DISL.- AHMEDNAGAR-413721,MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :18/02/2014
MUMBAI
AGARBATTI AND SOAPS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2686755 25/02/2014

SH. S.K. CHADHA
trading as ;ARYANVEDA HERBALS
A-41 DSIDC, NARELA INDUSTRIAL PARK, NARELA, DELHI-1100 40

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

Used Since :01/02/2012

DELHI

COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, PERFUMERY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, TALCUM POWDERS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC KITS, COTTON WOOLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, DEODORANTS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LASHES, SCENTED WATER, WAX AND TOILET PREPARATIONS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1000164.
2686756  25/02/2014
SMT. SONIA CHADHA
trading as ;NIMSON INTERNATIONAL
A-41, DSIDC NARELA INDUSTRIAL PARK, NARELA, DELHI -110040
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :01/02/2012
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, PERFUMERY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, TALCUM POWDERS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC KITS, COTTON WOOLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, DEODORANTS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LASHES, SCENTED WATER, WAX AND TOILET PREPARATIONS
2686757    25/02/2014
SMT. SONIA CHADHA
trading as ;NIMSON INTERNATIONAL
A-41, DSIDC NARELA INDUSTRIAL PARK, NARELA, DELHI -110040
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :01/02/2012
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, PERFUMERY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, TALCUM POWDERS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC KITS, COTTON WOOLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, DEODORANTS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LASHES, SCENTED WATER, WAX AND TOILET PREPARATIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1957737.
2687754 26/02/2014
SMT. SONIA CHADHA
trading as ;NIMSON INTERNATIONAL
A-41, DSIDC, NARELA INDUSTRIAL PARK, NARELA, DELHI 110040
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :01/02/2012
To be associated with:
1957737, 2145354, 2145355, 2200539, 2257695, 2270568, 2270569, 2318953, 2318955, 2318956, 2341180, 2341181, 2406065, 2406066, 2406067, 2417826, 2417827, 2417830, 2629943

DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, PERFUMERY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, TALCUM POWDERS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC KITS, COTTON WOOLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, DEODORANTS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LASHES, SCENTED WATER, WAX AND TOILET PREPARATIONS.
2687756  26/02/2014
SMT. SONIA CHADHA
trading as ;NIMSON INTERNATIONAL
A-41, DSIDC, NARELA INDUSTRIAL PARK, NARELA, DELHI 110040
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :05/02/2012
To be associated with:
1957737, 2145354, 2145355, 2200539, 2257695, 2257696, 2270568, 2270569, 2318953, 2318955, 2318956, 2341180, 2341181, 2406065, 2406066, 2406067, 2417826, 2417827, 2417830, 2629943, 2686756, 2686757, 2687755, 2687754, 2687755
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, PERFUMERY, SHampoos, CONDITIONERS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, TALCUM POWDERS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC KITS, COTTON WOOLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, DEODORANTS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LASHES, SCENTED WATER, WAX AND TOILET PREPARATIONS.
2687757  26/02/2014
SMT. SONIA CHADHA
trading as ;NIMSON INTERNATIONAL
A-41, DSIDC, NARELA INDUSTRIAL PARK, NARELA, DELHI 110040
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :05/02/2012
To be associated with:
1957737, 2145354, 2145355, 2200539, 2270568, 2270569, 2318953, 2318955, 2341180, 2341181, 2406065, 2406066, 2406067, 2417826, 2417827, 2417830, 2629943, 2686756, 2686757, 2686758, 2687754, 2687755, 2687756

DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, PERFUMERY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, TALCUM POWDERS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC KITS, COTTON WOOLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, DEODORANTS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LASHES, SCENTED WATER, WAX AND TOILET PREPARATIONS.
2687758    26/02/2014
SMT. SONIA CHADHA
trading as ;NIMSON INTERNATIONAL
A-41, DSIDC, NARELA INDUSTRIAL PARK, NARELA, DELHI 110040
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :05/02/2012
To be associated with:
1957737, 2145354, 2145355, 2200539, 2257695, 2257696, 2270568, 2270569, 2318953, 2318955, 2318956, 2341180, 2341181, 2406065,
2406066, 2406067, 2417826, 2417827, 2417830, 2629943, 2686756, 2686757, 2686758, 2687754, 2687755, 2687756, 2687757
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, PERFUMERY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, CREAMS,
ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, SOAPS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, TALCUM POWDERS,
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC
KITS, COTTON WOOLS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, DEODORANTS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE LASHES, SCENTED
WATER, WAX AND TOILET PREPARATIONS.
2712013  04/04/2014
NATURE'S WAY PRODUCTS, LLC
825 CHALLENGER DRIVE GREEN BAY WISCONSIN USA
Manufacturers, Traders & Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :01/08/1988
DELHI
Cosmetics Products; Cosmetic Preparations For Skin Care; Cosmetic Preparations For Slimming Purposes.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2683462, 2683459.
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION
181, 2-GA, HANGANG-RO, YONGSAN-GU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Manufacturers & Traders
A KOREAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAI CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics; Make-up; Cosmetic preparations for baths; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Lipsticks; Eye shadows; Balms other than for medical purposes; Nail polishes for cosmetic purposes; Shampoos; Dentifrices

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2718426  15/04/2014
FARAH DIBA AEJAZ PERVEZ AHMED SHAIKH
Barkat Villa, Shanti Niketan Housing, Co-operative Society, Versova Yari Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400061, INDIA
Manufacturer & trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAGNARI & CO
Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru Nanak High School, Ulhasnagar 421004, INDIA
Used Since :01/03/2014
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
2718430  15/04/2014
FARAH DIBA AEJAZ PERVEZ AHMED SHAIKH
Barkat Villa, Shanti Niketan Housing, Co-operative Society, Versova Yari Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 4000061, INDIA
Manufacturer & trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAGNARI & CO
Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru Nanak High School, Ulhasnagar 421004, INDIA
Used Since :01/03/2014
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
2793504  20/08/2014
VIKRAM JAIN
trading as ;SIDDHARTH ENTERPRISES
PARVATIGUNJ SOCIETY, FLAT NO. 2 AND 2A, GROUND FLOOR, DAULATNAGAR ROAD NO.7, BORIVALI (EAST)
mumbai-400066
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DISHA IP SOLUTION
Disha IP Solutions 12, Calicut Street, 6 Beauman bldg, 2nd Floor, Ballard Estate, Mumbai - 400 001
Used Since :01/08/2014
MUMBAI
COSMETIC (BINDI)
2811668  18/09/2014
MANGILAL GHISARAMJI CHAUDHARY
trading as SHREE ANMOL
SHOP NO 02, SUSHIL SADAN, ACHANAK NAGAR, MUMBRA, THANE-400612
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/07/2012
MUMBAI
MEHANDI CONE, MEHANDI POWDER, AND MEHANDI LIQUID INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
RID Clear

2827037   14/10/2014
ONCOSTAR PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;RID Clear
No.26, Sanjog Phirozshah Street, Santacruz (W), Mumbai - 400054, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES, BODY CLEANING AND BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS AND GELS

Proposed to be Used
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2835486  03/11/2014
DAMODAR DALAL
trading as ;SRUSHTI ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO.8, 9 AND 10, GLORIOUS PLAZA BUILDING, BLOCK III, BORDA, MARGAO, GOA-403601
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :10/04/2014
MUMBAI
SOAPS AND DETERGENT FOR DISHWASHING PURPOSE
2836118 03/11/2014
PERCEPT LTD
22, RAGHUVANSHI ESTATE, 11/12 S.B.MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
SERVICE INDUSTRY
REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES IN CLASS 3
2845414  19/11/2014
PRIYANKA GEORGE
SHREE SHARAD CHS LTD, FLAT NO - 401, PLOT NO.1, CTS NO.-194-A, NEAR NATH PAI NAGAR, OFF EE HIGHWAY, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400077
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIVIDUAL - AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :26/07/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF BODY OIL, HAIR OIL, BODY SCRUB, FACE PACK, HAIR SHAMPOO IN CLASS 03
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
285596  04/12/2014
JIGNESH P. PARMAR
trading as ;JAI MATADI PERFUME
GALA NO. C24, AK INDUSTRIAL, OPP. PARMAR TAKNO, VASAI FATA, N.H.8, VASAI EAST, THANE - 401208,
MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :01/11/2014
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PERFUME, COSMETICS, DEODORANTS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 3

2860925 11/12/2014
HANSHABEN DAHYABHAI CHOVTIYA
trading as; VINAYAK INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 5309, PHASE - 4 G.I.D.C. VATVA AHMEDABAD - 382445. GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.TRIVEDI & ASSOCIATES.
A-52, CAPITAL COMMERCIAL CENTRE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 009.
Used Since: 10/07/2006

AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, DETERGENT CAKE, WASHING POWDER, WASHING CAKE, LIQUID SOAP AND LIQUID DETERGENT INCLUDED IN CLASS -03.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16. Restrict the sale in the states of Gujarat and Rajasthan only by way of TM-M.
HOMEO-SOOTHE

2895829 09/02/2015
 GENEREX PHARMASSIST PVT. LTD.
 B-206, NEELAM CENTRE, HIND CYCLE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030
 MANUFACTURER, IMPORTER AND TRADER
 A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
 Used Since: 20/06/2011
 MUMBAI
 COSMETICS PREPARATIONS
 THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2900076  12/02/2015
NAGRAJ SATYAM SETTY
MRS. KALPANA NAGRAJ SETTY
trading as ;SHRINIVAS SUGANDHALAYA LLP
E-105, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
DULY INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED AS PER THE PROVISIONS OF LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GOODS LIKE AIR FRAGRANCES PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, DHOOP POWDER, HAVAN SAMAGRI, COSMETICS, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, BODY OILS, HAND SANITIZER (WATERLESS), HAIR OIL, HAIR CREAM, BODY LOTION, HAND LOTION, HAND CREAM, FACE CREAM, FACE WASH, FACE SANITIZER, DEODORANTS, BODY SPRAY, ANTI BACTERIAL AND ANTI MICROBIAL HAND LOTION/SOAP AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS
2900078  12/02/2015
NAGRAJ SATYAM SETTY
MRS. KALPANA NAGRAJ SETTY
trading as ;SHRINIVAS SUGANDHALAYA LLP
E-105, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
DULY INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED AS PER THE PROVISIONS OF LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GOODS LIKE AIR FRAGRANCES PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, DHOOP POWDER, HAVAN SAMAGRI, COSMETICS, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, BODY OILS, HAND SANITIZER (WATERLESS), HAIR OIL, HAIR CREAM, BODY LOTION, HAND LOTION, HAND CREAM, FACE CREAM, FACE WASH, FACE SANITIZER, DEODORANTS, BODY SPRAY, ANTI BACTERIAL AND ANTI MICROBIAL HAND LOTION/SOAP AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2900083  12/02/2015
NAGRAJ SATYAM SETTY
MRS. KALPANA NAGRAJ SETTY
trading as ;SHRINIVAS SUGANDHALAYA LLP
E-105, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
DULY INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED AS PER THE PROVISIONS OF LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GOODS LIKE AIR FRAGRANCES PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, DHOOP POWDER, HAVAN SAMAGRI, COSMETICS, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, BODY OILS, HAND SANITIZER (WATERLESS), HAIR OIL, HAIR CREAM, BODY LOTION, HAND LOTION, HAND CREAM, FACE CREAM, FACE WASH, FACE SANITIZER, DEODORANTS, BODY SPRAY, ANTI BACTERIAL AND ANTI MICROBIAL HAND LOTION/SOAP AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE WORDS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
EUK-134

2909455  25/02/2015
GENEREX PHARMASSIST PVT. LTD.
B-206, NEELAM CENTRE, HIND CYCLE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400 030.
MANUFACTURER, IMPORTER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 20/06/2011
MUMBAI
COSMETICS PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2913640  03/03/2015
ACUMED DEVICES DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ACUMED DEVICES DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
AT 424/4, TOWER VIEW COLONY, P-BLOCK, 6TH AVENUE, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI 600 040,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WIPES AND TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
2940602   13/04/2015
BISHAL KUMAR SINHA
trading as ;ROHIT COSMEETIC PRODUCTS
AT-SUTAHAT,P.O.BUXI BAZAR,P.S.DARGHA BAZAR,CUTTACK-753001,ODISHA,INDIA
Manufacture(s), Merchant(s) & Trader(s).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK ASSOCIATION
SRIMAA LANE,MADHUPATNA,KALYANI NAGAR,CUTTACK-753013
Used Since :27/02/2014
KOLKATA
Mehendi included in class-03.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL...
2944686  17/04/2015
DHIRENDRa SINGH S/O. SH. SUMER SINGH JI
trading as ;MEGHA MEHANDI UDHYOG
46, CHAUHANON KI DHANIYA, RABADIYA GRAM, DHAWA, TEHSIL LURI DISTRICT JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI & HENNA CONE.
2946539  21/04/2015
PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
trading as : PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
PLOT NO: 55 AND 56, BIKASIPURA MAIN ROAD, NEAR VINAYAKA TEMPLE, (BEHIND J C INDUSTRIAL AREA),
YELACHANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560 062
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since : 15/04/2006

CHENNAI
SOAPS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS,
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, MOISTURIZING LOTION, CREAMS, HAIR LOTIONS, DEODORANTS,
DENTIFRICES.
GOOD BUY SOAPS AND COSMETICS PVT LTD
trading as GOOD BUY SOAPS AND COSMETICS PVT LTD
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AREA, KANJIKODE WEST PALAKKAD, PIN - 678623 KERALA
Manufacturers and merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002. KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2014
CHENNAI
Soaps
2955208    05/05/2015
K.C.RAMASAMY
M.LEO CHRISTOPER
R. MOHAMED ISMAIL
R.JAYAKUMAR
trading as ;HORIZON
NO:3/251, SIRUMUGAI ROAD, MOTHEPALAYAM, METTUPALAYAM-641 301, T.N.INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2955207

CHENNAI
TOILET BOWL CLEANER, DETERGENT LIQUID, SURFACE CLEANER, HANDWASH LIQUID, DISHWASH GEL, AIR
FRESHENERS, PHENOL, ALL PURPOSE CLEANER, GLASS CLEANER AND ALL PRODUCTS UNDER CLASS 3.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 3

2956439 01/05/2015
DIBYA RANJAN DASH trading as; HERBAGE PERSONAL CARE INC.
PLOT NO: 2976, PALASUNI, (NR.SAPTADSTI TEMPLE), BHBANESWAR, ODISHA, PIN: 751010
MANUFACTURER and TRADER
Registered under VAT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK SERVICE (ORISSA)
SANTI NAGAR (NEAR RAYMOND SHOW ROOM), MALI SAHI, B.K. ROAD, CUTTACK 753 001, ORISSA, INDIA.
Used Since: 11/11/2004

KOLKATA
HERBAL COSMETICS INCLUDING SHAMPOOS, CREAMS, LOTIONS, FACE PACKS, SCRUBS, HENNA PRODUCTS in the same class for entire India

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD “HERBALS” ..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 , 03/09/2018  Class 3

2956849 06/05/2015
VIREN H. VORA
8, DHIRWANI BHUVAN, 2ND FLOOR, 7 KESHAVJI NAICK ROAD, CHINCH BUNDER, MUMBAI-400009
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE;
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES; ANTI-PER SPIRANT SOAP, BEVERAGES FLAVORING FLAVORINGS FOR
[ESSENTIAL OILS]; BLUEING FOR LAUNDRY; BOOT POLISH; CAKES OF TOILET SOAP; COSMETIC KITS; DEODORANT
SOAP; DETERGENT OTHER THAN FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING OPERATION AND FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; FABRIC
SOFTENERS [FOR LAUNDRY USE]; HAIR COLORANTS; HAIR DYES; HAIR LOTION; INCENSE; JELLY (PETROLEUM) FOR
COSMETIC PURPOSES; LIPSTICKS; LOTION FOR COSMETICS PURPOSES; MEDICATED SOAP; NAIL POLISH; OIL FOR
COSMETIC PURPOSES; PERFUMERY; POLISHES FOR FURNITURE AND FLOORING; SHAMPOOS; SHAVING SOAP;
SHOE POLISH; SKIN CARE (COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR) ;SOAP; SODA (BLEACHING) ; STAIN REMOVERS;
TOILETRIES
Priority claimed from 09/02/2015; Application No. : 86/528, 512 ;United States of America

2959124   08/05/2015

HEALTHPRO BRANDS INC.,
trading as :HEALTHPRO BRANDS INC.,
12044 MILLSTONE COURT LOVELAND, OHIO-45140 U.S.A
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2959123

CHENNAI
CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY, NAMELY, PREPARATIONS USED TO CLEAN AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES, SUGAR CANE, CORN, MOLASSES, FRUITS, VEGETABLES, NUTS, EGGS, CATTLE HIDES, LEATHER, DAIRY COWS, CHICKEN AND MEAT CARCASSES; CLEANING PRODUCTS FOR HOUSEHOLD, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE, NAMELY, ALL-PURPOSE CLEANERS, KITCHEN CLEANERS, BATHROOM CLEANERS, CARPET CLEANERS, FLOOR CLEANERS, HARD SURFACE CLEANERS, MULTI-SURFACE CLEANERS, GLASS CLEANERS, FURNITURE CLEANERS, OUTDOOR FURNITURE CLEANERS, GARBAGE DISPOSAL CLEANER WITH DEODORIZING PROPERTIES, BOAT CLEANERS, NAMELY, MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANING AND DEGREASING PREPARATIONS FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SURFACES OF BOATS, AUTOMOTIVE CLEANERS, NAMELY, MULTI-
PURPOSE CLEANING AND DEGREASING PREPARATIONS FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SURFACES OF AUTOMOBILES, CLEANERS FOR ENGINES AND MACHINERY, CLEANERS FOR FOOD PREPARATION PRODUCTS AND UTENSILS, CLEANERS FOR FOOD STORAGE PRODUCTS, AND CLEANERS FOR PRODUCE, NAMELY, FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE WASH; DETERGENTS FOR HOUSEHOLD, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE, NAMELY, LAUNDRY DETERGENTS AND LAUNDRY DETERGENTS FOR BABY CLOTHES; DISH DETERGENTS AND DISHWASHER DETERGENTS; LAUNDRY BLEACH; COLOR-SAFE BLEACH: FABRIC SOFTENERS; STAIN PRETREATERS FOR LAUNDRY AND FABRICS; STAIN REMOVERS; PREPARATIONS FOR REMOVING CALCIUM, LIME AND RUST FOR USE ON TILE, GLASS, CERAMIC, PORCELAIN, STUCCO, CHROME, GROUT, CAULK, FIBERGLASS AND METAL SURFACES; DEGREASING PREPARATIONS NOT USED IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR USE ON MULTIPLE SURFACES FOR HOUSEHOLD, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE; DISPOSABLE WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH CLEANING COMPOUNDS FOR HOUSEHOLD, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE; EGG WASHING COMPOUNDS; PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING ANIMAL TEATS
2972692  27/05/2015

M. RAJESH
trading as ;MADDINENI HOME NEEDS
# 1/35/355, NARABHANAMA COLONY, MARUTHI NAGAR, GUNTUR - 522 007, A.P
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :07/04/2015

CHENNAI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDARY USE, CLEANING, POLISING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER AND TOILET WASHING CLEANINGS, PHYNIL, PERFUMERY CLEANING LIQUIDS, DISH WASH BAR, CLEANING SOAP, DETERGENT LIQUIDS, LIQUID BLUES, AND TOILET PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 3

2975535 01/06/2015
MS CLAUDIA LAMI
MS EVA CASAGLI
CORSO GARIBALDI,125-55100 LUCCA,ITALY
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS. BOTH ITALIAN CITIZENS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 3

2978103 04/06/2015
MEYER ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT.NO.A-177, ROAD NO.16-Z, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE-400 604
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2227323
MUMBAI
COSMETICS PREPARATIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY SOAPS AND SHAMPOOS, MOISTURIZING CREAMS FOR SKIN
AVASHWIPES
2981508  10/06/2015
N.KATHIRVEL
trading as ;DIVA PERSONAL CARE
424/4, TOWER VIEW COLONY, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 040
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wet Wipes, Pre-moistened cosmetic tissues, Tissues impregnated with cosmetics, Tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, Tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser, Tissues impregnated with essential oils for cosmetic use
2995277   27/06/2015

DHARMENDRA A. SHAH
trading as ;SHAH INDUSTRIES
510/3095, G.H.B., NEW BAPUNAGAR CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD-380024. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AGARBATTI, DHOOPBATTI, PERFUMERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
2995278  27/06/2015
DHARMENDRA A. SHAH
trading as ;SHAH INDUSTRIES
510/3095, G.H.B., NEW BAPUNAGAR CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD-380024. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AGARBATTI, DHOOPBATTI, PERFUMERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
Tedy Derm

3002203  07/07/2015
UNI-LABS (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as ;UNI-LABS (INDIA) PVT LTD
NO.28/4A, CHENNAI BANGALORE HIGHWAY, MELAMBI VILLAGE, KANCHEEPURAM DISTRICT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2991826

CHENNAI
COSMETICS (SKIN CARE, HAIR CARE, SUN PROTECTION, ORAL CARE, HOME CARE, HAIR OIL AND TOILETRIES)
Virgin Wash

3002205  07/07/2015
UNI-LABS (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as :UNI-LABS (INDIA) PVT LTD
NO.28/4A, CHENNAI BANGALORE HIGHWAY, MELAMBI VILLAGE, KANCHEEPURAM DISTRICT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COSMETICS (SKIN CARE, HAIR CARE, SUN PROTECTION, ORAL CARE, HOME CARE, HAIR OIL AND TOILETRIES)
3002774 05/07/2015
SUBIR KUMAR GHOSH
trading as ;BENGAL UDYOG
NORTH JOJRA, PO. ROHANDA, PS. MADHYAMGRAM, DIST. NORTH 24 PARGANAS, PIN - 700 135, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DETERGENTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, POLISHING SCOURING AND ABRASIVE
PREPARATIONS, PREPARATION FOR DISH WASHING PURPOSES, SOAPS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR
SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL
LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
NOW BOARDING

3005911 09/07/2015
JANMEJAY RAJNIKANT VYAS A KARTA OF JANMEJAY RAJNIKANT VYAS H.U.F.
B/1-A, RAJHANS SOCIETY, NR. ST. XAVIERS COLLEGE CORNER, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD - 380 006, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILAY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BATHS; CREAMS AND LOTIONS (COSMETIC PURPOSE); PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; COSMETICS; SOAPS; COLOR COSMETICS, HAIR OIL; BODY OIL; BODY SCRUBS; HAIR MASKS, BODY MASKS, PEEL OFF COSMETICS, MASSAGE OILS AND AROMATHERAPY

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words NOW & BOARDING seperately.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 3

3008333 13/07/2015
BABUSHAH I. JUNEA
trading as ;J.B.E. GRUH UDHYOG
PLOT NO : 10/11, DATARWADI, NR. MOTA HANUMAN TEMPLE, Dholera Road, Dhadhunka, DIST : AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2010
To be associated with:
AHMEDABAD
HAIR OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
LOUIS LEGRO
3011830  17/07/2015
KHUSHBOO KUNDALIA
trading as ;OJB MARKETING
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO-201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2005
KOLKATA
Cosmetic and Herbal Cosmetic products being included in Class-03,
MRS. SASHMITA ROUTRAY
trading as; M/S. M. R. AGARBATI WORKS
Phase–II, New Industrial Estate, Plot No. 190, 181, 182 A, Jagatpur, Cuttack-754021, Odisha, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since : 30/07/2014
KOLKATA
Agarbati (Dhoop) being included in Class–03
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-MTO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF ODISHA..
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "PRABHU" ..
LITTLE ANGEL

3016906   25/07/2015
MOTHER AND BABY CARE INC.
AMBER ANILBHAI PATEL
ANILBHAI RAVJI PATEL
I/W, 55/1, BHAKTNAGAR GIDC, BHAKTNAGAR STATION CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :16/07/2015

AHMEDABAD
SOAPS, TOILET SOAP, MEDICATED SOAP, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, COSMETIC CREAM,
COSMETIC KIT, TALCUM POWDER , TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH COSMETIC LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, TALC, BODY
WASH, COSMETIC CREAMS, PERFUMERY, HAIR OILS, MASSAGE OILS, DENTIFRICES AND PREPARATIONS FOR THE
CARE OF TEETH (NON-MEDICATED)
3017678  27/07/2015
K.P.R INDIA PVT. LIMITED
trading as ;K.P.R INDIA PVT. LIMITED
24/2, NALLAMILLI ROAD, BICAVOLU-533343, EAST GODAVARI DIST
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LIQUID TOILET CLEANER, DETERGENTS, WASHING POWDER, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, SOAPS, SHampoos, HAIR LOTIONS, COSMETICS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA STATES ONLY.
GLAMO
3021921  31/07/2015
NITIN JAIN
S-42, ADINATH NAGAR, JLN MARG, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
SOAP, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OIL, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, DEODORANT FOR PERSONAL USE,
SANITARY PREPARATIONS BEING TOILETRIES.
SOFTMAX

3024585    05/08/2015

K.UMA
M.ARUN
R.DEEPIKA

trading as ;CAPITAL PHARMA
28, LAKSHMIPURAM MAIN ROAD, POOMPUKAR NAGAR, EDAYARPALAYAM COIMBATORE-641025.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu Colony, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, SHAMPOO, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFIRCES
JAYCEE NATURE GLOW

3027470   08/08/2015

JASNEET SINGH
trading as ;JAY CEE HEALTHCARE
S.P.O-81, KHERWADI ROAD, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI-51.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/04/2012

MUMBAI

Cosmetics including Essential Oils, Hair Oils, Hair Lotion; Beauty & Skin Care Products, Face Washes, Face Packs; Shampoo, Perfumery and Tooth Paste.
SULOMASH
3031183 12/08/2015
DR RAJ GROVER
trading as ; manufacturer and trader
SC1/29-30 grovemark housse verna industrial area
manufacturer and trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NARESH KUMAR
c-7-72 east of kailash
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, hair oil, hair cream, Shampoo, Hair serum.
RIME

3033236  14/08/2015

MR. INDRA KUMAR DAGA
Shree Apartment, 138, G. T. Road (S), Shibpur, Howrah–711102, West Bengal, India,
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Cosmetic & Toiletries, Aggarbati, Soap and Detergent being included in Class–03
ABHISHEK RASTOGI
trading as ;GANGOTRI GROUP
NEAR SALE TAX CHECK POST, DARAGAON, JAIGAON, DIST- ALIPURDUAR, PIN-736182, W.B,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
S.K. SINGH AND ASSOCIATES, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.4(P),36, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700013.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
FLOOR CLEANER, MARBLE SHINER, TILE CLEANER, DISH CLEANER, LIQUIDS SOAPS, DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, TOILET CLEANER,; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
PHYTOWASH
3038685  21/08/2015
OJB HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :OJB HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO - 201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Manufacturers and Merchants
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2009
To be associated with:
2987799, 3011827
KOLKATA
Cosmetic and Herbal Cosmetic products being included in Class-03,
SHRISTI
3049138  05/09/2015
JAYA COCONUT OILS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;JAYA COCONUT OILS PRIVATE LIMITED
THE MILLENNIUM, 5TH FLOOR, 235/2A, ACHARYA JAGADISH CHANDRA BOSE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 020, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OIL, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN PART OF INDIA.
3052884  11/09/2015
N.NAGARAJA RAO
D.K.VENUGOPALAN
KESHAV H.R
GEETHA PARTHASARATHI
trading as ;SHASHWATI MEPTRONS
PLOT NO.70C, HOOTGALLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, MYSORE - 570018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
INCENSE, AGARBATIES, DHOOP STICKS AND OTHER PERFUMERY PREPARATIONS
Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
FRESH EX

3063857  27/09/2015

SUBIR KUMAR GHOSH
trading as ;BENGAL UDYOG


MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE

C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

DETERGENTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, POLISHING SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PREPARATION FOR DISH WASHING PURPOSES, SOAPS, LIQUEID SOAP, LIQUEID HAND WASH SHOAP, CAKES OF TOILET SOAP, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, DEODORANT SOAP, DISINFECTANT SOAP, WASHING PREPARATIONS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT WORDS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-M TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL

Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 3

3063858 27/09/2015
SUBIR KUMAR GHOSH
trading as ;BENGAL UDYOG
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DETERGENTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, POLISHING SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PREPARATION FOR DISH WASHING PURPOSES, SOAPS, LIQUIED SOAP,LIQUIED HAND WASH SOAP, CAKES OF TOILET SOAP, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, DEODORANT SOAP, DISINFECTANT SOAP, WASHING PREPARATIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF DEVICE OF CYCLE AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABELS.
LOUIS REFAIR

3068468 30/09/2015
KHUSHBOO KUNDALIA
trading as ;OJB MARKETING
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO-201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2005

KOLKATA

Cosmetic and Herbal Cosmetic products being included in Class-03

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1402139.
3071613 07/10/2015
PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
trading as : PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
PLOT NO; 55 AND 56, BIKASIPURA MAIN ROAD, NEAR VINAYAKA TEMPLE, (BEHIND J C INDUSTRIAL AREA),
YELACHANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560 062
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2946539

CHENNAI
SOAPS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS,
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, MOISTURIZING LOTION, CREAMS, HAIR LOTIONS, DEODORANTS,
DENTIFRICES.
3072716    08/10/2015
AMIN RAVILAL SANGHAVI
B/104, PRAKASH NAGAR, MOGAL LANE, MAHIM, MUMBAI-400016.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL—AN INDIA RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
91/27, Pardiwala Premises, Sitaram Jadhav Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013
Used Since : 10/02/2007
To be associated with:
2981242
MUMBAI
HAIR OIL, BLEACHING PREPARATION AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING POLISHING;
SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAP; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; COSMETICS; HAIR LOTIONS;
DENTIFRIDES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. THIS IS CONDITION OF
REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.. APPLICATION NO.2981242,1694872 AND
1533674..
3079641   16/10/2015
UDAY S. PATEL.
trading as ;PARTH CHEM
PRAGATI Pawan, flat no.07, plot no.47, sector no.16, RAJE SHIVAJI NAGAR, CHIKHALI PRADHIKARAN,
CHINCHWAD, PUNE-411019.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND; SOAPS;
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
OTTO KEUNIS

3085224  23/10/2015

GUANGZHOU HODM PROFESSIONALS COSMETICS CO., LTD
trading as ;GUANGZHOU HODM PROFESSIONALS COSMETICS CO., LTD
RM610, South Tower Huasheng Bldg No 102 Xianlie Middle Road Yuexiu District Guangdong CHINA 510500
Manufacturers and Distributors
A Chinese Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hair care preparations; shampoo; cleaning preparations; cosmetics; polishing preparations; abrasive preparations; essential oils; incense; cosmetics for animals; air fragrance preparations; breath freshening sprays.
3099229  17/11/2015
GOLI SUDHAKAR
trading as ;SRI LAKSHMI NARASIMHA GENERAL MERCHANTS
# 4-110, CHEVITIKALLU ROAD, KANCHIKACHERALA, KRISHNA DISTRICT, A.P.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Used Since :01/08/2015

CHENNAI
BATH POWDERS, SOAPS, ROSE WATER

*No exclusive claim over descriptive elements except substantially as shown in the form of representation.*
VITANE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
324, 3RD FLOOR, C-1, SOHAM PLAZA, MANPADA, GB ROAD, THANE (WEST)-400607.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Used Since: 01/06/2015
MUMBAI
SOAP AND COSMETICS PREPARATION.
SHALINA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD
96, MAKER CHAMBERS VI, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since: 02/04/2005
MUMBAI
SOAPS AND COSMETICS
RETISES CT YELLOW PEEL

3308793  14/07/2016

SESDERMA S.L
POL. IND. DE RAFELBUNOL - C/ MASAMAGRELL, 46138 RAFELBUNOL - VALENCIA (SPAIN)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUVA BHAGAT (ADV)
M 1A L.G.F. JANGPURA EXT NEW DELHI 110014
Used Since :18/10/2001

DELHI
COSMETICS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL HYGEINE.
AZELAC RU

3308795    14/07/2016
SESDERMA S.L
POL. IND. DE RAFELBUNOL - C/ MASAMAGRELL, 46138 RAFELBUNOL - VALENCIA (SPAIN)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUVA BHAGAT (ADV)
M 1A L.G.F. JANGPURA EXT NEW DELHI 110014
Used Since :24/09/2001
DELHI
COSMETICS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL HYGEINE.
3786406 23/03/2018
SOTRI ENTERPRISES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
LAXMAN DAS BERIYON KA BASS BARMER RAJASTHAN 344001
BUSINESS RELATED TO CLASS 3
INCORPORATED PRIVATE LIMITED AND GST REGISTERED FIRM
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PERFUME.
3790784  28/03/2018

MULTAN ALI
trading as ;HASI ENTERPRISE
VILL.MADYA CHACHANDA,P.O.CHACHANDA,P.S.SAMSERGANJ,DIST. MURSHIDABAD,PIN-742224,,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :25/09/2017

KOLKATA
LAC - DYE (ALTA).
BRONIA
3799844  08/04/2018
GUPREET SINGH S/O SH. JOGINDER SINGH PROP. M/S JASPAL SALES CORPORATION, AMBALA CITY.
1844/1, Kaith Majri, Ambala City 134003 (Haryana)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :15/07/2013
DELHI
PERFUMES, TOILET WATER, GELS, SALTS FOR A BATH AND THE SHOWER NOT FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSE, TOILET
SOAPS, BODY DEODORANTS, COSMETICS NAMELY CREAM, MILKS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE
FACE, THE BODY AND THE HANDS, LIPSTICK, NAIL POLISH, BINDI, SINDOOR, BLEACHING PREPARATION, SUN CARE
PREPARATIONS (COSMETIC PRODUCTS) MAKE UP PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOOS, GELS, SPRAY, MOUSSES AND
BALMS FOR THE HAIR STYLING AND HAIR CARE, HAIR LACQUERS, HAIR COLOURING AND HAIR DE COLOURANT
PREPARATIONS, PERMANENT WAVING AND CURLING PREPARATIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, NON
MEDICATED TOILET DETERGENT POWDER, WASHING SOAPS, BATH PREPARATIONS, PHENYL, PINE CLEANER,
BARTAN BAR, DRAIN CLEANER, FLOOR POLISH, SCRUB, STARCH, BLUE LIQUID AND POWDER, CAR WASH, WAX
POLISH, HAWAN SAMAGRI, DHOOP, AGARBATTIES, PERFUMED STICKS, AIR FRESHNER, SHAVING CREAM, GEL,
AFTER SHAVE LOTION, TOOTHPASTE, TOOTH POWDER, MOUTH WASH (NON-MEDIATED), HOT WAX, COLD WAX...
NITA RAVINDRA BHATIA (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS VAIDIC INDIA
5, SANJAY SOCIETY, SOMNATH MAHADEV ROAD, ATHWALINES, SURAT-395007, GUJARAT.
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since : 25/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
COSMETICS, KUMKUM, GULAL (COLOUR POWDER), SANDAL POWDER (COSMETICS), ATTAR, Pooja Samagree (MATERIALS USED FOR OFFERING PRAYERS IN FRONT OF FIRE), SHOWER GELS, SHOWER PREPARATIONS, SHOWER CREAMS, SHOWER AND BATH GELS, SHOWER AND BATH FOAMS, SHOWER AND BATH PREPARATIONS, SHOWER GELS, CREAMS AND OILS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE BATH AND SHOWER, BATH AND SHOWER GELS AND SALTS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, AROMATIC POTPOURRIS, AROMATIC OILS, AROMATICS [ESSENTIAL OILS], ESSENTIAL OILS FOR AROMATHERAPY USE, REED DIFFUSERS, AIR FRAGRANCE REED DIFFUSERS, FRAGRANCE REFILLS FOR REED DIFFUSERS, REED DIFFUSERS COMPRISED OF SCENTED OILS IN A CONTAINER AND INCLUDING REEDS.
3821705   02/05/2018
M.A.S.JAYANTHI
trading as ;AROMITHRA
RS NO.139, MOTHIAL NAGAR MAIN ROAD, MOOLAKULAM, PONDICHERRY-605010, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.SHAJAHAN
11/234, MOGAPPAIR EAST, CHENNAI - 37
Used Since :01/01/2010
CHENNAI
CLEANING AND FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS HOUSEHOLD FRAGRANCES
3837999  19/05/2018
SAHAJANAND LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
SAHAJANAND ESTATE, WAKHARIA WADI, NEAR DABHOLI CHAR RASTA, VED ROAD, SURAT - 395004
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESHKUMAR VAGHASIA
511, International Business Center, Near Big Bazzar, Dumas Road, Piplod, Surat 395007
Used Since :14/01/2018
AHMEDABAD
Soaps; shampoos; face wash; face packs; body cream; hair conditioner; perfumery oils; Body and beauty care; cosmetics, hair lotions; tooth paste and powder; face wash and skin lotion
HIS AND HER

3840946    23/05/2018

CUTE CARE LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
58 DSIDC SHEDS OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-1ST FLOOR NEW DELHI 110020

An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

COSMETICS CREAM MILKS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE FACE, THE BODY AND THE HANDS, SINDOOR, LIPSTICK, MEHANDI POWDER (HENA), MEHANDI CONE, HERBAL HERMA, LIQUID MEHANDI, MEHANDI PASTE, BLACK & BROWN MEHANDI & MEHANDI OIL, NAIL POLISH, BINDI, DHOOP & AGGARBATI, KAJAL, HAIR OIL, BLEACHING PREPARATION, SUN CARE PREPARATIONS MAKE UP PREPARATIONS, GELS, SPRAY, MOUSSES AND BALMS FOR THE HAIR" STYLING AND HAIR CARE, HAIR LACQUERS, HAIR COLOURING AND HAIR DE COLORANT, PREPARATIONS & AFTER SHAVE LOTION(COSMETIC PRODUCTS) AS PER CLASS-03
4Play

3841155   23/05/2018
VAIBHAV LAKARE
Yash Garden, Sector 3, Indrayaninagar, Bhosari, Pune 411039, Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
WZ-86,Om Vihar,Phase-2,Uttam Nagar,New Delhi-110059

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics and Beauty Products
Complexion Sponge

3841158  23/05/2018
VAIBHAV LAKARE
Yash Garden, Sector 3, Indrayaninagar, Bhosari, Pune 411039, Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
WZ-86, Om Vihar, Phase-2, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics and Beauty Products
3842081  24/05/2018
SUNNY RAJU JOTWANI, S/O.- RAJU JETHALAL JOTWANI
M/s.-JOTWANI AGARBATTI BHANDAR,BHAMTIPURA, SAMARTHWADI, WARD NO.33, WARDHA-442001,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN SHIVHARE
NAKA CHANDRVADNI NEHAR WALI MATA ROAD LASHKAR GWALIOR (M.P.)474009
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INCENSE STICKS, AGARBATHIES, DHOOPS & INCENSE CONES
3843532    25/05/2018
MAHAVEER UDHYOG (INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM)
F-305, M.I.A., 2nd PHASE, ROAD NO. 7, BASNI, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN
An Indian Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AGARBATTI, DHOOP BATTI, PUJAN SAMAGRI, HAVAN SAMAGRI CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS (SHINING POWDER, DETERGENT POWDER CAKE, AND DISH WASH) IN CLASS 03.
S.U.N.A.T.A.

3846589  29/05/2018
RANJAN KUMAR TRADING AS: SUNATA COSMETICS
WARD NO. 21, MOHALLA MUFTI, POST LALBAGH, DARBHANGHA BIHAR- 846004
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
HAIR OIL, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMES(LIQUID), KAJAL, POLISHING LIP GUARD, SINDUR, SOAPS, NAIL POLISH & LIPSTICK FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
3846685  29/05/2018
MRS.G.SATHYA., TRADING AS M/S.SRI MURUGAN TRADERS.
No:457/6, Pillayar Nagar, Mulla Pillayar Kovil Near, Salem–636005, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :07/04/2014
CHENNAI
Pooja Oil (used for pooja purpose)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018  Class 3

**ROSY**

3846770  29/05/2018

LYLA BLANC PRIVATE LIMITED

Nirmal, 21st Floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021

A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

Khaitan & Co.

Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

**Proposed to be Used**

Mumbai

Perfumes; deodorants and antiperspirants; attar; eau de cologne
SHINOWASH

3847286  30/05/2018
TRIDEV TRADERS
CHHAPRA MEGH, DO-CHHAPRA MEGH, VIA-SILOUT, MUSHAHARI, MUZAFFARPUR, BIHAR-843119
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
WASHING POWDER
MANASH LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD
204, Jhalawar, Patanvala Industrial Estate, Opposite Shreyas Cinema, L.B.S Marg, Ghatkopar-(W) Mumbai-400 086

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Cosmetic lotions, Sunscreen lotions, Bathing lotions, Moisturising body lotions, Moisturising skin lotions, Facial lotions, Baby lotions, Beauty lotions, Shaving lotions, Aromatherapy lotions, Soaps, Soaps for body care, Soaps for household use, Cosmetics and personal care preparations.
VIVAAN

3847485  30/05/2018

MR. PRAVEEN KUMAR JAIN
5-2-416, Osman Gunj, Hyderabad, Risala Abdulla, Nampally, Hyderabad-500095;

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI
MSGIP, ADVOCATES AND IP ATTORNEYS B-895, GROUND FLOOR, DTDC COURIER STREET, PALAM EXTENSION,
SECTOR-7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110077

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ALL PURPOSE CREAM, COLD CREAM, MASSAGE CREAM, HERBAL SHINE CREAM, MOISTURIZING LOTION,
CLEANSING MILK, SUN SCREEN LOTION, CREAM PEROXIDE, HERBAL FACE WASH, COOL CREAM, VANISHING
CREAM, FACE GEL, FACE PACK, BLEACH CREAM, SHAVING CREAM, ASTRINGENT, HAIR SHAMPOO AND HERBAL
HAIR CONDITIONER
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 3

3847751 30/05/2018
M/S. SURECARE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
WZ-97-TC, COMPLEX JAWALA HERI, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 048
Used Since: 10/04/2018

DELHI
Cosmetic skin care preparations; deodorants and anti-perspirants for personal use, body and beauty care, Non-medicated soaps, perfumery, non-medicated cosmetics, cosmetic hair care preparations, deodorants and anti-perspirants for personal use, cosmetic bath and shower preparations, essential oils, cosmetic skin care and skin cleansing preparations, cosmetic shaving preparations, deodorants and anti-perspirants for personal use; preparations for the cleansing, Hair oil, hair cream, hair gel, shampoo and conditioner, face cream, moisturizing cream, complexion mask, peel off mask, scrub, body lotion, shaving cream, shaving gel, after shave lotion, deodorant, lotion, talc powder, hand wash, face wash, bubble bath, baby oil, baby lotion, toilet shop, medicated soap, hair colorants, hair dyes, toothpaste & toothpowder care and embellishment of the hair.
3848086 31/05/2018
SHEEL BEAUTY PRODUCTS,
5333/4, GANDHI MARKET, GARI PETI WALI, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006
KUNDAN LAL (PROPRIETOR)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI), TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS, NAIL POLISH, NAIL REMOVERS, ESSENTIAL OILS, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 3.
3848768    31/05/2018
MR. VINEET MUNDRA, TRADING AS: M/S. LIFESTYLE-YOU.
P-100, BLOCK-A, LAKE TOWN, KOLKATA-700089, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cosmetics, Nail Art, Nail Polish.
ARPITA AGRO PRODUCTS (P) LTD.
Rasapunja, Bakrahat Road, Kolkata-700104, West Bengal.
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Bleaching Powder, Floor Cleaners, Bathroom Cleaners, Detergent, Dish Wash, Soap,
SURESH KUMAR SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ARAVALI CHEMICALS
WARD NO-1, YOGESH MEWARA, VIJAY NAGAR, FALNA, DIST- PALI (RAJ)
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CLEANING PREPARATIONS, DISHWASHER POWDER, DISHWASHER DETERGENT, DISHWASHER RINSING AGENTS, LIQUID DISHWASHER DETERGENTS, SHINING PREPARATIONS, SOAP, SURF UNDER CLASS 03.
3860536  15/06/2018
GODREJ CONSUMER PRODUCTS LIMITED
LEGAL SECTION, PIROJSHANAGAR, EASTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, VIKHROLI (EAST), MUMBAI-400079
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/04/2018
MUMBAI
in respect of cosmetics; perfumery; essential oils; skin care preparations; skin moisturizers; soaps for personal use; hand cleaning preparations; hand cleaning preparations in the nature of non-medicated hand washes; hand foam; liquid soaps for hands, body washes; shower and bath gel; shower and bath foam; non-medicated impregnated wipes for personal use; shampoo and conditioner for the hair and body included in class 03
3861800  16/06/2018
SAUBHAGYA ENTERPRISES PROPRIETOR GEETA RANI MISHRA
R. K. PURAM FATEHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH-212601
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH SINGH
333 SUMER GANJ POST - BANSA, HARDOI, UTTAR PRADESH, 241303
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF INCENSE STICKS AND PERFUMERY
3862019  16/06/2018
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :17/05/2016
DELHI
SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER
SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, DENTIFRICES
3876222  02/07/2018

NIMASU EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 2B-103, Neel Park, Plot No 94, Near Sahasrabudde Hospital, Panvel, Raigad-410206, Maharashtra
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Cosmetic, body lotion, essential oil, perfumery, Feminine hygiene cleansing towelettes, non medicated, Lipstick, Eyeliner, Mascara, Foundation, Nail polish, Nail polish removers, Skin care cosmetics, Hair care lotions, Perfumes, Non-medicated dentifrices, essential oil.
BAKSON’S ALOEVERA CALENDULA CREAM

3886141   12/07/2018
BAKSON DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
A-51 SOUTH EXTENSION PART-1, NEW DELHI 110049
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since: 06/10/2005
To be associated with:
1294347, 3003410
DELHI
Cosmetics.
3887365    13/07/2018
VERONA PRODUCTS PVT. LTD. A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
SURVEY NO=90 P2/6, PLOT NO=1 TO 4, VERAVAL - PADAVALA MAIN ROAD, OPP. GEB SUB STATION, PADAVALA -
360024. TAL - KOTDA SANGANI, DIST : RAJKOT. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COCONUT HAIR OIL, HAIR OIL, COSMETICS, BLEACHING PREPARATION, WASHING AND CLEANING PRODUCTS,
WASHING POWDER, SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER, ESSENTIAL OILS,PERFUMERY, HAIR LOTIONS, POLISHING AND
DENTIFRICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
BIGDIPPER SMART APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No.206, Taitan Road, Qixing District, Xinchang County, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, China
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People’s Republic of China
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Javelle water; Washing preparations; Household detergents; Degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes;
Scale removing preparations for household purposes; Polishing preparations; Rust removing preparations; Drying agents
for dishwashing Machines; Cleaning preparations; Oven Cleaners; Dishwashing detergents; Air fragrancing preparations;
Stain removers
KLOURS
3887749  14/07/2018
SONI RAUT
15/406, FIRST FLOOR, DDA FLATS, MADANGIR, HAUZ KHAS, DELHI -110062
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIPUL ARORA
570C, TOWER B1, SPAZE I TECHPARK, SECTOR 49, SOHNA ROAD, GURUGRAM-122001. HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS, MAKE-UP, MAKE-UP REMOVER, MAKE-UP KITS, MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS, PERFUMES, TOILETRY PREPARATIONS, OILS FOR TOILETRY PURPOSES, BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, LIP BALMS, SHAMPOOS, SHAMPOO-CONDITIONERS, SHAMPOO BARS, SOAPS AND GELS, BATH PREPARATIONS, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS, SHAVING CREAMS, FOAMS & GELS, SHAVING LOTIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS AND AROMATIC EXTRACTS, ALUM STONES [ASTRINGENTS], TALCUM POWDER INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3887927  14/07/2018
PAVNISIA HEALTHICO PRIVATE LIMITED
70/72, J STANLY ROAD, ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-211002
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Perfume.
SH. SADHU SHARAN GUPTA TRADING AS GUPTA INDUSTRIES.
NA, UJARPUR, RAJGIR, NALANDA, BIHAR-803116.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DETERGENT SOAP AND DETERGENT POWDER INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3888287  15/07/2018
AJIT RAJ
HOUSE NO.-32-9-A, NEAR BHARAT PUBLIK SHCOOL, INDERPURI, KESHARI NAGAR, PATNA, BIHAR-800024
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ESSENTIAL OILS, ATTARS, FRAGRANCES, APPAREL PERFUMES, DEODORANT, SNOW FAIRNESS CREAM, BRILLIANTINE, WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY, COLD CREAM, FACIAL GEL, MAKEUP KIT, HAIR REMOVING CREAM, FOUNDATION, COMPACT, FACE WASH, FACIAL CREAMS, HAIR GEL, TALCUM POWDER, BINDI, KA JAL, FACE SCRUBS & PACKS, MEHENDI, SHAVING CREAM & GEL, AFTER SAVE LOTION, FOAM, HAIR OIL, LIPSTICKS, ROSE WATER, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, LIPGLOSS, LIPGUARD, CLEANSING MILK, BLEACH CREAM, MASSAGE CREAM, NAIL POLISH, MASCARA, HAND WASH, HAIR COLOR, SINDOOR KUM KUM, EYE LINER, HAIR WAVING CURLING AND STRAIGHTENING PREPARATION, HAIR SERUM, HAIR TREATMENT MASK, HAIR CONDITIONER, ROOM PERFUME; AIR PERFUME VAPORIZERS, PREPARATIONS FOR FRAGRANCE, LIQUID DETERGENTS, GLASS CLEANER
3888476  16/07/2018

JASMEET KAUR

trading as ;EARTH & AYURVEDA

A-81, 2ND FLOOR, MEERABAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110087

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

HENNA, HERBAL HAIR COLORS, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, HAIR SERUM, LOTIONS, HAIR MASKS, HAIR OILS, HERBAL POWDER, FACE CREAMS, GELS, SCRUB, BATH OIL, BODY MASSAGE OIL, ANTICELLULITE OIL, HANDMADE SOAPS, BODY BUTTER, LIP BALM, MOSQUITO REPELLENT LOTION, FACIAL KIT, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, FACE WASH, BODY WASH, HAND WASH, HAND SANITIZER, MASSAGE CANDLE, FACE MIST, BODY MIST, FACE SERUM, BATH SALT, SHAVING SOAP, SHAVING CREAM, AFTER SHAVE BALM, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
EVONNA
3889726 17/07/2018
PALMFLY MEDITERVE LLP
146/2B,GALA NO.4, NITA APPARTMENTS, KALYAN ROAD, TEMGHAR,BHIWANDI – 421302
Active
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINIT R PATIL
2A, Sukhakarta Apartment, Dhanwat Patil Lane, Near Mhatre Bridge, Erandwane, Pune 411004
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicined cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicined dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3889727  17/07/2018
KRISHNA SINGHAKOLLI DIRECTOR OF M/S FIRST CARE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8-2-82/9, Backside MMR Gardens, old Bowenpally, Securnderabad-500011
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHDHY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013
Used Since: 21/05/2016
CHENNAI
Non-medicined cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicined dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3889926  17/07/2018
JADEJA SANGITABA HARSHDIPSINH PROPRIETOR OF M/S, SATATYA BODY CARE
A-201, ADELPHI ENCLAVE, NEEL CITY CLUB CAMPUS, UNIVERSITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360005, GUJARAT (INDIA)
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
HAIR OIL, SHAMPOOS, SOAP, COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03
JISTY

3890064 17/07/2018
SEARL PRIDE MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, S-2, Pocket S, Okhla Phase-2, New Delhi-110020.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since: 01/04/2018
DELHI
Cosmetics, essential oils, hair lotions, hair colours, hair oils, skin creams & ointments, perfumery, dentifrices, bleaching preparations and substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, beauty soaps, deodorants soap, shampoo, detergents, shaving soap, after shave lotion, dhoop & agarbatti included in class 03.
3890103  17/07/2018
MEENU MISHRA, PROPRIETOR, ARADHYA POOJA PRODUCTS
284, RADHA PURAM, KOYLA NAGAR, KANPUR 208011
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGARBATTI, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONE, INCENSE STICKS, HAWAN SAMAGRI, POOJAN SAMAGRI.
3890224  17/07/2018

B. S. ECOMM TRADING PVT LTD
125-A, Gautam Nagar, New Delhi-110049
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHRIGU DUTT ADV
A-205, SOMDUTT CHAMBER-1, AFRICA AVENUE MARG, BHIKAJI CAMA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110066

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PERFUMERY PREPARATIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, PREPARATIONS FOR COLOURING AND BLEACHING THE
HAIR, HAIR DYES AND TINTS, PREPARATIONS FOR WAVING AND SETTING THE HAIR, SHAMPOOS, HAIR SPRAYS,
NON-MEDICATED PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE AND THE BEAUTY OF THE HAIR NON-MEDICATED PREPARATION
FOR THE CARE AND THE BEAUTY OF THE SKIN, TOILET SOAPS, DENTIFRICES, SUN-TAN PREPARATIONS, PERSONAL
DEODORANTS INCLUDING ESSENTIAL OILS.
3890381  17/07/2018
M/S. RSPL LIMITED
119-121 (PART), BLOCK P & T, FAZALGANJ, KALPI ROAD, KANPUR-208012, U.P.
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2017
To be associated with:
1077473, 3195456
DELHI
Detergent Cake, Detergent Powder, Toilet Soap, Washing Soap, Washing Powder, Toilet Preparations, Bleaching
Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps;
Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices
INVICTA
3890437  17/07/2018
ARNISH UBEROI
C/O. APL CANPACK PRIVATE LIMITED, GNT ROAD, KOTAPOLUR VILLAGE, SULLURPET MANDALAM, NELLORE DISTRICT-524 123, ANDHRA PRADESH
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; COSMETICS AND PERSONAL CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED BODY CARE PREPARATIONS; PERSONAL DEODORANTS; ANTI-PERSPIRANTS; SHAVING CREAM; SHAVING GEL; SHAVING FOAMS; SHAVING LOTION; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS; DEPILATORIES; TOILET SOAP; SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONERS; NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
RAJESH LALSING KAMBLE TRADING AS LOZALO INTERNATIONAL
601, SHANTI-SMRUTI, RAJE SHIVAJI NAGAR, OPP. SAKI VIHAR ROAD, OPP. L & T GATE NO.7, POWAI, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI-400 072.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. SONALI LINGAYAT
A-2, SAIKUNJ "C" CHS, NEAR GANESH MANDIR, YASHODHAN NAGAR, PADA NO. 02, THANE 400 606
Used Since: 07/06/2006
To be associated with:
1534254
MUMBAI
SHAMPOOS FOR PETS.
LC WAIKIKI MAGAZACILIK HIZMETLERİ TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Evren Mahallesi, Gülbahar Caddesi, No:96, Bagcılar, İstanbul, Turkey
A company existing under the laws of Turkey
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
To be associated with:
1566272, 3085158
CHENNAI
Bleaching and cleaning preparations, detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes, laundry bleach, fabric softeners for laundry use, stain removers, dishwasher detergents; perfumery; non-medicated cosmetics; fragrances; deodorants for personal use and animals; soaps; dental care preparations: dentifrices, denture polishes, tooth whitening preparations, mouth washes, not for medical purposes; abrasive preparations; emery cloth; sandpaper; pumice stone; abrasive pastes; polishing preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, polishes and creams for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, wax for polishing.
3890729   18/07/2018
SUNIL KUMAR PADHI PROPRIETOR OF M/S. KRSAMGI TECHNOLOGIES
1ST FLOOR, NO 71, MAHADESHWARA, BEHIND RELIANCE FRESH, VIJAYANAGGA 2ND STAGE, MYSORE, KARNATAKA - 570017.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
Nonmedicated soaps,detergent powder, cakes of soap, detergent soap included in class 03.
3890995  18/07/2018
SANGEETA ILMI
F-3/3, 1ST FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETICS PURPOSES AND SCRUBS, CREAMS, OILS, FACE MASKS, PERFUMES, LOTIONS,
LIP BALM, BODY WASH, TALCUM POWDER, KAJAL, BLUSH FOR USE IN COSMETICS.
STRIKER
3891199  18/07/2018
PARSHVA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
286-289, SUKAN MALL, SCIENCE CITY ROAD, SOLA, AHMEDABAD-380 060, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-
380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2008
To be associated with:
2822882
AHMEDABAD
DETERGENT, DISH WASH LIQUID, HAND WASH, HOME CARE PRODUCTS, FLOOR CLEANER, GLASS CLEANER AND
TOILET CLEANER
AURAA NUVA

3891200 18/07/2018

PARSHVA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
286-289, SUKAN MALL, SCIENCE CITY ROAD, SOLA, AHMEDABAD- 380 060, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2008

AHMEDABAD

SHAVING CREAM, SHAVING FOAM, MEN CARE PRODUCTS, AFTER SHAVE, DEODORANTS, BEARD WASH, BEARD OIL, HAIR STYLING WAX, SKIN AND HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
3891201 18/07/2018
PARSHVA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
286-289, SUKAN MALL, SCIENCE CITY ROAD, SOLA, AHMEDABAD- 380 060, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 (NOW THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2008
AHMEDABAD
SHAVING CREAM, SHAVING FOAM, MEN CARE PRODUCTS, AFTER SHAVE, DEODORANTS, BEARD WASH, BEARD OIL, HAIR STYLING WAX, SKIN AND HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
MAYBELLINE THE CITY MINI PALETTE

3891414  18/07/2018

L’OREAL
14, rue Royale, 75008, Paris, France
Société Anonyme

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
928652, 1142165

DELHI
makeup
3891854  19/07/2018
GODREJ & BOYCE MFG. CO. LTD.
Godrej Interio Division, Plant No.13, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai, 400079.
A company registered under the Indian Companies Act 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since :03/09/2016
MUMBAI
Incense Sticks, Potpourri.
ACKLEY

3892215   19/07/2018
ACKLEY COSMETICS OPC PRIVATE LIMITED
135, DDA FLATS, MANSAROVER PARK, SHAHDARA, DELHI
OPC COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAVEEN SHREE PANDEY
709,7TH FLOOR, VIKRAM TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110008.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices and other beauty products.
BEARDISTAN

3892643  19/07/2018

AFTABBHAI ASHIFBHAI GHARI
Rakhodya Talav, Khadki Bhagda, Desai Road, Valsad

Essential Oils

beardistan

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Essential Oils
3893216  20/07/2018
H.JITENDER SINGH
trading as ;SRI VIDHIYA AGENCIES
NO.35/12, KASI CHETTY STREET, SOWARPET, CHENNAI-600 107, TAMILNADU INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.EZHIL RAJ
NO.98, PAMMAL MAIN ROAD, PAMMAL, CHENNAI-600075.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PERFUMERY AND COSMETICS ITEMS.
3893751  20/07/2018
SARADA AUSADHALAYA DACCA
152 MADRAL ROAD, KAKINARA RATHTALA, KAKINARA, NORTH 24 PARGANAS, PIN- 743129
PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR, ST. NO.7, POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES, BURDWAN-713335, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SHAMPOO
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3893776  20/07/2018  
NAYANI MOHAMMAD MASUMALI  
17, Khoja Colony, Sangli-416416.  
Individual  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT  
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES..
3893870  21/07/2018
HEALTHBRIDGE LIFESCIENCE LLP
Flat No. 5, Hindi Vijay Co- Op. Housing Society, Near Lunkad Dreamland, Viman Nagar, Pune – 411 014
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :30/07/2015
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3893961  21/07/2018
MD SHAKIL AHMAD
BOCHAHA MURADPUR, DARBHANGA ROAD, MUZAFFARPUR, BIHAR-843103
THE TRADE MARKS ACT -1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
GEETA BARI TRADING AS SHUBHI ENTERPRISES
C-6, SECOND FLOOR, DDA COLONY, NEW ZAFRABAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110032
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KINGSINGH LEGAL CONSULTANTS
3 VEER SAVARKAR MARKET, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI - 110031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDARY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; COSMETICS; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRIES
3894036  21/07/2018
PINKSKIN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
205, 2nd floor, Samaan Complex, Opp. Nalanda Complex, Nr. Mansi Cross Road, Judges Road, Satellite, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.
Body incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/801, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015
Used Since :16/02/2016
AHMEDABAD
Soap, Glow Cream, Hair oil, Face wash, Body wash, Shampoo, Moisturizing Lotion, Anti Ageing Cream.
3894085  21/07/2018
MR. PARVEEN KUMAR GOYAL
A-1/623, SECTOR-6, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMPERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ABRASIVES, Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
3894340  21/07/2018
VAGATA RAM FATAJI CHOUHDARY
# 4047, MAHALAXMI BUILDING, GAVALI GALLI, NEAR AMBIKA TRANSPORT, CBT HUBLI - 580 020.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1976790

CHENNAI
Cosmetics And Cosmetic Preparations, Cosmetics For The Use On The Hair, Eye Cosmetics, Skincare Cosmetics, Lip Cosmetics, Bindi (Cosmetics), Soaps And Detergents, Cosmetic Tanning Preparations, Cosmetic Soaps, Shampoos, Gels For Cosmetic Use, Cosmetic Preparations For Baths, Make-Up, Herbal Extracts For Cosmetic Purposes, Make-Up Remover, Kumkum, Talcum Powder, Wax For Removing Body Hair, Room Perfume Sprays, Detergents For Automobiles, Polishing Wax, Shaving Gels, Shaving Creams, After Shave Lotions, Cosmetics In The Form Of Oils Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions Tanning And After-Sun Milks, Gels And Oils [Cosmetics], Tooth Powder, Toothpaste, Tooth Gel, Tooth Cleaning Preparations, Mouth [Breath] Fresheners Not For Medical Use, Mouthwashes. Dhoop, Agarbatti, Incense, Agarbatti (Incense Sticks), Hawan Samagri Kalawa, Roli, Poojan Samagri, Detergent Cake, Detergentpowder .
3894435  21/07/2018
RAVINDER KAPOOR
D- 416 -18 NEHRU VIHAR, DELHI - 110054
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018  Class 3

M/s.- IRENDEZVOUS ONLINE MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
270 - A, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE - I, PATPAR GANJ, NEW DELHI -110091, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN SHIVHARE
NAKA CHANDRVADNI NEHAR WALI MATA ROAD LASHKAR GWALIOR (M.P.) 474009

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Incense Sticks (Agarbattis), mehandi, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices, essential oils, hair lotions, & all goods being included in class -3
3894472    21/07/2018
TEJIROOP SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
SURVEY NO-36/2, LANE NO-4, SHIVSHAMBHO NAGAR KATRAJ KONDHWA ROAD-PUNE-411046
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicinal dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3894608  22/07/2018
MR.GANPAT RAM TRADING AS M/S.SHANTI GRAH UDYOG
SARDARPURA DHANI,ROHAT,IODHPUR,RAJASTHAN
FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :28/06/2017

AHMEDABAD
Bleaching Preparations and other substances for laundry use cleaning, polishing, souring and abrasive preparations, shops, essential oils
3894631   23/07/2018
ASPIRES SUNDAYS
#3-89/1, Tiruchanoor Road, Srinivasapuram, Tirupati, Chittoor - 517502, Andhra Pradesh.
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.R.VINOTH PRABHU
No.27, Putheri Karai Street, Velachery, Chennai-600042.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Making of soaps, detergents, cleaning & polishing preparations, perfumes & toiletries preparation.
ZEPON

3894678  23/07/2018
M/S. MAHARAJ SOAPS INDUSTRY PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 768/500, LOKIKERE MAIN ROAD, NEAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, DAVANGERE 577005, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
DETERGENT SOAP AND POWDER, LIQUID DISHWASHER DETERGENTS AND LIQUID SOAPS, DISHWASHER POWDER,
LAUNDRY DETERGENT, DETERGENT BAR, DISHWASH BAR, HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATION, FLOOR
CLEANING PREPARATIONS, TOILETRY PREPARATIONS, HAND CLEANING PREPARATIONS AND HAND CLEANSERS
MERAVIRAT

3894712  23/07/2018
MR. ANUJ KUMAR SINGH
MQ -177, CWS JAYANT, DISTT SINGRAULI, GOPAD BANAS, SIDHI, MADHYA PRADESH -486890
SINGLE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JATIN NANDA
M1 NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR JANAKPURI NEW DELHI 110058
Used Since :01/04/2018

DELHI
DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, WASHING SOAP, WASHING POWDER, CLEANING PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
DEVI PRASAD TRADING AS PAWAN SOAP GRIH UDYOG
JHIRI, LACHCHHIPUR, BHAGANPUR, ALLAHABAD

Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAURASIYA
HOUSE NO.1144, GALI NO.33, B-BLOCK, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI-110084.

Used Since : 28/06/2018

DEUTERGENT SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER AND OTHER LAUNDRY SUBSTANCES
3894893    23/07/2018
SOLY FRANCIS
M/s. VASNIO, MALIYAKAL BUILDING, SAHAKARANA ROAD, VYTTILA P.O, NEAR BROAD BEAN HOTEL, ERNAKULAM - 682 019.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since :25/08/2008
CHENNAI
PERFUMES, COSMETICS.
3895128    23/07/2018
SUNIL KESHARI
trading as : KESHARI NANDAN AGARBATTI CO.
WARD NO 15 AMBEDKAR NAGAR ROBERTSGANJ SONBHADRA U.P 231216
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L S REGISTRATION BUREAU
SA, 8/88-3 PARSHURAMPUR SARANATH VARANASI U.P-221007
Used Since: 17/10/2001
DELHI
AGARBATTI, DHOOP BATTI, CONE, HAWAN SAMGRI, PERFUME
HEENAVEDA

3895279  23/07/2018
MR. OMPRAKASH TAK PROP. OF S.M. HEENA INDUSTRIES
H-37-38, PHASE-3, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SOJAT CITY, RAJASTHAN - 306104
PROP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :01/04/2006
AHMEDABAD
MEHNDI AND HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices;
Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring
and abrasive preparations.
Ketclin

3895310   23/07/2018
TUSHARKUMAR ISHVARLAL PATEL
Shop No-115, First Floor, Nishal Arcade, Near Vaishali Row House, Near New RTO, Pal Road, Pal,Surat,Gujarat - 394510
Trading As CosmeZone Healthcare
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI , PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Soaps
3895312 23/07/2018
RAIYANI JALPA JAYESHBHAI
ADITYA ENTERPRISE, 30, PARASMANI ROW HOUSE, PUNAGAM, SURAT – 395010
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COSMETICS, COSMETIC KITS, CREAMS, OILS, LOTIONS, SPRAYS, PENCILS AND BALMS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, SOAP, SHAMPOO, TALCUM POWDER, TOILETRIES, PERFUMERY
CLEAROSOL

3895338 23/07/2018
MOHD. SALAHUDDIN
2538-39, 2ND FLOOR, SADAK PREM NARAIN, DELHI-110006.

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations, Cosmetics for the use on the hair, Eye makeup, Skin, eye and nail care preparations, Bindi (cosmetics), Cosmetic creams, lotions and other preparations for sun tanning, Cosmetic Soaps, Shampoos and conditioners, Gels for cosmetic purposes, Hair oils, Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions, Cosmetic Preparations For Baths, Make-Up, Facial make-up, Make-Up Remover, Cosmetic facial packs, Facial preparations [cosmetic], Herbal Extracts For Cosmetic Purposes, Kumkum, Talcum powders, Wax for removing body hair, Room perfume sprays, Cosmetics in the form of oils, Massage oils and lotions, Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use, Oils for cleaning purposes, Perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations, Polishing wax, Shaving gels, Shaving creams, After shave lotions, Mouth [Breath] Fresheners Not For Medical Use, Mouthwashes.
3895466   23/07/2018

SHOPPERS STOP LIMITED
Umang Towers, 5th Floor, Off New Link Road, Near Inorbit Mall, Malad (West) Mumbai - 400064
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16

**Proposed to be Used**

To be associated with:
611304, 1375711, 1546219

**MUMBAI**
Cosmetics; Toiletry Preparations; Perfumery, Soaps, Essential Oils, Hair Lotions; Dentifrices, Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use; Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Sanitary Preparations being Toiletries
3895496  23/07/2018
PRANIK HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
32, 26th Main Rd, Phase 3, Agara Village, 1st Sector, HSR Layout, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560102
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
DANT VAJRA
3895500    23/07/2018
PRANIK HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
32, 26th Main Rd, Phase 3, Agara Village, 1st Sector, HSR Layout, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560102
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
ADJAVIS VENTURE LIMITED
3rd Floor, Heritage Complex S.G. Road, Thaltej Ahmedabad Gujarat-380054 India
Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
STHITAPRAGNA KANTILAL SHAH
3RD FLOOR, HERITAGE COMPLEX, NR. HOTEL GRAND BHAGWATI, S.G.HIGHWAY ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD-380054.

Used Since: 26/11/2012

To be associated with:
2629770, 2862477, 2862479, 2864945, 2864946, 2864947, 2864948, 2864950, 2864952, 3037914, 3224603, 3224604, 3224605, 3224606

AHMEDABAD
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, PERFUME BODY SPARY; HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3896425    24/07/2018
KHUZEMA ATTAR (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS MAHAK BADSHAH PERFUMERS
Malviya Road, City Kotwali Chowk, Raipur - 492001, Chhattisgarh
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Perfumery, cosmetics and incense sticks
3896500  24/07/2018
MR. VICKY ASRANI
234, SAI SAMARTH, 3RD FLOOR, FLAT NO. 301, 11TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 052
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES
ZAHABI

3896544    24/07/2018
KHOJATI HERBAL
MULJI JETHA CLOTH MARKET, ZAVERI BAZAR, MUMBAI-400 002
A Partnership Firm established under the Indian Partnership Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR OILS, LOTIONS, GELS AND BALMS; PERFUMES,
PERFUMERY, BLENDED PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, ATTARS, TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; DEODORANT AND
ANTIPERSPIRANTS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (NON-MEDICATED).
ANANDA LAXMAN PATIL TRADING AS LAXVI ENTERPRISES
Flat No. 604, Rishima - C, Prakruti Park, Brahmand, Thane West - 400607
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fragrances.
ASHA GUPTA
MOHALLA MOHammadZAI, H.NO.128, MANDI MOD, NEAR SUNAHRI MASJID, SHAHJAHANPUR- 242001 , UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
PROPRIETOR-ASHA GUPTA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SHAMPOO, CARPET SHAMPOO, SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS, DANDRUFF SHAMPOOS.
PARSH
3896873   24/07/2018
HIMANK BANSAL
3,803 TOWER NO 8 WINDCROSS PROJECT, ZIRAKPUR SAS, NAGAR 140603, PUNJBA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJNI GARG
SCO 223, Sec 20A, Mandi Gobindgarh, Punjab-147301.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETIC PRODUCTS, CREAMS, SOAP, PERFUMES, HAIR OILS
3896924  24/07/2018
SURESH KUMAR GARG
B-10/4, Wazirpur Industrial Area, Delhi-110052
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN LAL & TRADEMARK CO
CHAMBER NO-22A, CIVIL WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI 110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAIRCARE PRODUCTS INCLUDING IN CLASS-03
VEGETAL ORGANIC HENNA

3897010  24/07/2018
AMA HERBAL LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
352/116-G, TALKATORA ROAD, P.O.-RAJAJI PURAM, LUCKNOW-226017, U.P., INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1491384

DELHI

Hair Colour, Hair Colour Remover, Colouring Lotion for the Hair, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Non-medicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; Non-medicated dentifrices.
3897032 24/07/2018
NARENDRA
153 (A) 5TH FLOOR, TOWER-A, THE CORRENTHUM, SECTOR-62, NOIDA-201309
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
XOGreen

3897841   25/07/2018
DEEPAK SHAM SACHDEV
FLAT NO 101,SAIRAM PALACE,MISKIN ROAD,NEAR RAMA GARMENTS,TARAKPUR,AHMEDNAGAR 411003
An individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
All-purpose cleaners, Cleaning sprays, Cleaning fluids, Glass cleaners, Toilet cleaners, Cleaning foam, Household cleaning preparations, Windshield cleaning liquids, Hand cleaning preparations, Window cleaning compositions, Cleansing lotions, Household cleaners, Hand cleaner, Window cleaners class 3
3897994    25/07/2018
MRS. NEETHU JAIN, SOLE PROPRIETRIX OF M/S MN INTERNATIONAL
No.40/87, Nattu Pilliar Kovil Street, Shop No.24, Ground Floor, A Block, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600001
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cosmetics.
3898143  25/07/2018
MADHU DEVI S. PANSARI
KORATH, 1,112, SWAMI SOCIETY, UDHNA MAGDALLA ROAD, BHATAR, SURAT-395210
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SHampoos, COSMETICS, PERFUMES, FACE PACK, COSMETICS LOTIONS, SOAPS, BLEACHING PREPARATION FOR
COSMETIC PURPOSES, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OIL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, BODY DEODORANTS (PERFUMERY), HAIR
CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL, FACE WASH, NON-MEDICATED HANDWASH, FACE CREAM, SHOWER GELS, BODY LOTION,
FACE SCRUB & TALCUM POWDER
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
REAL SPRING

3898281   25/07/2018
PANDURANGVASUDEOCHOPDE
H.No. 146 Gokuldham Malkapur, Buldana District. Maharashtra, 443101
THE TRADEMARK ACT OF 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VRIJ KISHORE CHOUHARY
No.52, General Muthaiya Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600 079
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, Incense sticks
3898708   26/07/2018
GAURAV SINGHAL TRADING AS SWISS PRODUCTS
HOUSE NO. 149, TARUN ENCLAVE, PITAM PURA, DELHI- 110034
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations, Cosmetics for the use on the hair, Eye makeup, Skin, eye and nail care preparations, Bindi (cosmetics), Cosmetic creams, lotions and other preparations for sun tanning, Cosmetic Soaps, Shampoos and conditioners, Gels for cosmetic purposes, Hair oils, Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions, Cosmetic Preparations For Baths, Make-Up, Facial makeup, Make Up Remover, Cosmetic facial packs, Facial preparations [cosmetic], Herbal Extracts For Cosmetic Purposes, Kumkum, Talcum powders, Wax for removing body hair, Room perfume sprays, Cosmetics in the form of oils, Massage oils and lotions, Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use, Oils for cleaning purposes, Perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations, Polishing wax, Shaving gels, Shaving creams, After shave lotions, Mouth [Breath] Fresheners Not For Medical Use, Mouthwashes, Mehandi (Cosmetics), Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes, Baby wipes, Baby wipes for cosmetic use, Wipes incorporating cleaning preparations, Cologne impregnated disposable wipes, Spectacle wipes impregnated with a detergent, Disposable wipes impregnated with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial and commercial use.
ELDOCARE
3898849  26/07/2018
MR. VINAY VASANT JOSHI TRADING AS ELDORADO COSMECEUTICAL
Block - C, Plot No. 22, Gut No. 53, Sajapur, Aurangabad 431136
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :18/06/2018
MUMBAI
COSMETIC PRODUCTS
3898870  26/07/2018
GANESH KUMAR
TS Tower, 2nd Floor, Navaneethammal St, Ayyavoo Colony, Aminchikarai, Chennai - 600029
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :24/07/2018
CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
Ms. Sunita Kevalananda Bhole and Yuvaraj Kevalananda Bhole
303, Aditya CHS, Behind Bank of India, 2nd Cross Lane, Rajaji Path, Dombivli (East), Pin: 421 201, Dist. Thane, Maharashtra, INDIA
Indian Nationals

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

COSMETICS FOR ALL DOMESTIC ANIMALS AND ALL NON-DOMESTIC ANIMALS; NON-MEDICATED GROOMING PREPARATIONS FOR ANIMALS; SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, DUSTING POWDER, BRIGHTENING SHAMPOO, CLARIFYING SHAMPOO, CONDITIONING SHAMPOO, DETANGLING SHAMPOO, DE-SHEDDING / SHED CONTROL SHAMPOO, ANTI-ITCHING / ITCH-RELIEF SHAMPOO, HYPOALLERGENIC SHAMPOO, ANTI FADE SHAMPOO, CONDITIONERS, GROOMING CONDITIONERS, ESSENTIAL OIL AND LOTIONS FOR ANIMALS AND PETS; HAIR MASK, OIL GEL TO MILK HAIR MASK, HAIR SPRAY AND FUR SPRAY FOR ANIMALS; DEODORANT, ODOUR REMOVERS AND FRAGRANCES FOR ANIMALS; PAW BALM AND SPRAY, PAW DEFENCE AND PROTECTION WAX BALM, PAW BUTTER, DEEP CLEANING PAW FIZZ TABLETS AND BATH FIZZ TABLETS FOR ANIMALS; PRE-BATH MASK AND PRE-BATH OIL GEL TO MILK MASK FOR ANIMALS; PRE-WALK AND POST WALK SPRAY, COOLING SPRAY, DETANGLER SPRAY, SILK AND SHINE SPRAY FOR ANIMALS; GROOMING WET WIPES, COAT CLEANSER, INSTANT EAR CLEANER, PAW AND NAIL CLEANSER, HYDRATING BUTTER, MOISTURIZER, NOSE MOISTURIZER AND PAW MOISTURIZER FOR ANIMALS; DOG SUNSCREEN; FOAMING FACIAL FOR DOGS; BATH MELTS, BATH OIL AND EFFERVESCENT BATH PRODUCTS FOR ANIMALS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS FOR ANIMALS, NON-MEDICATED DENTAL CARE PREPARATIONS FOR ANIMALS, ALL-PURPOSE COTTON BUDS FOR PERSONAL USE.
3899350   27/07/2018
FRANCISE JANIFER S
1211, REDDY ST, VARDARAJANPET(VIA), UDYARPALAYAM(TALUK),ARIYALURE(DISTRICT) , THENNUR- 621805 ,
TAMIL NADU
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Washing powder, Polishing powder, Polishing creams, Polishing preparations, Polishing wax, Cleaning preparations for
vehicle tires and wheels, Preparations for cleaning, protecting and preserving vehicle surfaces, Non-medicated cosmetics
and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other
substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
DAMN GIRL!

3899624  27/07/2018
TOO FACED COSMETICS, LLC
18231 McDurmott W., Irvine, CA 92614
DELAWARE - LLC
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

cosmetics, non-medicated skincare
3908849  06/08/2018

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90038 United States.
a corporation incorporated under the laws of Delaware, U.S.A

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi – 110049

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; PERFUMERY, FRAGRANCES, COLOGNE, ESSENTIAL OILS, EAU DE COLOGNE; MAKE-UP AND COSMETICS, DENTIFRICES; SOAPS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR LOTIONS, HAIRSTYLING PRODUCTS, SHAMPOOS; DEODORANTS, ANTI-PERSPIRANTS, BODY SPRAYS; BODY LOTIONS; EXFOLIATING PRODUCTS; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; MOISTURISERS, CLEANSERS, TONERS; SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; SUN TAN LOTIONS; BUBBLE BATH; BATH OILS; SHOWER GELS
2302668    20/03/2012
DINESH GOYAL
PLOT NO 12835 ST NO 20, VISHVAKARMA COLONY DHOLEWAL LUDHIANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :02/02/2012
DELHI
04, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND, GREASES; LUBRICANTS; MOTOR OILS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINATES; CANDLES, WICKS,
2447666 24/12/2012
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS.
RISHI KUMAR AGGARWAL,
trading as; AGGARWAL PETRO CHEM
C-50 PETROLIUM COMPLEX MANGOL PURI INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-I NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since: 01/04/2004

To be associated with:
1509695

DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS, LUBRICANTS, GREASES AND COOLANTS IN CLASS 4.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
Avenger
2691324  04/03/2014
SUSHIL KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;ASIAN SALES CORPORATION
F-24/67, SECTOR-3, ROHINI DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS
2892407  30/01/2015
SHRI JAY KISHORBHAI DHARSANDIA
SHRI RATIBHAI KESHAVBHAI JAVIA
SHRI PRAVINBHAI DAYABHAI DHARSANDIA
SHRI RAKESH SHAMJIBHAI KANSAGARA
trading as ;APPLE BEARING CO.
SURVEY NO. 251, PLOT NO. 4/5, B/H. ROYAL PVC, SHAPAR - (VERAVAL), DIST. RAJKOT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJRAT
Used Since :09/05/2012
AHMEDABAD
MOTOR OIL, LUBRICANTS, ILLUMINATING GREASE, MOTOR SPIRIT, FUEL.
no exclusive right to “DEVICE OF DROP”.
UNIPER HOLDING GMBH
E.ON Platz 1, 40479 Düsseldorf, Germany
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company organized and existing under the laws of Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
407, GLOBAL FOYER, 4TH FLOOR, GOLF COURSE ROAD, SECTOR 43, GURGAON-122002, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fuel; Gas; Coal; Electricity

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2949921..
AUTO CAPITAL

3018568  27/07/2015

RAHIMDIN RAMZANALI BATADA
Flat No. A-2, Alisha Apartment, Kabrastan Road, Vapi - 396 191, District - Valsad, Gujarat

Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Used Since : 18/03/2006
To be associated with:
1888986

AHMEDABAD
Oil; Fuels; Additives, Non-Chemical, to Motor-Fuel; Lubricants; Petroleum Products; Greases; as included in Class – 4
3018569  27/07/2015
RAHIMDIN RAMZANALI BATADA
Flat No. A-2, Alisha Apartment, Kabrastan Road, Vapi - 396 191, District - Valsad, Gujarat
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Oil; Fuels; Additives, Non-Chemical, to Motor-Fuel; Lubricants; Petroleum Products; Greases; as included in Class – 4
3025242  06/08/2015
RAMESH AGARWAL
NAVIN AGARWAL
trading as ;GURU NANAK INDUSTRIES
AT - B - 12, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ROURKELA - 769004, ODISHA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
ARE PARTNERS BEING INDIAN CITIZEN.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHARAGPUR TRADE MARK BUREAU.
PURATAN BAZAR, KHARAGPUR, DIST.PASHIM MEDINIPUR, WEST BENGAL.
Used Since :01/04/2012
KOLKATA
INDUSTRIAL GREASE & INDUSTRIAL OIL.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
TVS Automotive

3050154  04/09/2015

LUCAS INDIAN SERVICE LIMITED
No.28, Poomagal Main Road, Ekkattuthangal, Chennai 600032, India
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S ESHWAR CONSULTANTS
HOUSE OF CORPORATE AND IPR LAWS 4, AISHWARYA, 12B/177, KUMARAN COLONY, 6TH STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI-600026.
Used Since :14/09/2005

CHENNAI
Bone oil for industrial purposes; diesel oil; cutting fluids; fuel; fuel gas; fuel oil; gas for lighting; gasoline; grease for leather; grease for footwear; grease for belts; grease for arms [weapons]; industrial oil; industrial grease; industrial wax; kerosene; lubricants; lubricating grease; lubricating oil; motor oil; oil-gas; petrol; petroleum jelly for industrial purposes
3075328    12/10/2015
PANKAJ A. JOSHI.
trading as ;VALUE PETROLEUM
B/204, CHANDRESH PURAM, PHASE-I, GALA-SHIRDI ROAD, GALA NAGAR, NALASOPARA EAST, PALGHAR-401209,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAA INTERNATIONAL
201, 202, Govind Smruti, Opp. Mubarak Complex, Near Secondary School, Bhayander west, 401101, Thane, Maharashtra, India,
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR OIL AND AUTOMOBILE OIL.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3820519  30/04/2018
TAFE MOTORS AND TRACTORS LIMITED
No 77, Nungambakam High Road, Pottipatti Plaza, 1st Floor, Chennai-600034
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since : 26/02/2016
To be associated with:
3820466, 3820501
CHENNAI
Coolants, Lubricants, Greases, Oils For Use In Tractors And Agricultural Implements/Equipments.
SV-77

3840730  23/05/2018

MUKTA MANI PUNJ
B-21, FLATTED FACTORIES COMPLEX, JHANDE WALAN, NEW DELHI-110055

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIZBRINY
15E, POCKET 2, M.I.G. FLATS, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-3, NEW DELHI 110096

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Industrial Oils And Greases; Lubricants; Dust Absorbing, Wetting And Binding Compositions; Fuels(Including Motor Spirit) And Illuminants; Candles, Wicks ; Included In Class 04.
TANG, HUEI-PING
5F, NO. 103, SHENGLI RD. FENGSHAN DIST., KAOHSIUNG CITY 830, TAIWAN
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LUBRICANTS, FUELS, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, ILLUMINATES.
3852354  05/06/2018
KAILASH YADAV
Plot C-59 Bandra Kurla Complex 9th Floor, Platina, G block Mumbai Maharashtra- 400051
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TUSHAR BAWEJA
176 RAM GALI NO. 2 RAJA PARK 302004 JAIPUR

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRITS) AND ILLUMINANTS; GEAR OILS AND ALL OTHER RELATED ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 4
3852645  05/06/2018
BOLA SURENDRA KAMATH & SONS
Kedinje – 574110, Karkala, Karnataka
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMINA S
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES, B3 KESAVAN ORCHID, 5/7 NORTH MADA STREET, SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
lamp and light oil, fuel oil
JSW IP HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED

"JSW Centre", 6th Floor, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai – 400051
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Used Since :04/01/2018

To be associated with:

3329148

MUMBAI

Oils for paints; linseed oils for paints; industrial oils; linseed oils for industrial purposes; candles; lubricants and industrial greases; waxes and fluids and process oil for use in bitumen extender; industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting
3881100   06/07/2018
MAITRI VENTURES
Flat No 811, C Wing, Dosti Acers, Near Antop Hill Bus Stop, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/10/2016
Mumbai
Biofuels.
NEWTEX

3885817  12/07/2018

KUNAL SINGLA
206, NEW MODERN APARTMENT, SECTOR 9, ROHINI 110085
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHANT GOYAL & ASSOCIATES
B-4/418, FIRST FLOOR, SEC-8, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.

Used Since :01/04/2018

DELHI

ADDITIVES (NON-CHEMICAL) FOR GREASES, ADDITIVES (NON-CHEMICAL) FOR LUBRICANTS, ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANTS, ALL PURPOSE PENETRATING OIL AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 04.
Vedic Aroma Lab
3889793  17/07/2018
VISHESH VIJAYVERGIYA
B-1/33, SECTOR F, KAPOORTHALA, LUCKNOW 226024 INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases (other than edible oil, fats and essential oils); lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles, nightlights and wicks
Vedique

3889795   17/07/2018
VISHESH VIJAYVERGIYA
B-1/33, SECTOR F, KAPOORTHALA, LUCKNOW 226024 INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases (other than edible oil, fats and essential oils); lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles, nightlights and wicks
3892739   20/07/2018  
SAVITA SHARMA  
56A, E.D. BLOCK, MADHUBAN CHOWK, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034.  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
THE MONETIC CO.  
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting.
SUNCORP

3893096   20/07/2018
SUNCORP UNIVERSAL PRIVATE LIMITED
SHIVANATH, REVENUE COLONY ROAD, GANESH NAGAR, GONDIA-41601, MAHARASHTRA
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND IIIUMINANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING .
ANILKUMAR GOVINDBHAI SAVALIYA (PROPRIETOR OF NEETA LUBRICANTS)
A-62, Dharm Nandan Row House, Setelight Road, Mota Varachha, Surat - 394101
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERCITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit)
and illuminants; candles, wicks and all other products being included in class 4.
3895098 23/07/2018

K. SASI KUMAR
16 MARIAMMAL NAGAR, KAVANKARAI, PUZHAL, CHENNAI -600066, TAMILNADU, INDIA

Single firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Lamp oil, Candles and Wicks
3896554 24/07/2018
NIRMA DEVI AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF VAISHNAVI AUTO AGENCY
SANIDHYA SOCIETY, ROOM NO-48, NR. KIM CHAR RASTA, VILLAGE : PALOD, TAL : MANGROL, DIST : SURAT. GUJARAT - INDIA.

NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF INDUSTRIAL OIL, GREASES & LUBRICANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 04.
3897039    24/07/2018
NARENDRA
153 (A) 5TH FLOOR, TOWER-A, THE CORRENTHUM, SECTOR-62, NOIDA-201309
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting
McLawrie
3898468  26/07/2018
KAILASH YADAV
7, KRISHNA VIHAR COLONY, AJMER ROAD
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TUSHAR BAWEJA
176 RAM GALI NO. 2 RAJA PARK 302004 JAIPUR
Used Since :05/06/2018
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRITS) AND ILLUMINANTS; GEAR OILS AND ALL OTHER RELATED ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 4
TAZY
1785891 16/02/2009
MADHUMITA V GANESHE
21/203, SAHAYOG, CENTRAL EXCISC COLONY, WARDHA ROAD, NAGPUR 440015
MANUFACTURERS
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NEUTRACEUTICAL / PHARMACEUTICAL
1884502  16/11/2009
EXCELL FORMULATIONS PVT.LTD.
202,SILVERLINE,OPP.HOLYCROSS HIGH SCHOOL,OLD MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD,THANE(W)-400 601.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Used Since :01/05/1995
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ISODINE

2108209  01/03/2011
MUNDIPHARMA AG.
trading as ;MUNDIPHARMA AG.
ST. ALBAN - RHEINWEG 74, P. O. BOX - CH - 4020 BASEL, SWITZERLAND.
MANUFACTURER TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
( A COMPANY ORGANISED & EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND ).
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY DISINFECTANTS AND ANTISEPTICS.
2204105   13/09/2011
ORANGE REMEDIES PVT. LTD.,
D-2/404, KARNAWATI APARTMENT, BEHIND HIRABHAI TOWER, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
MANUFACTUR AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :03/09/2011
AHMEDABAD
TRADING OF ALL KINDS OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDING IN CLASS-05.
2275024    01/02/2012
P.GANESAN
trading as ;INDIAN BIOLOGICALS
#324-A, SIVAPRAKASAM NAGAR, PUTHUVALAVU, PON-PUDUPPATTI, PONNAMARAVATHY-622408, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :01/08/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
The mark should be used as a whole.
HERMAS
2301821 19/03/2012
DR. AJMAL KEERAN THODUKA
trading as; HERMAS UNANI HERBAL PHARMACEUTICALS
HERMAS UNANI HERBAL PHARMACEUTICALS, P.O.CHENNAMANGALLUR, KOZHIKODE-673602, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/01/1997
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND TABLETS.
AIDIAB
2303553 21/03/2012
G.K. BIOSCIENCES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; G.K. BIOSCIENCES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
# 127/128, ALEAP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PRAGATINAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 072, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MARKETERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :15/03/2012
CHENNAI
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR CONTROLLING DIABETS; MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETS; ALL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE, ALL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
URORIGHT
2307534  29/03/2012
S. K. PATNAIK
trading as: GEMINI LABS
# B4, KALYANI APARTMENTS, NO.114, VISALATCHI STREET, DEVI KARUMARIAMMAM NAGAR, VALASARAVAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 087.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
2316295 17/04/2012
JUNAIS, O.V.
trading as ;ELA HERBACEUTICALS
3/466/3, VRINDAVANAM COMPLEX, PAADUKAD EAST, P.O. VIYYUR, THRISSUR - 680 010, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2012

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2346755  12/06/2012
KANAD LABS PVT. LTD.
177/78, BAJIRAO COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, RAMNAGAR, NAGPUR-440025
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PVT. LTD. INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/05/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2409021  10/10/2012
OMPRAKASH K. CHAKKARWAR.
1ST FLOOR, VENKATESHWARA APARTMENTS, BAJAJ COMPLEX, VAJIRABAD, NANGED-DIST-NANGED.
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
HYKNEE

2416394    23/10/2012
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY USE
DROATE
2423521  06/11/2012
INNATE BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
128/194 17A K-BLOCK KIDWAI NAGAR KANPUR UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :01/11/2012
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
2467474  28/01/2013
DCI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
DCI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD, VIDYANAGAR, MARGAO, GAO-403601
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUREKHA BABU NAKMAN
HIRA APT.,4TH FL.,ROOM NO.46,B WING,HANUMAN NAGAR,KALYAN(E), MUMBAI-412306
Used Since :01/06/1998
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
2467475  28/01/2013
DCI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
DCI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD, VIDYANAGAR, MARGAO, GAO-403601
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUREKHA BABU NAKMAN
HIRA APT., 4TH FL., ROOM NO. 46, B WING, HANUMAN NAGAR, KALYAN(E), MUMBAI-412306
Used Since: 22/09/2004
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND INCLUDING IN
CLASS 05
2467477   28/01/2013
DCI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
DCI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD, VIDYANAGAR, MARGAO, GAO-403601
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUREKHA BABU NAKMAN
HIRA APT.,4TH FL.,ROOM NO.46,B WING,HANUMAN NAGAR,KALYAN(E), MUMBAI-412306
Used Since :01/12/1990
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
White Pearl

2469992  31/01/2013
MUKESH KUMAR
trading as; Rudra Labs C-71 Swakar Marg, Tilak Nagar Jaipur 300204 Rajasthan
C-71 Swakar Marg, Tilak Nagar Jaipur 300204 Rajasthan
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since: 15/10/2012
AHMEDABAD
Medicines
MANASVI

2489115   04/03/2013

EAZYWAYS HEALTH CARE PVT.LTD
A-1160 1ST FLOOR G.D. COLONY MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-III DELHI 91
MANUFACTURING/TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.P. SINGH, ADV.
B-77, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI-110054
Used Since : 10/10/2004

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES, ADOPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS: MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS: PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERM INS; FUNAICIDES. HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
2493877  12/03/2013
MR ALJAZ AHMAD
7 GUPKAR ROAD SRINAGAR
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/08/2008
DELHI
MEDICAL PREPARATION & FORMULATION.
2505016   01/04/2013
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN & VETERINARY USE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..609904.
TRIG200
2537299  24/05/2013
APG HEALTH BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
trading as ;APG HEALTH BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
1329/1A, DAYANAND WARD, INFRONT OF KUBER MARKET, ANAND CINEMA ROAD, NAPIER TOWN, JABALPUR-482002
MP
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :16/05/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

CALIFER

2547865 13/06/2013
MR. KULPREET SINGH KAKkar
MR. JAGMOHAN KAUR KAKkar
trading as; JUNIFER PHARMACEUTICALS
B -34 FIRST FLOOR G D COLONY MAYUR VIHAR PHASE -3 DELHI 110096
TRADING & MANUFACTURING
Used Since: 01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINES PREPARATION
ORYZYME

2550689    18/06/2013
JRS ORYX PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
PLOT NO 217-218 SEC-3 HSIDC KARNAL 132001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANANTIKA TOKAS
275, OHBC SEC-13, KARNAL HARYANA 132001
Used Since :01/04/1994
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
REELACK
2554076  25/06/2013
SWATI AGRAWAL
trading as ;SUVENTIS INDIA PHARMACEUTICALS
C-101 JIGAR COLONY MORADABAD UP 244001
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH GAUTAM
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :01/05/2013
DELHI
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine
TRAUMANIL

2554415 25/06/2013
RAMJI R. JAISWAL
503, VALENCIA C.H.S. LTD., SUNDERVAN COMPLEX, BEHIND SHASTRI NAGAR, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.
DEALER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :03/06/2003
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
SAOL LIFE SCIENCES

2558668  03/07/2013
Saol life sciences
Nikhil Wadhwa
Anshu Mittal
Sarika Sharma
Shelja Sharma
trading as ;Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
A -122, Aruna Park, Shakarpur, Delhi - 92, (India)
Manufacturer and Trading of Medicine
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH GAUTAM
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :01/06/2013
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
2559921  05/07/2013
SUN PHARMA LABORATORIES LIMITED
ACME PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059 IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA WITHIN THE UNION OF INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
PRODEC

2564719  15/07/2013
INDERJIT SINGH PURI
trading as ;M/s ACONITE LIFESCIENCES
SCF 30, C BLOCK, RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB
TRADING
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/07/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
ESTOMAC

2564720  15/07/2013
INDERJIT SINGH PURI
trading as ;M/s ACONITE LIFESCIENCES
SCF 30, C BLOCK, RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB
TRADING
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/07/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
NZONE

2571372   28/07/2013

Abhay Jain
trading as ; Arion Health Care, SCO 907 2nd Floor, NAC Mani Majra Chandigarh
H No 45 Sector 69 MOHALI (Pb)
Manufacturing, Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since : 06/09/2008

DELHI

Medicine for human purpose
INTECHDRUG

2571373  28/07/2013

Sunil Kumar
trading as ;M/S Intechdrug
Manufacturing & Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH GAUTAM
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since :16/12/2010

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceuticals& Veterinary Preparations
2571573  29/07/2013
VIRIDIS BIOPHARMA PVT. LTD.
6/10, JOGANI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHUNABHATTI, MUMBAI 400022
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTER UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :29/07/2013
MUMBAI
BUM AND WOUND DRESSING AND TREATMENT - MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2577951  08/08/2013
EMIL PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
101, MANGALAM, KULUPWADI, NEAR NATIONAL PARK, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT LTD.CO,INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO,ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2579324  13/08/2013
AMIT NAGAR
trading as ;GLOBAL LIFE SCIENCES
3RD FLOOR, CHIKARA COMPLEX, NEW MOHANPURI, MEERUT
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/07/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS (VETERINARY)
TUSMUS
2579775  13/08/2013
Sunil Kumar Gangwani
Navin Kumar Sinha
trading as ;M/s Silversa Chemicals
24/56, Room No.-12 A, 2nd Floor, Clinic Building, Birhana Road, Kanpur, U.P., (India)
Manufacturing and Trading of Medicine
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH GAUTAM
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :06/11/0008
DELHI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal & Ayurvedic Preparations
Ganycef 200

2581809  19/08/2013
GANYMEDE HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
74, NAHRA NAHRI ROAD, MODEL TOWN, OPPOSITE UNION BANK OF INDIA, BAHADURGHARH, HARYANA-124507
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGD, UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO -9 KANSAI MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
GLOBIRED
2582337  20/08/2013
ASHUTOSH KUMAR PRABHAT
trading as ;AG RISE HEALTHCARE
J-1 22/1, GROUND FLOOR, KHIRKI EXTENSION, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/01/2012
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SILYBIO
2586387  27/08/2013
SUNIL KUMAR
VILL BADAYA, POST KOTHIBHAR, DISTRICT MAHARAJGANJ, UP
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINE
GOLAR

2588802  30/08/2013
BIOGOLD PHARMACEUTICAL PVT.LTD
781 SEC-14 SONIPAT HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. ASSOCIATES
S-556, SCHOOL BLOCK-II, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :24/05/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
BIGDASE

2588806  30/08/2013
BIOGOLD PHARMACEUTICAL PVT.LTD
781 SEC-14 SONIPAT HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. ASSOCIATES
S-556, SCHOOL BLOCK-II, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :24/05/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
2588876   30/08/2013
ANTRIX PHARMA (I) PVT.LTD.
11/279, KESHAV KUNJ NEHRU NAGAR, DEORIA, UP
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :24/05/2005
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
TWIGESIC

2588882  30/08/2013
HUKAM CHAND
SANJIVCHAUDHARY
trading as ;J.B. LIFE SCIENCES
SCF NO 253, FIRST FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA UT, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :06/04/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS -05
2588883  30/08/2013
SANJAY KUMAR
trading as ;AMBROSIA BLUE HEALTH CARE
F-1/109, SUNDER NAGARI, DELHI-110093
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :01/09/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS
IROFIN

2588884   30/08/2013
SANJAY KUMAR
trading as ;AMBROSIA BLUE HEALTH CARE
F-1/109, SUNDER NAGARI, DELHI-110093
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :12/09/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION.
DOXVIT

2589572  02/09/2013
CHEM+MED PHARMACEUTICALS
Satish Kapuria
Aditya Sharma
trading as ;CHEM+MED PHARMACEUTICALS
102, City Centre, Amritsar, Punjab.
Merchants & Manufacturers
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B,BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR,LUDHIANA
Used Since :12/04/2004
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceuticals Preparations.
BOVILACTA

2593095  07/09/2013

BALWINDER SINGH SAINI
trading as; merchant and traders
R/o 1005 - NEW DASHMESH NAGAR LADOWALI ROAD, JALANDHAR.
merchant and traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHARMINDER BAWA ADVOCATE
C/o M/S AROSIS REGISTRATIONS, BAWA MARKET, BACK SIDE PARKASH MARKET, OPP. RAILWAY STATION,
AMRITSAR, PUNJAB, 143001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2585284

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETIEC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX,
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION OF DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
COFFCODINE
2593423  09/09/2013
ALEXY CARES PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ; ALEYX CARES PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H. NO. 375 POCKET-4 SEC-2, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CUGHDEX

2596526 16/09/2013
MORWELL PHARMACIA PVT LTD
FLAT NO 6B GANPATI COTTAGE 1-A COURT ROAD CIVIL LINE DELHI 110054
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD. UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO -9 KANSAL MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093
Used Since: 01/04/2010
DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
2599594   20/09/2013
ESSENT BIO-TECH PVT.LTD
E-227 POCKET-3 TYPE A DDA FLATS BINDAPUR DWARKA NEW DELHI 110059
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS IN CLASS 5
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Aimdrea

2599933  21/09/2013
AIMCAD BIOTECH PVT LTD
trading as ;Aimcad Biotech Pvt Ltd , B 32/16-D, Rashmi Nagar, LANKA VARANASI 221005 (UP)

B 32/16-D, Rashmi Nagar, LANKA VARANASI 221005 (UP)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Used Since :15/01/2013
DELHI

Medicine for human purpose
OXYGEN REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1/576, AMBEDKAR PURAM, AWAS VIKAS, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208019, UP
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRIJESHWAR DAYAL MATHUR
63/12 IST FLOOR MAIN RAMA ROAD, NEW DELHI
Used Since :05/09/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPARATION.
OXYQ-100

2600138 23/09/2013
OXYGEN REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1/576, AMBEDKAR PURAM, AWAS VIKAS, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208019, UP
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRIJESHWAR DAYAL MATHUR
63/12 1ST FLOOR MAIN RAMA ROAD, NEW DELHI
Used Since :23/07/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPARATION.
2603548  27/09/2013
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Used Since : 01/07/2013
To be associated with:
2526666
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..543180,1055850,2526666..
SOLMYFERO

2610231  10/10/2013
SHARAT SIROHI
SIROHI BONE HOSPITAL, BAZPUR ROAD, KASHIPUR-244713, DISTRICT UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, UTTARAKHAND
MANUFACTURER & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :15/09/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2611915    14/10/2013

CREDENCE REMEDIES PVT.LTD.
OFFICE NO. 113, BUILDING NO.05, SWASTIK REGALIA, KAVESAR, GHODBUNDER ROAD, THANE (WEST) 400607
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN COMPANY
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, IN CLASS 05

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
CONSANO

2613243  17/10/2013
MR. ANURAG TRIPATHI
H.NO.41-A-II, NEW AZAD NAGAR KALYANPUR, KANPUR, UP-208017
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :07/10/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05
2613444  17/10/2013
NIMIT H. MEHTA
MRS. SONA A. SANGHAVI
AMIN SANGHAVI
trading as ;N.N. IMPEX
SHOP NO. 20, SARVODAYA TRUST BUILDING, GOKHALE ROAD, DADAR(WEST), MUMBAI-400028.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/08/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE, PAIN RELIEF OINTMENT, PAIN RELIEF OIL, PAIN RELIEF SPRAY, PAIN RELIEF PATCHES AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINES IN CLASS 05
TALPANT
2618408  25/10/2013
TALENT HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TALENT HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
MADHAV NAGAR, TIGRA ROAD, LASHKAR, GWALIOR, MADHYA PRADESH
Manufacturer
Company Registered Under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CYPSA

2621079 30/10/2013
J D SAMS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.
4/45, KACHERI GHAT, KUWA WALI BAZARIA, AGAR-282004, UP
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since: 21/09/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
FIBROSAM

2621082  30/10/2013
J D SAMS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.
4/45, KACHERI GHAT, KUWA WALI BAZARIA, AGAR-282004, UP
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Used Since : 21/09/2011

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
K-SAMS

2621084  30/10/2013
J D SAMS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.
4/45, KACHERI GHAT, KUWA WALI BAZARIA, AGAR-282004, UP
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :21/09/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
AYURWIN PHARMA PVT LTD
trading as AYURWIN PHARMA PVT LTD
1094, 19TH MAIN, 1ST BLOCK, RAJAJI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560010, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR,ADYAR,CHENNAI-600020
Used Since :01/01/2010
To be associated with:
1933068
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS;
ANIPLEX - LC

2640123 10/12/2013

BALWINDER SINGH SAINI
trading as ;M/s GENEX BIOPHARMA.
R/o 1005 - NEW DASHMESH NAGAR LADOWALI ROAD, JALANDHAR.
manufacturing and trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHARMINDER BAWA ADVOCATE
C/o M/S AROSIS REGISTRATIONS, BAWA MARKET, BACK SIDE PARKASH MARKET, OPP. RAILWAY STATION, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB, 143001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2569514, 2585272, 2585277, 2585283, 2585284, 2593082, 2593090, 2593095, 2640099

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION OF DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
ACLOSARA - MR

2642881  13/12/2013
SARA REMEDIES LIMITED
trading as ;SARA REMEDIES LIMITED
453, SECTOR 37-A, CHANDIGARH -160017.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LEGAL SOLUTIONS
1333/19, 2ND FLOOR, CHAMBER NO. 203 DURGA CHAMBER, DESH BANDHU GUPTA ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
SAZRO - 500

2642882  13/12/2013
SARA REMEDIES LIMITED
trading as ;SARA REMEDIES LIMITED
453, SECTOR 37-A, CHANDIGARH -160017.
MERCHANDANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LEGAL SOLUTIONS
1333/19, 2ND FLOOR, CHAMBER NO. 203 DURGA CHAMBER, DESH BANDHU GUPTA ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH,
NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
WINFLOX-D

2645171  18/12/2013

NEERAJ TULI
trading as ; TULAS BIOTECH

515-R MODEL TOWN YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA

Used Since: 01/11/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
SUMEET RUPARELIA trading as SHEETAL ENTERPRISES
129, NARAYAN, DHURU STREET, 4TH FLOOR, MUMBAI-400003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since: 01/12/2013
MUMBAI
ADULT DIAPER, SANITARY NAPKIN AND SANITARY PAD IN CLASS 05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2647475 23/12/2013
DAVINDER SINGH SETHI
HNO-526, W-23, SAINIK FARM, NEW DELHI 110062
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Used Since: 01/01/2009
DELHI
AYURVEDIC
2649987  27/12/2013
TORRENT PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
trading as ;Torrent Pharmaceuticals Limited
Torrent House, Off Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES
74/F, VENUS WORLI SEA FACE MUMBAI 400018
Used Since :21/12/2006
To be associated with:
1515103
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2649989  27/12/2013
TORRENT PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
trading as ;Torrent Pharmaceuticals Limited
Torrent House, Off Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :22/08/2002
To be associated with:
1114304
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Word Escitalopram cure for depression.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2649988.
LIVBOOST-L

2650287 27/12/2013
CANVARZYS HEALTHCARE LTD
SAVITRI COMPLEX SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR DUGRI DHANDRA ROAD, OPP JOSEPH SCHOOL LUDHIANA 141116 PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO
11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25
Used Since :09/10/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE,
2652571  01/01/2014

CHANDRASHEKHAR M. SHENDE
PLOT NO.11, BELEKAR LAYOUT BEHIND PUNYADHAM MANDIR, NEAR CHANAYAKAYAPURAM, HUDKESHWAR, NAGPUR-410034, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/12/2013

MUMBAI
EYE DROP INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
MOXTID
2654788 06/01/2014
DAKSH PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
SCO -96, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR 5, PANCHKULA (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURER & MARKETER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since : 25/12/2006
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
NICVIT

2655659    07/01/2014
HARDEEP SINGH BHATIA
trading as ;GENESIS BIOTEC INC
SCF 437 MOTOR MARKET MANI MAJRA CHANDIGARH 160101
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :20/12/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
MEGACUT

2657668   10/01/2014

LEEFORD HEALTHCARE LIMITED
LEO HOUSE, SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR, DUGRI-DHANDRA ROAD, NEAR JOSEPH SCHOOL, LUDHIANA - 141002, PUNJAB.
MARKETING, MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHIAR & CO
11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25

Used Since: 31/10/2013

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
2658562  13/01/2014
KUSUM HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
D-158 A, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110020
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :25/05/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES
2658564   13/01/2014
KUSUM HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
D-158 A, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110020
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :25/05/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES
2658920  13/01/2014
SHREE DWARIKADHISH VENTURES LLP
BAN HOUSE, DR. VIKARAM SARABHAI NAGAR, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT-360 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2660454   16/01/2014
BIOSTADT INDIA LIMITED
POONAM CHAMBERS, 602-A, A WING, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACRACIDE, INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES
EMPIRICAL HEALTHCARE PVT LTD.
11A, FIRST FLOOR, JAIN NAGAR, MEERUT, UP
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ GUPTA (AD)
209 WEST END ROAD MEERUT CANTT U.P-250001
Used Since :10/05/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND MEDICINAL FEED SUPPLMENTS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
RUBIGAN-D

2663043    21/01/2014
FIL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DUBEY & PARTNERS
601 DLF TOWER, TOWER-A, PLOT NO. 10-11 DDA DISTT. CENTRE JASOLA NEW DELHI-110044

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR PROTECTING PLANTS AND ERADICATING PLANT DISEASES THAT INCLUDE A WIDE RANGE OF PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES, ACARACIDES, HERBICIDES, WEEDICIDES, PLANT NUTRIENTS, BIO-STIMULATES, PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN AND AGRO CHEMICALS.
ICLUVIT

2666367   26/01/2014

SHAILENDER KUMAR
trading as ;RELLICURE PHARMA

56, ASHOK NAGAR, NEAR BUS STAND, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTASS

B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since :01/12/2013

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
2670270  31/01/2014

BAY LEAF WELLNESS PVT. LTD
9 FRIENDS COLONY (WEST) NEW DELHI 110065
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
DSTORE
2670446   31/01/2014
MERCK KGAA
FRANKFURTER STR. 250, D-64293 DARMSTADT, GERMANY.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS / TRADERS
Address for service in India / Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
2671554  03/02/2014
LUSAN PHARMACEUTICALS
trading as :LUSAN PHARMACEUTICALS
Manufacturer & Trader
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
PRIFOLAC

2671559 03/02/2014
MATTEO HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
47 Sunder Nagar Main, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2677879   13/02/2014
VAKS PHARMA PVT. LTD.
F 21, Kohinoor Mall, Opp. Don Bosco Engineering College, Kirol Road, Kurla West, Mumbai - 400070.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :05/02/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE
2677880 13/02/2014
VAKS PHARMA PVT. LTD.
F 21, Kohinoor Mall, Opp. Don Bosco Engineering College, Kirol Road, Kurla West, Mumbai - 400070.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since: 05/02/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE
2677881  13/02/2014
VAKS PHARMA PVT. LTD.
C-330, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPLEX, VIDYALANKAR COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA EAST, MUMBAI-400037
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 05/02/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE
2680928    18/02/2014
FIRST STEP PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO.15, RIDDHI SIDDHI HERITAGE, NEXT TO ICICI BANK, SECTOR 19, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI - 400708.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :15/02/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05
OC-BROM

2682736  19/02/2014

NARESH KUMAR MEHRA
SAMAR SINGH SALARIA
trading as ;MEDIVISION PHARMA

PLOT NO-140-141-142, FOCAL POINT, TANDA-144203 (PB.)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since :01/05/2009

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
2685425  24/02/2014
MR. BHUPENDER SINGH
MR. TAJINDER SINGH
trading as ;GND INDIA HEALTHCARE
1260 IST FLOOR RANI BAGH MAIN MARKET PITAMPURA DELHI 110034
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :13/01/2013
DELI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES
Mark shall be used as a device as substantially represented and filed with no right over the words Gods Natural Digest.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2498329.
VEODIC
2687539 26/02/2014
SALVEO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO-18, POCKET-7, SECTOR-22, ROHINI, DELHI 110086
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/12/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
PEPVEO
2687541  26/02/2014
SALVEO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO-18, POCKET-7, SECTOR-22, ROHINI, DELHI 110086
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/12/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
MATARET

2694244  07/03/2014

DERMAKARE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-390, Transport Nagar, Phase-2, Kanpur Road, Lucknow-226012 (U.P.)

Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
EXEPLAT

2695361  10/03/2014
MR. RAJEEV MEHTA
S-221/13, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, STREET NO 3, VISHNU GARDEN NEW DELHI 110018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/02/2014
DELHI
MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION - DIETARY SUPPLEMENT, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION IN CLASS -5.
VIVAAN

2695691  10/03/2014
M/S. ANU PRODUCTS LTD.
trading as ; M/S. ANU PRODUCTS LTD.
23/23 B, EMCA HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYAGANJ, DELHI-110002
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Preparations for Destroying Vermins; Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides and Weedicides
LAMOX-CV-625

2695769  10/03/2014
SHERRIL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
2-A, RAJEEV VIHAR EXTN. BEGUMPUR DELHI 110086
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :03/03/2014
DELHI
MEDICINES.
PICORIL

2695771 10/03/2014
SHERRIL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
2-A, RAJEEV VIHAR EXTN. BEGUMPUR DELHI 110086
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :03/03/2014
DELHI
MEDICINES.
M P RON

2698432 13/03/2014

OLYEX PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
75/126 RANJEETPURWA DHANKUTTI KANPUR NAGAR U.P
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DINA NATH GUPTA, ADVOCATE.
53/1, 2nd FLOOR, NAYA GANJ, KANPUR - 208 001.
Used Since :01/02/2014
DELHI
TABLETS, ONLY
ORGCAL
2705755 25/03/2014
ADITI ARORA
RASHMI JAIN
trading as ;NATMED INDIA
SHOP NO-2, MAHABIR DAL MARKET, KUNJPURA ROAD, KARNAL, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :22/03/2014
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
IRCA
2705758  25/03/2014
ADITI ARORA
trading as ;M/S. NATMED INDIA
SHOP NO-2, MAHABIR DAL MARKET, KUNJPURA ROAD, KARNAL, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :22/03/2014
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
SETLIV
2705765  25/03/2014
ADITI ARORA
RASHMI JAIN
trading as ; NATMED INDIA
SHOP NO-2, MAHABIR DAL MARKET, KUNJPURA ROAD, KARNAL, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 22/03/2014
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
NURODIN
2705785    25/03/2014
SEACHEM LABORATORIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD
B-8/79, SECTOR-5, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :22/01/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2707662  27/03/2014
WOCKHARDT LIMITED
WOCKHARDT TOWERS, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1114736, 1288821
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
LACTOFIX
2707870 27/03/2014
CANVARZYS HEALTHCARE LTD
SAVITRI COMPLEX SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR DUGRI DHANDDRA ROAD, OPP JOSEPH SCHOOL LUDHIANA
141116 PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO
11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25
Used Since :10/03/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE,
DICLOKIND

2711345  02/04/2014
SEACHEM LABORATORIES (INDIA) PVT LTD.
B-8/79, SECTOR 5, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :27/03/2014
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2711559 02/04/2014
MR. KISHOR JOSHI
trading as; M/s Kishona Pharmaceuticals
C-192/B, 1st Floor, Sangam Vihar, New Delhi-110080
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceuticals Preparations
BIFOLACTO

2713979 07/04/2014
MR. SHASHI BHUSHAN SAURABH
trading as ; VESELKA BIO-PHARM
214 2ND FLOOR RECTANGLE-ID-4 SAKET DISTRICT CENTRE SAKET NEW DELHI 110017
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN THROUGH ITS PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :24/03/2014
DELHI
Nutritional supplements, namely, probiotic compositions; Medicinal And Pharmaceutical Preparations.
MESOLE

2717139  11/04/2014
GRACIA LIFESCIENCES INDIA PVT. LTD
SCF 422 FIRST FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH 160101
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :28/09/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ORTHONIM

2723522  23/04/2014
N.CHITRA trading as ;NIMBA ASWATHA PHARMA
#2A, SANATHI STREET, (EKAMBARA NAICKER INDUSTRIAL ESTATE) ALAPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 116.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :18/03/2004
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
DIORIG

2724686  25/04/2014
KADYAN OVERSEAS
NEAR GOVT. GIRLS SCHOOL VILLAGE SEWAH, PANIPAT-132108, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTISH IP
221 V. B. PLAZA, OPP. METRO, P-1026, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075.
Used Since :01/01/1998
DELHI
ALLOPHETIC & AYURVEDIC & HERBAL & SIDDHA & HOMEOPATHIC & UNANI MEDICINES OF ALL KINDS GOODS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
PARITRINE

2728250   30/04/2014
KILITCH DRUGS (INDIA) LTD.
C-301/2, M.I.D.C.TTC IND, PAWANE VILLAGE, THANE, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & NAIR ASSOCIATES
S-55, 2ND FLOOR, NANO WING, FANTASIA BUSINESS PARK, PLOT NO.47, SECTOR 30A, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400705
Used Since :01/04/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2746210  29/05/2014
KUNAL MANOJ SHAH
240, NAMAN PLAZA, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT EXPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :12/12/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
MOM-PL

2752695  09/06/2014
GREEN VALLEY REMEDIES PVT LTD
trading as ;GREEN VALLEY REMEDIES PVT LTD
# 11, NARAYANAN STREET, BHARATHI NAGAR, N.G.O, A COLONY, TIRUNELVELI-627007, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :17/05/2014
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2754549  12/06/2014
ATHENA PHARMA PVT LTD.
UNIT NO.620, PRESTIGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BAWDI CROSS LANE, OFF. MARVE ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT EXPORTER
INDIAN COMPANY
Used Since :10/06/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2771635  10/07/2014
HAB PHARMACEUTICALS AND RESEARCH LTD.
DEWAN AND SHAH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX NO.1, UNIT NO.18, SATIVALI ROAD, WALIV PHATA, VASAI (EAST), THANE-401208 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/07/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
TORPID
2780665 25/07/2014
GODREJ AGROVET LIMITED
PIROJSHANAGAR, EASTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, VIKHROLI (EAST), MUMBAI-400079
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :26/08/2010
MUMB
GOODS VIZ. PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; INSECTICIDES FUNGICIDES, HERBICES
Goods Restricted as applied for.
2780696  25/07/2014
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
BALSARA HOUSE, 43 NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DENTURE ADHESIVES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018

2789392  11/08/2014
OSAKA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 3/4, THE GORAI INDRAPRASTHA CO-OP. HSG. SOC. LTD. GORAI-2, GILLARY GUNJ, RSC-37, PLOT NO. 90,
BORIV ALI (WEST), MUMBAI-40 092
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2798623  27/08/2014
OMISH LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;OMISH LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
SHOP NO.8,GROUND FLOOR,VIJAY AMAN APARTMENT,NEAR TIWARI BEACHER,KANKARBAGH MAIN ROAD,PATNA 800020,BIHAR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
(A CO. INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :16/12/2003
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation being included in class 05.
2805348  05/09/2014
V.S. INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
A-204, NEELAM CENTRE, HIND CYCLE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956
Used Since :01/09/2014
To be associated with:
2805341
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2816835  25/09/2014
VEERHEALTH CARE LTD.
629-A, GAZDAR HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR KALBADEVI POST OFFICE, J.S.S MARG, MUMBAI-400002
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :13/06/2014
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE AND PREPARATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. Descriptive Words appearing on the mark.
2816838  25/09/2014
VEERHEALTH CARE LTD.
629-A, GAZDAR HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR KALBADEVI POST OFFICE, J.S.S MARG, MUMBAI-400002
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 13/06/2014
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE AND PREPARATION
ALEXA BIOTECH

2818822  29/09/2014
SANTOSH SHARMA
MRS. SHEEJA SINGH
trading as ;ALEXA BIOTECH
C/O, SHARAMA PLASTICS, KAMATH COMPOUND, S.V. ROAD, NEAR AJIT GLASS SIGNAL, JOGESHWARI (WEST)
MUMBAI- 400102, MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING.
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2818824  29/09/2014
SANTOSH SHARMA
MRS. SHEELA SINGH
trading as ;ALEXA BIOTECH
C/O, SHARAMA PLASTICS, KAMATH COMPOUND, S.V. ROAD, NEAR AJIT GLASS SIGNAL, JOGESHWARI (WEST)
MUMBAI- 400102, MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2818826  29/09/2014
SANTOSH SHARMA
MRS. SHEELA SINGH
trading as ;ALEXA BIOTECH
C/O, SHARAMA PLASTICS, KAMATH COMPOUND, S.V. ROAD, NEAR AJIT GLASS SIGNAL, JOGESHWARI (WEST)
MUMBAI- 400102, MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Goods Restricted as applied.
CAMBAC
2830758 21/10/2014
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2837757  07/11/2014
RAJESH V. DOSHI
trading as; HINDUSTAN LABORATORIES
301 - 305, A - WING, VICTORY PARK, CHANDAVARKAR LANE, ABOVE STATE BANK OF INDIA, BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI - 400 092.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 19/11/2013
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
GOPIYUSH PLUS

2841721  13/11/2014
PITAMBARI PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
3RD FLOOR, HEMENDRA CHS, GOKHALE ROAD, NAUPADA, THANE (WEST), 400602, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY FORMED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :30/08/2014
To be associated with:
2765607
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION, AYURVEDIC PREPARATION AND FORMULATION, VETERINARY
AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES;
PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS;
PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
BIOSTADT INDIA LIMITED
POONAM CHAMBERS, 602-A, A WING, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 17/02/1995
MUMBAI
PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, INSECTICIDE
NUTRAN
2849426 25/11/2014
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ADVAXIS
2849452  25/11/2014
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
AZANTA

2849462  25/11/2014
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1684959, 2270525, 2586797, 2586798

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
EFLANIL

2852048  28/11/2014
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2852037, 2852047

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2854381    02/12/2014
RELIANCE LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
DHIRUBHAI AMBANI LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE, PLOT NO R-282, TTC AREA OF MIDC, RABALE, NAVI MUMBAI-400701,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2854680    03/12/2014
DELSON LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO.1, LAXMI PLAZA, SURVEY NO. 41/1, SAKHARE VASTI ROAD, NEAR SHEFALI PLASTIC, HINJWADI, PUNE- 411
057 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURING
REGISTERED PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
XENSETRON

2856351  05/12/2014
XENETIC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
B-6, HIRAJ NAGAR, NEAR POLICE STATION, GAT NO. 1230, PIRANGUT, TALUKA - MULSHI, PUNE 412106,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
MEDIFLOX

2856353  05/12/2014
XENETIC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
B-6, HIRAJ NAGAR, NEAR POLICE STATION, GAT NO. 1230, PIRANGUT, TALUKA - MULSHI, PUNE 412106,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT
2861182  12/12/2014
VIRCHOW LABORATORIES LIMITED
901, DLH PARK, S.V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400062
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 03/04/2013
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2861264   12/12/2014
VENKYS (INDIA) LIMITED
VENKATESHWARA HOUSE, S.NO.114/A/2, PUNE-SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE - 411030
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/04/2001
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX,
DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2861269  12/12/2014
B.V. BIOCORP PRIVATE LIMITED
VENKATESHWARA HOUSE, S.NO.114/A/2, PUNE-SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE - 411030
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 01/04/2014
To be associated with:
1651279
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2866942   22/12/2014
HAB PHARMACEUTICALS AND RESEARCH LTD.
DEWAN AND SHAH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX NO. 1, UNIT NO. 18, SATIVALI ROAD, WALIV PHATA, VASAI (EAST), THANE - 401208 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NUAZIL
2871197  29/12/2014
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
DABATOP
2871199   29/12/2014
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2834971
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2874773   05/01/2015
DR. JAINS FOREST HERBALS PVT. LTD.
B/104, PRAKASH NAGAR, MOGAL LANE, MAHIM, MUMBAI-400016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :20/12/2014
MUMBAI
HERBAL MEDICINE, AYURVEDIC MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MEDOPINAM

2886173  19/01/2015
MEDENTIS PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Old No.734, New No.14, 7th Main, Mahalakshmi Layout, Bangalore-560086.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations.
2886187    21/01/2015
DHANANJAY M. PATIL
HILL-TOP SOC. PLOT NO-37, SHAHUNAGER GODOLI, SATARA-415001(MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :23/12/2014
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL PRODUCTS
ERYTADD

2886271  20/01/2015
ADDISSUN LIFESCIENCES PVT.LTD
S. NO. 216/6/1, HINJEWADI PUNE-411057
Manufacturer And Trader
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Used Since : 27/07/2012
MUMBAI
Medicinal Pharmaceuticals Preparation & Substances thereof
LEVOHAZ
2891094  27/01/2015
HAZILITE PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
D.No.14-386, New Kayanikattu Street, Chittoor Town, Chittoor - 517001, Andhra Pradesh, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLA KOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations.
HAZICAL

2891098  27/01/2015
HAZILITE PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
D.No.14-386, New Kayanikattu Street, Chittoor Town, Chittoor - 517001, Andhra Pradesh, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations.
2893730    06/02/2015
POPATLAL MAHADEO DORLE
trading as ;ARIHANT PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS
196, VASANTDADA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SANGLI-416416 MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :21/04/1977

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2897338    10/02/2015
PRECIA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
D-4, FLAT NO. 502, LAXMI NARAYAN RESIDENCY, POKHARAN ROAD NO. 1, THANE - 400606
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :26/01/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2900819  11/02/2015
INJECT CARE PARENTERALS PVT LTD
trading as: INJECT CARE PARENTERALS PVT LTD
PLOT NO.130, SILVASSA ROAD, GIDC, VAPI-396 195, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/04/2009
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
SUGANIL

2911103  27/02/2015

I. KAMALESH KUMAR
trading as ;TULSI PHARMA

# 17/1, BERLIE STREET, SHANTINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560025.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G.paramesh
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
EMPRESOR

2913718  03/03/2015
SSV. SATYA NARAYANA
trading as :SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS
#76-12-1/1, DOLPHIN BAR ROAD, BHAVANIPURAM, VIJAYAWADA - 520003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
JANUGLIP

2913719  03/03/2015
SSV. SATYA NARAYANA
trading as ;SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS
# 76-12-1/1, DOLPHIN BAR ROAD, BHAVANIPURAM, VIJAYAWADA - 520 003.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2913963  03/03/2015
GODREJ AGROVET LIMITED
PIROJSHANAGAR, EASTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, VIKHROLI (EAST), MUMBAI-400079
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INSECTICIDES
GOODS RESTRICTED AS APPLIED FOR.
2915724  03/03/2015
VINAY KUMAR THALLA
trading as ;BIOVESTHA HEALTH CARE
D no: 8-2-68/1/404, Ali colony,Oold bowenpally, Secunderabad- 500011
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINNAKOTA ASSOCIATES
POLT NO;139, NEW GAYATRINAGAR, KARMANGHAT, HYDERABAD-79.
Used Since :01/11/2014
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
FOSSOX

2916453  06/03/2015

MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
#4, GROUND AND 1ST FLOOR, SUJAY HOUSE, UTTARADIMUTT ROAD, SHANKARPURAM, BANGALORE-560 004
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
PEXITAZ
2917465  07/03/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1802078
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
LEVOLITA
2917471  07/03/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2094091
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and products for exports only
WAVTUS

2917868   10/03/2015
K. SYED SADATH
K.SARAVANAN
K.KAVIVANAN
trading as ;MEXICAN WAVE PHARMA
SHOP NO. 16 S.R. COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, NO. 68, SAIDHA MOHAMED RAWUTHAR ROAD, BEEMA NAGAR, TRICHY- 620 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2227968
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
MEXBACT
2917869  10/03/2015
K. SYED SADATH
K.SARAVANAN
K.KAVIVANAN
trading as ;MEXICAN WAVE PHARMA
SHOP NO. 16 S.R. COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, NO. 68, SAIDHA MOHAMED RAWUTHAR ROAD, BEEMA NAGAR, TRICHY- 620 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2806426
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
VERBUMIN

2919944  12/03/2015

PLASMAGEN BIOSCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ;PLASMAGEN BIOSCIENCES PVT LTD
NO.160. KCI CHAMBERS BLOCK B, 2ND FLOOR, 5TH MAIN ROAD CHAMARAJAPET, BANGALORE - 560018, KARNATAKA
BANGALORE-560018 KARNATAKA

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:

PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; HUMAN PLASMA PROTEIN; PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR THE TREATMENT OF VIRAL, METABOLIC, ENDOCRINE, MUSCULOSKELETAL,
CARDIOVASCULAR, CARDIOPULMONARY, GENITOURINARY, SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION, ONCOLOGICAL,
HEPATOLOGICAL, OPHTHALMIC, RESPIRATORY, NEUROLOGICAL, GASTROINTESTINAL, HORMONAL,
DERMATOLOGICAL, PSYCHIATRIC AND IMMUNE SYSTEM RELATED DISEASES AND DISORDERS; EPIDERMAL
GROWTH FACTOR PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF BURNS; PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF
BURNS: DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES FOR DETECTING THE PRESENCE OF MALIGNANT,
INFLAMMATORY AND AUTOIMMUNE DISORDERS AND CONDITIONS AND TISSUE TRAUMA IN HUMANS; ALBUMIN
DIETARY, SUPPLEMENTS; ALBUMIN NUNS FOODSTUFFS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES: ALBUMINOUS PREPARATIONS
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
AFRIVEN

2926442  23/03/2015
VINS BIOPRODUCTS LIMITED
trading as :VINS BIOPRODUCTS LIMITED
806, ESSJAY HOUSE, ROAD NO. 3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034.INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
- 
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.V.M. GOPAL
6-3-154 TO 159, 3RD FLOOR, FLAT NO.303, ROYAL MAJESTIC, PREM NAGAR, KHAIRTABED, HYDERABED - 500 004.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2926441
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
MENAVEN

2926444   23/03/2015

VINS BIOPRODUCTS LIMITED
trading as ;VINS BIOPRODUCTS LIMITED
806, ESSJAY HOUSE, ROAD NO. 3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

- Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.V.M. GOPAL
6-3-154 TO 159, 3RD FLOOR, FLAT NO.303, ROYAL MAJESTIC, PREM NAGAR, KHAIRTABED, HYDERABED - 500 004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
THERIAVIN
2926445    23/03/2015
VINS BIOPRODUCTS LIMITED
trading as ; VINS BIOPRODUCTS LIMITED
806, ESSJAY HOUSE, ROAD NO. 3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.V.M. GOPAL
6-3-154 TO 159, 3RD FLOOR, FLAT NO.303, ROYAL MAJESTIC, PREM NAGAR, KHAIRTABED, HYDERABED - 500 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
LESTYN
2926448  23/03/2015
MR. KAMALESH KUMAR
trading as ; TULSI PHARMA
#17/1, BERLIE STREET, SHANTINAGAR, BANGALORE-560 025 KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
NUREAL

2926451 23/03/2015

I SURESH BABU trading as ;BEST BIOTECH

11-16-10, SINGARAJUVARI STREET KOTHAPET, VIJAYWADA-520 001
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH

FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Used Since :23/01/2015

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
PERMATIN

2928126  24/03/2015

ALCANDER PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;ALCANDER PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
D.NO. 7-318, ROOM NO.7, GOLLAPUDI COMPLEX, CHIMMAKURTHI - 523 226.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :25/11/2011

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
KANZOLE
2928127  24/03/2015
ALCANDER PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
trading as ALCANDER PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
D.NO. 7-318, ROOM NO.7, GOLLAPUDI COMPLEX, CHIMMAKURTHI - 523 226.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :25/11/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ENDROP

2928385  24/03/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2904479

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2904479.
MOMETIP

2928987   23/03/2015

M/S DERMA REMEDIES PHARMACEUTICALS
trading as ;M/S DERMA REMEDIES PHARMACEUTICALS
10 ,Second floor ,Adam tower ,Star junction ,Kottayam Kerala -686501
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicine for Human Purpose- Dermatology Products
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY..
2930479 27/03/2015
GANGWAL CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
306, BUSINESS CLASSIC, CHINCHOLI BUNDER ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400064
MANUFACTURING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL PREPARATION FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES
MEGIMINE

2930955  27/03/2015
MR. VIPULKUMAR JASHVANTBHAI PATEL
trading as : GREEN CROSS REMEDIES
GREEN CROSS S.NO:206 P1 SIDHPUR - PATAN ROAD AT: RAMNAGAR KANESARA TA: SIDHPUR - 384151 DIST: PATAN GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADERS, EXPORTERS, IMPORTER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 13/10/2006
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, HERBALS, NUTRACEUTICALS, RAW CHEMICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, MEDICATED SOAP, VITAMINS, MINERALS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
POLERGY
2930623  27/03/2015
MR. VIPULKUMAR JASHVANTBHAI PATEL
trading as ;GREEN CROSS REMEDIES
GREEN CROSS S.NO:206 P1 SIDHPUR - PATAN ROAD AT: RAMNAGAR KANESARA TA: SIDHPUR - 384151 DIST: PATAN GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, EXPORTERS, IMPORTERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C. PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since: 03/10/2008
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, HERBALS, NUTRACEUTICALS, RAW CHEMICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, MEDICATED SOAP, VITAMINS, MINERALS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
WAYCORT-30

2931240  25/03/2015

CH. SANTOSHI PAPA
trading as ; M/s. SS HEALTH PHARMA

#37-11-26/2, 2nd Floor, Pattabi Reddy Garden, NGO'S Colony, Muralinagar, Madhavadhara, Vishakhapatnam-530 007, Andhra Pradesh, India

Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India

Used Since : 16/03/2015

CHENNAI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
LIFEPREGAB-M75

2931241 25/03/2015
CH. SANTOSHI PAPA
trading as; M/s. SS HEALTH PHARMA
#37-11-26/2, 2nd Floor, Pattabi Reddy Garden, NGO'S Colony, Muralinagar, Madhavadhara, Vishakhapatnam-530 007, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since: 16/03/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
CARNIDAY

2931528  30/03/2015
K.UMA
M.ARUN
R.DEERPIKA
trading as ;CAPITAL PHARMA

#28, LAKSHMIPURAM MAIN ROAD, POOMPUKAR NAGAR, EDAYARPALAYAM COIMBATORE-641025.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESW
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
BROZOWIN

2931532  30/03/2015
A.SUBASH
trading as ;ACCENTUATE PHARMA
#5/397-H, AISWARYA BUILDING, PATTAMBI - 679 305, PALAKKAD (DIST).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
AUDIZOLE

2931533  30/03/2015
A.SUBASH
trading as ;ACCENTUATE PHARMA
#5/397-H, AISWARYA BUILDING, PATTAMBI - 679 305, PALAKKAD (DIST).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
RINOSAFE
2931534   30/03/2015
A.SUBASH
trading as ;ACCENTUATE PHARMA
#5/397-H, AISWARYA BUILDING, PATTAMBI - 679 305, PALAKKAD (DIST).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
MECNACE
2931535  30/03/2015
A.SUBASH
trading as: ACCENTUATE PHARMA
#5/397-H, AISWARYA BUILDING, PATTAMBI - 679 305, PALAKKAD (DIST).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
Cimivir
2932262  30/03/2015
BIOCON LIMITED
trading as ;BIOCON LIMITED
20 TH K.M., HOSUR ROAD, ELECTRONICS CITY, P.O., BANGALORE - 560 100, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2932261
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NUTRACEUTICALS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2933023   31/03/2015
BARYTON PHARMA PVT. LTD
trading as : BARYTON PHARMA PVT. LTD
18/1001 D, PUTHIYAPALAM ROAD, THALI, CALICUT -2, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMA R.
5 B, CLOUD 9 VIDYA NAGAR, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, COCHIN-682020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DESTRA

2934235   31/03/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & medicinal preparations; Viz Contraceptives
BIOTINEX-E
2939510 10/04/2015
R.SIVARAJ
trading as ;MAGATHI PHARMAA
# 16, DR. THOMAS ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :19/01/2002
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2941440 15/04/2015
LEBEN LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
11, MAHAVIR MANSION 70, TRINITY STREET 1ST DHOBi TALAO LANE MUMBAI 400 002 (M.S.)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2941688  15/04/2015
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K.AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES.
2941691 15/04/2015
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, A WING, ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K.AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030. MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES
2941692  15/04/2015
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, A WING, ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K.AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030. MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES
2941694  15/04/2015
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K.AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES
RUTICEF CV

2942583  16/04/2015

GENISTRA LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ;GENISTRA LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD
#4/11, SUNDARAMOORTHY STREET, BHARATHI BLOCK, JAFFERKHANPET, ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 083.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
PANOVIA

2942588  16/04/2015

INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ;INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD

NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 560 027.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH

FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
DERMA REMEDIES PHARMACEUTICALS LLP

2942773  15/04/2015
M/S DERMA REMEDIES PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
trading as ;M/S DERMA REMEDIES PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
10 ,Second floor ,Adam tower ,Star junction ,Kottayam Kerala -686001.
Manufacture And Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicine for Human Purpose- Dermatology Products
RABIGEST

2943508  16/04/2015
MEDVENT HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
G-802, IRIS-II SWEJ FARM, NEW SANGANER ROAD, SODALA, JAIPUR -302019 (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :04/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
VENTOFLAM

2943509   16/04/2015
MEDVENT HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
G-802, IRIS-II SWEJ FARM, NEW SANGANER ROAD, SODALA, JAIPUR -302019 (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :04/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
ADIVALL

2943512  16/04/2015

ADIVALL HEALTHCARE LLP
PLOT NO 3/16 CHITRAKOOT YOJANA, GANDHI PATH VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR-302021 Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
LLP (Under the Limited Liability Partnership Act 2008)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :10/04/2015

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
2943971  17/04/2015
ATRIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
trading as; ATRIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
NO.755, 3RD CROSS, 11TH BLOCK, 2ND STAGE, BDA LAYOUT, NAGARBHAVI, BANGALORE-560072
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI-600 041.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1699938
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURERS OF PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
OVAFUZE INO

2945292  20/04/2015
ORDAIN HEALTH CARE GLOBAL PVT LTD,
trading as ;ORDAIN HEALTH CARE GLOBAL PVT LTD,
SRI DEVI TEMPLE TOWER, NO. 6, II MAIN ROAD, NEAR SEMBAKKAM SWIMMING POOL, SEMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600073, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2623461
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CLARIZED
2946132  21/04/2015
A.RAMAKRISHNA
# 7-16-10, KATTERA STREET, SRIKAKULAM - 532 001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
2946540  21/04/2015
PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
trading as ;PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
PLOT NO; 55 AND 56, BIKASIPURA MAIN ROAD, NEAR VINAYAKA TEMPLE, (BEHIND J C INDUSTRIAL AREA),
YELACHANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560 062
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since : 15/04/2006
CHENNAI
MULTIVITAMINS AND NUTRITIONAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.
GLYCORIDE

2948785 24/04/2015

MR.J.RAVI
K.RAJESWARI
M.KARTHIKEYAN
B.NAGARAJAN
trading as ;INDUS DRUGS AND FORMULATION
#38-A, SOWDAMBKA AMMAN STREET, THURAIYUR, TRICHI-621 010
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2951278  28/04/2015
KEVINJO PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD
trading as ;KEVINJO PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD
TNRWA -50, KADAVANTHARA, KOCHI - 682020, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOMY PAUL MAMPILLY
XL/6840,KANAKATHARA LANE CONVENT ROAD, COCHIN-35.
Used Since :01/01/2010
CHENNAI

VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND MEDICINES
PEG-ASGINASE

2952105  28/04/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
P-TIME

2952434    29/04/2015

S.MD.HASAN BASARI
trading as ;KHAM PHARMA

# 114, RADHA NAGAR MAIN ROAD, CHROMPET,CHENNAI-600 044
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH

FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2953524  30/04/2015
WL LEAGUE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;WL LEAGUE PRIVATE LIMITED
70, NARNE NAGAR, BESIDE LANCO HILLS, MANIKONDA, PANCHAVATI COLONY, HYDERABAD -500 075, TELANGANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :16/07/2014
CHENNAI
MEDICAMENTS FOR PROMOTING RECOVERY FROM TENDON AND MUSCLE INJURIES AND DISORDERS AND SPORTS RELATED INJURIES; SPORTS CREAM FOR RELIEF OF PAIN; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TREATING SPORTS INJURIES; DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR ENDURANCE SPORTS
No exclusive right over the word BENGALURU separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark.
Mydsplus

2953882  29/04/2015

K. SIRISHA
House No. 29, SLS Nilayam, Saptagiri Nagar, Hosur-635109, Krishnagiri, Tamil Nadu.
Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since : 25/04/2014

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides as included in class 5.
LEFOLINE

2954099  30/04/2015
KIRI LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;KIRI LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
7TH FLOOR, HASUBHAI CHAMBERS, OPP. TOWN HALL, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD-380006. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPRATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
TEM COSOL
2954223 01/05/2015
DEVI PRASAD GURRAM
CHAKRADHAR BODDULLA
SATYEN GHARMALKAR
trading as ;SOLVIS PHARMACEUTICALS
164 AND 164/1, 4TH MAIN, NEAR 7TH CROSS, CHAMARAJPET, BENGALURU-560018
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CLOTOTAL
2954224 01/05/2015
DEVI PRASAD GURRAM
CHAKRADHAR BODDULLA
SATYEN GHARMALKAR
trading as SOLVIS PHARMACEUTICALS
164 AND 164/1, 4TH MAIN, NEAR 7TH CROSS, CHAMARAJPET, BENGALURU-560018
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CLOSPARK

2954225  01/05/2015
DEVI PRASAD GURRAM
CHAKRADHAR BODDULLA
SATYEN GHARMALKAR
trading as ;SOLVIS PHARMACEUTICALS
164 AND 164/1, 4TH MAIN, NEAR 7TH CROSS, CHAMARAJPET, BENGALURU-560018
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
PANCUTIS

2956132  05/05/2015
MR.DEVI PRASAD GURRAM
CHAKRADHAR BODDULLA
SATYEN GHARMALKAR
trading as ;SOLVIS PHARMACEUTICALS
164, 164/1, 4TH MAIN, NEAR 7TH CROSS, CHAMARAJPET, BENGALURU-560018
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
EVAPOD

2956133  05/05/2015

MR.RAKESH.MS
MR.RAVISH.N
MR.DEEPU.S
MR.YOGANANDA.K.S
MR.ABHISHEK SAGAR

trading as ;DR.GOWDA'S HEALTHCARE

#KT 276/A, P.E.S.ENGINEERING COLLEGE ROAD, NEAR SANTHOME SCHOOL, V.V.NAGAR, MANDYA-571 401
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
BIDACE-SP

2956161  01/05/2015
M/S.ARSUN BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.Arsun Biotech Private Limited
#3-17-56/31, Ground Floor, Gandhi Nagar, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad-500 013, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
A Company incorporated under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :27/04/2015
To be associated with:
2956160

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks;
Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
ALFAGRAN-M

2956162 01/05/2015
M/S.ARSUN BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.Arsun Biotech Private Limited
#3-17-56/31, Ground Floor, Gandhi Nagar, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad-500 013, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
A Company incorporated under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :27/04/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
2956437  02/05/2015

SAMARENDRA SEN
trading as ;ANAND KRISHNA
At: PLOT - 1074/3403, JAYDURGA NAGAR, CUTTACK ROAD, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA, PIN: 751006
MANUFACTURER and TRADER
Registered under Dir. of DRUG Control and VAT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK SERVICE (ORISSA)
SANTI NAGAR (NEAR RAYMOND SHOW ROOM),MALI SAHI,B.K. ROAD,CUTTACK 753 001,ORISSA,INDIA.
Used Since :18/07/2012
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATION MEDICINE
GLOWCON
2956999  06/05/2015
RACHIT VINODKUMAR MODI
trading as ; CONNOTE HEALTHCARE
41, SWASTIK BUNGLOWS PART-1, OPP, HIGH COURT, R. C. TECHNICAL COLLEGE ROAD, GHATLODIYA, AHMEDABAD-380 061, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
INTRA K27

2957019   06/05/2015

H.PARASMAL
trading as ;INTRA LABS

#1/13, AURNODAYA, 7TH CROSS, NEW GUDDADAHALLI, MYSORE ROAD, BANGALORE-560 027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2957254  06/05/2015
RAMA KRISHNAN.G
NO.22, TRIPURA NILAYA, 1ST CROSS, MAYANNA LAYOUT, SRIKANTAPURA, NAGASANDRA P.O., BANGALORE - 560073,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :20/02/2015
CHENNAI
BASICALLY FOR AYURVEDA MEDICINES AND HERBAL EXTRACTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

TRIFEC

2958147  05/05/2015
NARESH CHANDRAVANSHI S/O. SH. KHEM CHAND CHANDRAVANSHI
KHEM CHAND CHANDRAVANSHI S/o. Late SH. LILA RAM CHANDRAVANSHI
trading as ;WINCARE CHEMICAL & RESEARCH
112, AB, GAYATRI NAGAR, MAHARANI FARM, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
An Indian Partnership firm (Registered Under Indian Partnership Act, 1932 )
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY SINGHAL
B-217, NEHRU NAGAR, PANIPENCH, JAIPUR-302001 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2003
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ENCORT-G
2958543  08/05/2015
MR. RAJENDRAKUMAR BHOGILAL MODI
JIGNASHA RAJENDRAKUMAR MODI
RIDHAM RAJENDRAKUMAR MODI
trading as ;GLASIER WELLNESS INC.
15, GROUND FLOOR, UNIVERSE ARCADE, NR. SHUKAN RESIDENCY, B/H GUJARAT HIGH COURT, SOLA, AHMEDABAD- 380 060, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :07/05/2015
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2958791  08/05/2015
S.P. SHAFEEK
ABDUL SHUKKOOR P.M
NOUSHA HAFIS C
trading as ;LEGACY MAQUILLAGE
PP IV 345, JAYANTHI ROAD, CHALAD, KANNUR - 670 014, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :23/04/2014
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
RANDRIL
2958866  08/05/2015
RADIAP LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;RADIAP LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
VILL.RATANPUR,PO.RATANPUR,P.S.KAMTAUL,DARBHANGA,BIHAR-843707
MANUFACTURING, TRADING & MARKETING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & NUTRITIONAL HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS
TUFTUSS
2958869  08/05/2015
RADIAP LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;RADIAP LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
VILL.RATANPUR,PO.RATANPUR,P.S.KAMTAUL,DARBHANGA,BIHAR-843707
MANUFACTURING, TRADING & MARKETING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & NUTRITIONAL HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS
B4-30

2959519  07/05/2015
M/S.N.B.LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.N.B.Life Science Private Limited
#3-4-1/11/F, Balajinagar, Ramanthapur, Uppal Mandal, Ranga Reddy District, Hyderabad-500 013, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
A Company Incorporated under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :04/05/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
9FINE

M/S.N.B.LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.N.B.Life Science Private Limited
#3-4-1/11/F, Balajinagar, Ramanthapur, Uppal Mandal, Ranga Reddy District, Hyderabad-500 013, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
A Company Incorporated under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :04/05/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
NBCEF
2959528  07/05/2015
M/S.N.B.LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.N.B.Life Science Private Limited
#3-4-1/11/F, Balajinagar, Ramanthapur, Uppal Mandal, Ranga Reddy District, Hyderabad-500 013, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
A Company Incorporated under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :04/05/2015
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks;
Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
EVASURE
2959742    08/05/2015
JITENDRA TIWARI S/O. SH. D.H.N. TIWARI
16, PANCHWATI COLONY, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, Jaipur-302012 Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
INDIVIDUAL.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
NOWOJOINT

2959745  08/05/2015
JITENDRA TIWARI S/O. SH. D.H.N. TIWARI
16, PANCHWATI COLONY, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, Jaipur-302012 Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
2960032  07/05/2015
ALIENUS PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD
NARIKAL BASTI, 4TH LANE, HOUSE NO-30, ZOO ROAD, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, PIN 781024
Manufacturer and supplier
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13TH CROSS, 10TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since: 30/01/2015
KOLKATA
pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALPHABET "A" AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
RASORAB
2960033  07/05/2015
ALIENUS PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD
NARIKAL BASTI, 4TH LANE, HOUSE NO-30, ZOO ROAD, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, PIN 781024
Manufacturer and supplier
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13 TH CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since : 06/05/2015
KOLKATA
medicinal preparations in the form of tablets and capsules
AILBLOCK

2962661  13/05/2015
ADIVALL HEALTHCARE LLP
PLOT NO 3/16 CHITRAKOOT YOJANA, GANDHI PATH VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR-302021 Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
LLP (Under the Limited Liability Partnership Act 2008)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 28/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
DIABEGREN

2964303  14/05/2015
M/S.K.A UNANI PHARMACY
Tanveer Ahmed S/o Khursheed Ahmed
Khursheed Ahmed S/o. Vali Mohammed
trading as ;M/s.K.A Unani Pharmacy
#21-4-197, Hussaini Alam, Hyderabad-500 064, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :08/05/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Unani & Ayurvedic Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
RIVAZAC

2965973  19/05/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
RIVANEU

2965976  19/05/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1595445

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ENDOVIR
2965984  19/05/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
EMERJECT

2967061  20/05/2015

ABRAHAM THOMAS
SAMARIAM, M- 2, R.P. LANE, KOWDIAR, THIRUVANATHAPURAM, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
VACCINES; HUMAN VACCINE PREPARATIONS; ALLERGY MEDICATION; PAIN RELIEF MEDICATION; BURN RELIEF MEDICATION
EMERGECT

2967785  20/05/2015
ABRAHAM THOMAS
"SAMARIAM", M - 2 R. P. LANE, KOWDIAR THIRUVANANTHAPURAM KERALA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
VACCINES; HUMAN VACCINE PREPARATIONS; ALLERGY MEDICATION; PAIN RELIEF MEDICATION; BURN RELIEF MEDICATION
LUPITAS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
33, SWAMI NARAYAN NAGAR -1, NEAR KALAKUNJ, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006, GUJARAT,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since :31/03/2014
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION IN CLASS 5
2970344  22/05/2015
ALLEN LABORATORIES LIMITED
ALLEN ESTATE, KRISHNAPUR ROAD, KOLKATA - 700102, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Manufacturers, Merchants and Distributors
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1, B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 042, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 26/11/2008
To be associated with:
1698620, 1698629, 1698639, 2873437
KOLKATA
Homoeopathic, Ayurvedic/Herbal medicines and Pharmaceuticals, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1698639.
PROBIOSAC OZ
2970848   25/05/2015
TRIPHASE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;TRIPHASE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
#694, DOUBLE ROAD, SARASWATHIOURAM, MYSORE - 570 009. KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2341606
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
CHROMIPRO
2970850   25/05/2015
TRIPHASE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;TRIPHASE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
#694, DOUBLE ROAD, SARASWATHIOURAM, MYSORE - 570 009. KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
2971067  20/05/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations and Products
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.570109.
SENSAPRO

2972639 27/05/2015
TRIPHASE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
trading as ;TRIPHASE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
#694, DOUBLE ROAD, SARASWATHIPURAM, MYSORE - 570 009. KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
A.SIVA
V.MUTHUKUMAR
trading as ;GENETEQC VETERINARY SERVICES
1238, 12TH MAIN ROAD, SECOND CROSS RAGHAVENDRA BLOCK, SRINAGAR, BANGALORE-560 050 KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ENCPLUS

2973363  28/05/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2904490, 2904491, 2928386, 2928391

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
BILATOP

2973377  28/05/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
BILANTA

2973380  28/05/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
VILNOX

2973381  28/05/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
GABANEURON
2973839  29/05/2015
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :30/11/2004
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
LATICLAV

2979105    05/06/2015
LATIN LABS PVT LTD
trading as ;LATIN LABS PVT LTD
#15/3, GOVINDASAMY PILLAI STREET, KEELAPERPAKKAM, ATS COLONY, VILLUPURAM-605 602
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE..
2979659  08/06/2015

SPARTAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.
1110 SPARTAN DRIVE MAUMEE, OHIO 43537, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF OHIO, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DISINFECTANTS; LIQUID LAUNDRY SANITIZER; ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANT CLEANER
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
SPARTAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.
1110 SPARTAN DRIVE MAUMEE, OHIO 43537, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF OHIO, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DISINFECTANTS; LIQUID LAUNDRY SANITIZER; ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANT CLEANER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
SPARTAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.
1110 SPARTAN DRIVE, MAUMEE, OHIO 43537, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF OHIO, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT. NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DISINFECTANTS; LIQUID LAUNDRY SANITIZER; ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANT CLEANER
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
LLOYD' SSECUPIL
2981148  10/06/2015
LLOYD HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
trading as ;LLOYD HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
OLD NO.06, NEW NO.08, GROUND FLOOR, SIP COLONY EXTN., NANGANALLUR,CHENNAI-600 061, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/04/2015
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.
FLICTIC FOOD FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY USE
TELZOX

2981151  10/06/2015
LLOYD HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
trading as ;LLOYD HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
OLD NO.06, NEW NO.08, GROUND FLOOR, SIP COLONY EXTN., NANGANALLUR,CHENNAI-600 061, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIx PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :22/01/2014

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES,
DIETETIC FOOD FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY USE
ROSLOY
2981152  10/06/2015
LLOYD HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD trading as ;LLOYD HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
OLD NO.06, NEW NO.08, GROUND FLOOR, SIP COLONY EXTO.. NANGANALLUR, CHENNAI - 600 061, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :04/12/2013
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETIC FOOD FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY USE
PEPFINE

2981202  10/06/2015
A.CHELLASAMY
trading as ;MEDCURE PHARMACY
SF NO. 25, TEXTOOL SUBRAMANIAM NAGAR, GANAPATHYMANAGAR, GANAPATHY, COIMBATORE - 641 006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
AVVVS DIASTAT

2981313   10/06/2015
MANOJ KALOOR
trading as : ARYA VAIJYA VILASINI VAIDYA SALA
G.H.ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673001, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.

Used Since :17/03/2004

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
MOTILACT
2981318 10/06/2015
DR.MANOJ KALOOR
trading as ;ARYA VAIDYA VILASINI VAIDYA SALA
G.H.ROAD,KOZHIKODE-673 001, KERALA STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :29/09/2003
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LYTHOLYTE

2981319  10/06/2015

DR. MANOJ KALOOR
trading as: ARYA VAIIDYA VILASINI VAIDYA SALA
G.H. ROAD, KOZHIKODE-673 001, KERALA STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since: 17/03/2004

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
FEDICLAV

2982194  11/06/2015
BLUEZEN HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;BLUEZEN HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
#D5/246/1207, 3RD MAIN ROAD, ASHOK NAGAR, MANDYA-571401
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
RASCASE
2982243  11/06/2015
SAYRE THERAPEUTICS PVT LTD
trading as SAYRE THERAPEUTICS PVT LTD
NO.1104, SOBHA CINNAMON APARTMENT HARALUR ROAD, SOMASUNDARA PALYA BANGALORE KARNATAKA-560 102
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2984110  12/06/2015
N.GOPINATHAN
trading as :BROWIVES AND PHARMER LABORATORIES
DOOR NO:27/2297, KADAVANTHARA, KOCHI-682020, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOMY PAUL MAMPILLY
XL/6840,KANAKATHARA LANE CONVENT ROAD, COCHIN-35.
Used Since :01/04/2015
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ZUNIM-P

2985969  13/06/2015
RAMESHWAR SINGH KUNTAL
SANTANU MITRA
trading as ;RAMMIT BIOTECH
G-4, NANDPURI- G, SWEZ FARM, BAIS GODAWN, JAIPUR- 302019, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
LOTTO - FER XT

2986918  17/06/2015

SACHIN KUMAR
trading as G. S. LABORATORIES

B BLOCK, M3/33, S. K PURI, BORING ROAD, PATNA-800001, BIHAR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GLOW WELL

201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.

Used Since: 05/06/2015

KOLKATA

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS & FORMULATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL WORDS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
CETROG - M

2986920  17/06/2015
SACHIN KUMAR
going as ; G. S. LABORATORIES
B BLOCK, M3/33, S. K PURI, BORING ROAD, PATNA-800001, BIHAR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :05/06/2015
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS & FORMULATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter M.
PARA 650

2987095 17/06/2015
MED MANOR ORGANICS PVT,LTD.
trading as ;MED MANOR ORGANICS PVT,LTD.
#16-11-477/45, SRIKRISHNA NILAYAM, DILSUKHNAGAR, HYDERBAD-500036.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :25/04/2014
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
SNOWBERG

2987488  15/06/2015
TWEET INDIA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TWEET INDIA
8,SHRIDHAR BUNGLOWS,OPPOSITE AMC AUDA GARDEN ,BOKAKDEV,AHMEDABAD
TRADING
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAIBHAV NIGAM
F.F.-1762 Lekhraj Dollar,Faizabad Road , Indira Nagar, Lucknow.
Used Since :01/12/2013

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PHYTOAGE
2987801  17/06/2015
OJB HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;OJB HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO - 201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2009

KOLKATA
Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparations and Herbals Preparations being included in Class-05
LANCERAN

2988550  17/06/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES
DELKODIN

2989264   19/06/2015
PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
trading as PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD

PLOT NO: 55 AND 56, BIKASIPURA MAIN ROAD, NEAR VINAYAKA TEMPLE, (BEHIND J C INDUSTRIAL AREA),
YELACHANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560 062

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ODINGEL
2989265  19/06/2015
PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
trading as ;PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT LTD
PLOT NO: 55 AND 56, BIKASIPURA MAIN ROAD, NEAR VINAYAKA TEMPLE, (BEHIND J C INDUSTRIAL AREA),
YELACHANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560 062, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
NAVONIL
2990292  22/06/2015
C.BALAKRISHNAN
K.JEYALAKSHMI
B.PREETHI
A.LEELA
SWAMIYAPPAN
trading as ;FORTUNA FORMULATIONS
#1, 2ND CROSS, MAHESWARI NAGAR, THANEERPANTHAL, PEELAMDU, COIMBATORE - 641 004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
PANMOON

2990293  22/06/2015

C.BALAKRISHNAN
K.JEYALAKSHMI
B.PREETHI
A.LEELA
SWAMIYAPPAN
trading as ;FORTUNA FORMULATIONS
#1, 2ND CROSS, MAHESWARI NAGAR, THANEERPANTHAL, PEELAMDU, COIMBATORE - 641 004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
VITFORTUNE

2990295    22/06/2015
C.BALAKRISHNAN
K.JEYALAKSHMI
B.PREETHI
A.LEELA
SWAMIYAPPAN
trading as ;FORTUNA FORMULATIONS
#1, 2ND CROSS, MAHESWARI NAGAR, THANEERPANTHAL, PEELAMDU, COIMBATORE - 641 004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
Tampro D
2990684   23/06/2015
SOIN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD
trading as ;SOIN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD
TC 19/1992(6), POOJAPPURA, TRIVANDRUM - 695012, KERALA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :02/01/2014

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES. HERBICIDES
Zithroday
2990685  23/06/2015
SOIN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD
trading as ;SOIN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD
TC 19/1992(6), POOJAPPURA, TRIVANDRUM - 695012, KERALA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :02/01/2014
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS;
SANITARY PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD
FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES. HERBICIDES
Bipraz DSR
2990686  23/06/2015
SOIN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD
trading as ;SOIN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD
TC 19/1992 (6) , POOJAPPURA, TRIVANDRUM - 695012, KERALA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :02/01/2014
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS;
SANITARY PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD
FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ZITHROFINE

2990994  23/06/2015
C.BALAKRISHNAN
K.JEYALAKSHMI
B.PREETHI
A.LEELA
SWAMIYAPPAN
trading as ;FORTUNA FORMULATIONS
#1, 2ND CROSS, MAHESWARI NAGAR, THANEERPANTHAL, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE-641004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
SETMATE

2990995   23/06/2015
C.BALAKRISHNAN
K.JEYALAKSHMI
B.PREETHI
A.LEELA
SWAMIYAPPAN
trading as ;FORTUNA FORMULATIONS
#1, 2ND CROSS, MAHESWARI NAGAR, THANEERPANTHAL, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE-641004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESHWAR
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
COLDCHOICE
2990997  23/06/2015
C. BALAKRISHNAN
K. JEYALAKSHMI
B. PREETHI
A. LEELA
SWAMIYAPPAN
trading as; FORTUNA FORMULATIONS
#1, 2ND CROSS, MAHESWARI NAGAR, THANEERPANTHAL, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE-641004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
IQ STAR
2992285  24/06/2015
K.UMA
M.ARUN
R.DEEPIKA
trading as ;CAPITAL PHARMA
28, LAKSHMIPURAM MAIN ROAD, POOMPUKAR NAGAR, EDAYARPALAYAM COIMBATORE-641025.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
-
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
2993357   25/06/2015
SHUKLA ASHAR IMPEX PVT. LTD.
205 / 206, ORBIT PLAZA, DR. YAGNIK ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJRAT
Used Since :15/06/2015

AHMEDABAD
INSECTICIDES, DISINFECTANTS FOR HYGIENE PURPOSES, DISINFECTANTS INCLUDING IN CLASS 05.
ECOVITAL

2993364  24/06/2015
MR.JEETENDRA D. DHAMANE AND MR.NAKUL A. DESHMUKH trading as ;Ecostar Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd
NEAR GANESH SAW MILL,GANESH ROAD,CHALISGAON,JALGAON-424101
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705
Used Since :01/12/2014
MUMBAI
Manufacturing and Marketing of Pharma Products
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ECOLOCK

2993367   24/06/2015

MR.JEETENDRA D. DHAMANE AND MR.NAKUL A. DESHMUKH

trading as ;Ecostar Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd

NEAR GANESH SAW MILL,GANESH ROAD,CHALISGAON,JALGAON-424101

Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MANALI BHANUSHALI

b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705

Used Since :01/12/2014

MUMBAI

Manufacturing and Marketing of Pharma Products
PEEL FRESH

2993453    24/06/2015
SYNOVIA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 49, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. ROAD NO. 5, VKI AREA, JAIPUR-302017, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word FRESH.
SYZOLE
2993454  24/06/2015
SYNOVIA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 49, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. ROAD NO. 5, VKI AREA, JAIPUR-302017, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
DERMAFEEL

2993712  24/06/2015
M/S. ANHOX HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;M/S. ANHOX HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
B- 504-505, SHAPATH HEXA, OPP. GUJARAT HIGH COURT, SOLA, AHMEDABAD-380060. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICHIDES.
KENJA

2993878  26/06/2015

ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD.,
trading as ;ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD.,
3-15, EDOBORI, 1-CHOME, NISHI-KU, OSAKA, 550-0002, JAPAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES, NEMATICIDES
ZENBY

2993879  26/06/2015

ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD.,
trading as ;ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD.,
3-15, EDOBORI, 1-CHOME, NISHI-KU, OSAKA, 550-0002, JAPAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES, NEMATICIDES
2994748  25/06/2015
LIVIA HEALTHCARE LLP
43-B/4, Third Floor, Cowley Brown Road, R.S.Puram, Coimbatore - 641002
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/06/2015
To be associated with:
1425350
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations, pharmaceutical lotions, injections, ointments.
From Nature, For Nature, By Lotus

2995156  26/06/2015
LOTUS DAIRY PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 01, DISTRICT SHOPPING CENTER, 3rd FLOOR, MADHAV PLAZA, OPP. J.P. PHATAK. SAHAKAR MARG,
JAIPUR-302015 RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :23/01/2004

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.words FROM NATURE,
FOR NATURE separately.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A
REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED
TOGETHER..restriction of goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only by way of filing TM- M, also condition that mark
shall be used together.
VERTIFREE

2995198  26/06/2015

KEYUR KUMAR N. RANA trading as PNP BOISCIENCE

3-B, SAPANDAN APARTMENT, NEAR KHAMDHENU PARK SANDESARA, ATLADARA, VADODARA - 390012, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :20/05/2013

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPARATION.
DERMAFEX
2996081  29/06/2015
SHREE DWARIKADHISH VENTURES LLP.
Ban House, Dr. Vikram Sarabhai Nagar, Gondal Road, Rajkot - 360 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 01/09/1972
To be associated with:
2822740
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, VETERINARY, SANITARY AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES,
HERBAL MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR
MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS, INFANTS
AND INVALID FOODS, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX,
DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 5.
BABY SECRET

2996083  29/06/2015
SHREE DWARIKADISH VENTURES LLP.
Ban House, Dr. Vikram Sarabhai Nagar, Gondal Road, Rajkot- 360 004.
MANFUACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES INCLUDING SANITARY NAPKINS, BABIES NAPKIN-PANTS
[DIAPER-PANTS] BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
SULTABID

2996090  29/06/2015
MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
trading as ;MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
# 4, GROUND AND 1ST FLOOR, SUJAY HOUSE, UTTARADIMUTT ROAD, SHANKARPURAM, BANGALORE - 560 004.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
BONWILLA
2996092  29/06/2015

INVISON MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as : INVISON MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD

NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 560 027.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
GLAMANCE
2997760   01/07/2015
HEALIANCE HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : HEALIANCE HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
VA 25, A BLOCK, HAPPY APARTMENT, MAIN ROAD, BALARAMAPURAM, THIRUVANTHAPURAM - 695 501, KERALA STATE ,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/06/2015
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
RYXAN
2999108  02/07/2015
BIOCON LIMITED
trading as  ;BIOCON LIMITED
20 TH K.M., HOSUR ROAD, ELECTRONICS CITY, P.O., BANGALORE - 560 100, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICALS; SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR
BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS;
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICEDES
SHIVALI KALP

2999591  02/07/2015

BRAJESHWAR JAISWAL
trading as ;M/s FAIRFIELD MARKETING
R K COMPLEX, 3RD FLOOR, HANUMAN NAGAR ROAD, KANKAR BAGH, PATNA, BIHAR
GOODS

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VJAY KUMAR SHARMA
D-361, GROUND FLOOR, STREET NO.12, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 092.
Used Since :30/05/2015

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
CONNOTE
2999594  03/07/2015
NIKITA RACHIT MODI
Rachit Vinodkumar Modi
NAYNABEN VINODKUMAR MODI
trading as ;CONNOTE HEALTHCARE
41, Swastik Bunglows Part-1, Opp. High Court, R.C. Technical College Road, Ghatlodiya, Ahmedabad-380 061, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :25/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,2872795.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

FUKET

2999595 03/07/2015
NIKITA RACHIT MODI
Rachit Vinodkumar Modi
NAYNABEN VINODKUMAR MODI
trading as; CONNOTE HEALTHCARE
41, Swastik Bunglows Part-1, Opp. High Court, R.C. Technical College Road, Ghatlodiya, Ahmedabad-380 061, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY.
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.
Used Since: 01/07/2015
AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
TRICINOL

2999602  03/07/2015

NIKITA RACHIT MODI
Rachit Vinodkumar Modi
NAYNABEN VINODKUMAR MODI
trading as ; CONNOTE HEALTHCARE
41, Swastik Bunglows Part-1, Opp. High Court, R.C. Technical College Road, Ghatodiya, Ahmedabad-380 061, Gujarat, India

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY.
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.

Used Since : 01/07/2015

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
L-CERTIN

2999604  03/07/2015
NIKITA RACHIT MODI
Rachit Vinodkumar Modi
NAYNABEN VINODKUMAR MODI
trading as ;CONNOTE HEALTHCARE
41, Swastik Bunglows Part-1, Opp. High Court, R.C. Technical College Road, Ghatlodiya, Ahmedabad-380 061, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY.
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.
Used Since : 01/07/2015
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
CLAV-INTRA
3000475  06/07/2015
RAKESH KUMAR
trading as ;INTRA LIFE
#4025/26, 3RD FLOOR, KR ROAD, JAYANAGAR 7TH CLOCK, BANGALORE-560 082
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
AGBIT

3000477 06/07/2015

IFIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
trading as ; IFIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
#1/B, 9TH CROSS, RAMANUJA ROAD, MYSORE-570004 KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
GONSTONE

3000689 06/07/2015

GEMAX HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
68A/4, DHANWANTRI NAGAR, (EXT.), NEAR PRAGATI NAGAR GROUND, RAJENDRA NAGAR INDORE-(M.P.)-452009

TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN CO. ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARVIND MALVIYA (ADVOCATE)
60, VYASHHALA VINAYAK APPARTMENT, IIND FLOOR, JUNI INDORE, INDORE-452007

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATIONS
GEMAX GRIPE WATER

3000690  06/07/2015
GEMAX HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
68A/4, DHANWANTRI NAGAR, (EXT.), NEAR PRAGATI NAGAR GROUND, RAJENDRA NAGAR INDORE-(M.P.)-452009
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARVIND MALVIYA (ADVOCATE)
60, VYASPHALA VINAYAK APPARTMENT, IIND FLOOR, JUNI INDORE, INDORE-452007
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATIONS
GYMLIV

3000691  06/07/2015

GEMAX HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
68A/4, DHANWANTRI NAGAR, (EXT.), NEAR PRAGATI NAGAR GROUND, RAJENDRA NAGAR INDORE-(M.P.)-452009
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARVIND MALVIYA (ADVOCATE)
60, VYASHHALA VINAYAK APPARTMENT, HIND FLOOR, JUNI INDORE, INDORE-452007
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATIONS
3000889  06/07/2015
TROST MEDICARE PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;TROST MEDICARE PVT. LTD.,
KAVERI #350, PHASE-II, SAKET, KAPRA, ECIL-POST, HYDERABAD - 500062, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS-HUMAN MEDICINES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
ALOVIS
3001936  04/07/2015
TEJARAM
trading as ;ASTIR ORGANIC
522, VIVEK VIHAR, SHYAM NAGAR, JAIPUR- 302019, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
RABIRAM
3001941 04/07/2015
RAMESHWAR SINGH KUNTAL
SANTANU MITRA
trading as ;RAMMIT BIOTECH
G-4, NANDPURI- G, SWEZ FARM, BAIS GODAWN, JAIPUR- 302019, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
POVIWALK

3002430 07/07/2015
C.BALAKRISHNAN
K.JEYALAKSHMI
B.PREETHI
A.LEELA
SWAMIYAPPAN
trading as; FORTUNA FORMULATIONS
#1, 2ND CROSS, MAHESWARI NAGAR, THANEERPANTHAL, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE - 641 004.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
PAINDUCE
3002431  07/07/2015
C.BALAKRISHNAN
K.JEYALAKSHMI
B.PREETHI
A.LEELA
SWAMIYAPPAN
trading as ;FORTUNA FORMULATIONS
#1, 2ND CROSS, MAHESWARI NAGAR, THANEERPANTHAL, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE - 641 004.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
ESPITOL
3002722  06/07/2015
SHATAYUSHI HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
KELKARS HOUSE, ARVIND GHOSH MARG, RAMDAS PETH, AKOLA-444001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Manufacturer and trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal And Pharmaceutical Preparations
BANSPA

3002723  06/07/2015

SHATAYUSHI HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
KELKARS HOUSE, ARVIND GHOSH MARG, RAMDAS PETH, AKOLA-444001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Manufacturer and trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
GORBIT

3002731  06/07/2015
SHATAYUSHI HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
KELKARS HOUSE, ARVIND GHOSH MARG, RAMDAS PETH, AKOLA-444001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Manufacturer and trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
PYXINE
3002740 06/07/2015
SHATAYUSHI HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
KELKARS HOUSE, ARVIND GHOSH MARG, RAMDAS PETH, AKOLA-444001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Manufacturer and trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
NEBIREST

3002959 08/07/2015
CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
#27/2, 1ST MAIN ROAD, 5TH CROSS, YADAVAGIRI, MYSORE - 570020. KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
MEFICAD

3002962  08/07/2015
CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
#27/2, 1ST MAIN ROAD, 5TH CROSS, YADAVAGIRI, MYSORE - 570020. KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
THYROVO
3002964  08/07/2015
CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
#27/2, 1ST MAIN ROAD, 5TH CROSS, YADAVAGIRI, MYSORE - 570020. KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
G-JOINT

3002965  08/07/2015
CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
#27/2, 1ST MAIN ROAD, 5TH CROSS, YADAVAGIRI, MYSORE - 570020. KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

OVIDELL

3002966 08/07/2015
CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
trading as :CADELL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
#27/2, 1ST MAIN ROAD, 5TH CROSS, YADAVAGIRI, MYSORE - 570020. KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
BK-RAB

3004023  09/07/2015

BIOKIND HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-314, Third Floor, Siddhi Vinayak Tower, B/h DCP Office and Adani CNG Pump, Off. S.G. Highway, Makarba, Ahmedabad 380 051, Gujarat, India

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :20/06/2010

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
VIVINY

3004025   09/07/2015
BIOKIND HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-314, Third Floor, Siddhi Vinayak Tower, B/h DCP Office and Adani CNG Pump, Off. S.G. Highway, Makarba, Ahmedabad 380 051, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :27/08/2010

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018  Class 5

LITRIZ
3004029  09/07/2015
BIOKIND HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-314, Third Floor, Siddhi Vinayak Tower, B/h DCP Office and Adani CNG Pump, Off. S.G. Highway, Makarba, Ahmedabad 380 051, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :27/08/2010
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
FELCULAR
3004373 09/07/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
3004387 09/07/2015
RAJEN PANDE
trading as ;ARYAN
163 RABINDRA SARANI, ROOM NO. 102, FIRST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 007, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Used Since :01/05/2012
KOLKATA
MEDICATED SKIN LOTION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR
SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN PART OF INDIA , THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL
LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
AALTOP HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
402, B-WING, M.K. PLAZA, NEAR HYPERCITY MALL, GHODBUNDER ROAD, THANE (WEST)-400615 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER TRADER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
HAIROMIN

3005690  09/07/2015
HARDIK KUMAR K. KHATRI
HARDIK KUMAR K. KHATRI
GUNJAN S. SHAH
trading as ;CORNEUM BIOTECH
13, CELLER, ABHISHEK COMPLEX, BESIDE, KAMESHWAR MAHADEV, NR. ANKUR CROSS ROAD, NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPRATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ALOSTAN
3006534  13/07/2015
SSV. SATYA NARAYANA
trading as : SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS
#76-12-1-1, DOLPHIN BAR RAD, BHAVANIPURAM, VIJAYAWADA - 520003
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
GREEN VISION LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
GREEN VISION, PLOT NO.8-D, SR. NO-284/1/2/3, RAISONI INDUSTRIAL PARK, NEAR HONEYEWELL RAJIV GANDHI ITBT PARK, PHASE II, VILLAGE-MAAN, TAL-MULSHI, DIST-PUNE-411057
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI
BIOPESTICIDE
OVORICH

3008175  14/07/2015

HLL LIFECARE LIMITED
trading as : HINDUSTAN LATEX LIMITED

HLL BHAVAN MAHILAMANDIRAM ROAD, POOJAPPURA, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM-695012, KERALA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MULTI-VITAMIN PREPARATIONS; VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS AND TABLETS; BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS AND REAGENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SANITARY USE; SANITARY PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS: PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3009090 11/07/2015
JASNEET SINGH
trading as JAY CEE HEALTHCARE
S.P.O-81, KHERWADI ROAD, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI-51.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/04/2012
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ACNERID

3009969  15/07/2015
VISHAL VIJAYVARGIYA S/O. SH. RAJENDRA PRAKASH VIJAYVARGIYA
PAWAN VIJAY S/o. SH. OM PRAKASH VIJAY
SUNIL KUMAR SHARMA S/o. SH. GOPAL LAL SHARMA
trading as ;EUMEDICA PHARMACEUTICALS
GANDHI MANSION, A-8-A, 3rd FLOOR, BURMESE COLONY, JAWAHAR NAGAR BYE PASS, JAIPUR-302004 (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
An Indian Partnership firm (Registered Under Indian Partnership Act, 1932 )
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :16/03/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
LEGRO
3011829    17/07/2015
KHUSHBOO KUNDALIA
trading as ;OJB MARKETING
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO-201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2005
KOLKATA
Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparations and Herbals Preparations being included in Class-05,
LOUIS LEGRO
3011831  17/07/2015

KHUSHBOO KUNDALIA
trading as ;OJB MARKETING
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO-201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2005

KOLKATA
Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparations and Herbals Preparations being included in Class-05,
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1402139.
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED

trading as M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED

#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since: 28/03/2008

CHENNAI

PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
3012348  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since 09/06/2005

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTING THE AREA OF USE TO THE STATES OF SOUTH INDIA.
3012352    20/07/2015  
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED  
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED  
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
S.BALAJANAKI  
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.  
Used Since :26/04/2002  
CHENNAI  
Pesticides, fungicides, weedicides, herbicides, acaricides, insecticides and parasiticides, veterinary preparations, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin, disinfectants, soil sterilizing.  
subject to use the mark as a whole as represented in the form of application under section 17 of the trade marks act, 1999.  
this is subject to restricted use within the geographical limit of andhra pradesh and telangana states only.
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED trading as M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI

SUITÉ NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since: 06/06/2005

CHENNAI

PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.

No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the representation of the mark.
3012359    20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :19/09/2008

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY
PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL
STERILIZING.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999..
3012361  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :21/02/2006
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY
PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL
STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999..
3012365  20/07/2015
K.P.R FERTILIZERS LIMITED
trading as :K.P.R FERTILIZERS LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :25/03/2001
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.:3012343.
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :19/09/2008

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDCIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY
PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL
STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as; M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since : 17/03/2009

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY
PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL
STERILIZING.
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :17/03/2009
To be associated with:
3012372
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIx PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since: 12/02/2014

CHENNAI

PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
3012379  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :15/07/2002
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDCIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY
PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFEKTANTS, SOIL
STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3012381 20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :28/03/2008
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.

No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the representation of the mark.
3012387  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :03/10/2009
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018  Class 5

3012388  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since: 25/03/2002

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

3012389 20/07/2015
K.P.R FERTILIZERS LIMITED
trading as: K.P.R FERTILIZERS LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since: 21/02/2006

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :25/03/2001

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDCIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3012397  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :03/10/2009
To be associated with:
3012387
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

3012403  20/07/2015
K.P.R AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;K.P.R AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :19/09/2008
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999..
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA
STATES ONLY..
3012410  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :29/12/2011

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :12/02/2014

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.

No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the representation of the mark.
3012451  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIx PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :26/04/2002
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY
PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL
STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3012461  20/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :26/04/2002

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

ZOHIDE
3012563 20/07/2015
MRS. RUMMY VAISHNAV
trading as ;NANOBEST PHARMACEUTICAL
NANOBEST HOUSE, 35, MAHESWARI NYOTI NOHRA, MASURIYA, JODHPUR - 342 001, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :07/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
LOOSE FREE

3012670  17/07/2015
GULSHAN RAI DEEWAN S/O. SH. AMANAT RAI DEEWAN
RAVI MUNDEJA S/O. SH. CHIRANJI LAL MUNDEJA
trading as ;EDWINA PHARMACEUTICALS
CHAUDHARY COMPLEX, OPP. SECTOR NO. 2, WARD NO.59, MUKTA PRASAD NAGAR, BIKANER Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
An Indian Partnership firm (Registered Under Indian Partnership Act, 1932 )
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3012873 21/07/2015
SHREE DWARIKADHISH VENTURES LLP.
Ban House, Dr. Vikram Sarabhai Nagar, Gondal Road, Rajkot- 360 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/09/1972
To be associated with:
2996081
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
NEUROD3
3014197  20/07/2015
SUN PHARMA LABORATORIES LIMITED
ACME PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059 IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA WITHIN THE UNION OF INDIA
Manufacturer, Traders, Merchants and Exporters
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
RENEWAL-G

3014255    21/07/2015
DR. KAMLESH VYAS S/O. SH. MADAN GOPAL VYAS
trading as ;KAMLESHWAR AYURVEDIC PHARMACY
WARD No. 2, MAHALBAS JASANA, TEHSIL-NOHAR, DIST- HANUMANGARH (RAJ.)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :29/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
3015494  24/07/2015
MRS. PATHAN ASIYA MINHAJ
trading as ;JUBILANT AND JUBILANT PHARMA
AZAM COLONY, ROSHAN GATE, AURANGABAD-431001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
INTRAFFIN

3015544 24/07/2015
H.PARASMAL
trading as ;INTRA LABS
# 1/13, AURODAYA, 7TH CROSS, NEW GUDDADAHALLI, MYSORE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560027
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2957019

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
PROTIDLITE
3015546  24/07/2015
DEVI PRASAD GURRAM
CHAKRADHAR BODDULLA
SATYEN GHARMALKAR
trading as: SOLVIS PHARMACEUTICALS
164, 164/1, 4TH MAIN, NEAR 7TH CROSS, CHAMARAJPET, BENGALURU-560018
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
3015579  24/07/2015
SISAL-HEM PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
C-2-2, PLOT 12, SECTOR 17, MUMBAI CO. OP. HSG SOCIETY, VASHI, MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA 400703
MANUFACTURERS AND SELLERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSTUBH NITIN KAMAT
382/1A, Anant Apts., 8th Lane, Rajarampuri, Takala, Kolhapur - 416008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DRUG, MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS, THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES, COMING UNDER CLASS 05
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

DRUG, MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS, THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES, COMING UNDER CLASS 05
3015590  24/07/2015
SISAL-HEM PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
C-2-2, PLOT 12, SECTOR 17, MUMBAI CO. OP. HSG SOCIETY, VASHI, MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA 400703
MANUFACTURERS AND SELLERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSTUBH NITIN KAMAT
382/1A, Anant Apts., 8th Lane, Rajarampuri, Takala, Kolhapur - 416008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DRUG, MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS, THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES, COMING UNDER CLASS 05
RABSEED
3016368  23/07/2015
M/S. SEED’S LIFESCIENCES trading as M/s. SEED’S LIFESCIENCES
D.No.7-24-6/3, Rail Vihar Apartments, Flat No.305, (18), Kirlampudi Layout, Visakhapatnam-530 017, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :22/06/2015
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
FERISEED

3016371    23/07/2015

M/S.SEED'S LIFESCIENCES
trading as ;M/s.SEED'S LIFESCIENCES
D.No.7-24-6/3, Rail Vihar Apartments, Flat No.305, (18), Kirlampudi Layout, Visakhapatnam-530 017, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :22/06/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
OXISEED

3016374    23/07/2015

M/S.SEED'S LIFESCIENCES
trading as ;M/s.SEED'S LIFESCIENCES

D.No.7-24-6/3, Rail Vihar Apartments, Flat No.305, (18), Kirlampudi Layout, Visakhpatnam-530 017, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :22/06/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
ECOPEPTINE

3017251  27/07/2015
MEDLEY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED.
MEDLEY HOUSE, D-2 MIDC AREA, 16TH ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Used Since :15/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3017664  27/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ; M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since : 18/02/2013

CHENNAI
: PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICITIES,
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS.
SOIL STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3017668    27/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :05/03/2014

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.

No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the representation of the mark.
3017673 27/07/2015

M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ;M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :15/07/2002

CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDCIDE, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY
PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL
STERILIZING.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999..
3017674  27/07/2015
M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
trading as ; M/S.K.P.R.AGROCHEM LIMITED
#8-256, TATA NAGAR, BALABHADRAPURAM, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT - 533 343, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :26/04/2002
To be associated with:
3012461
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THYROVIA

3018676 28/07/2015

INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ;INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
GENERATO
3018677  28/07/2015
INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ;INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS , WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
VITANCE

3018719  28/07/2015
HEALIANCE HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;HEALIANCE HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
VA 25, A BLOCK, HAPPY APARTMENT, MAIN ROAD, BALARAMAPURAM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - 695 501, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002. KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :11/07/2015

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
AZITHGEM
3019612  29/07/2015
PRADEEP KUMAR JHA
trading as ;PRADEEP KUMAR JHA
NARAYAN NIWAS,AADARSH NAGAR,ROAD NO.4,SAMASTIPUR,BIHAR
MANUFACTURING & TRADING.
INDIAN.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/07/2015
KOLKATA
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3020263  29/07/2015
PRIYA GANATRA
PRIYA GANATRA
KINNARI DESAI
trading as ;M/S. CURIOUS BIOTECH
B-10 FF, GOVEND RAO PARK SOC, NEAR AYURVEDIK CHAR RASTA, AJWA-WAGODIYA ROAD, VADODARA. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :11/03/2013
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.
descriptive matters.
ASTRIS TRAXL

3020266  29/07/2015

AJAY KANTILAL SHAH
A-505, WALL STREET II, KAVI NANALAL MARG, OPP. ORIENT CLUB, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD-380006. GUJARAT-INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PERSONAL NAME
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2969321.
SEVANIX

3020625  29/07/2015

M/S.MEDGENIX PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ; M/S.MEDGENIX PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

FLAT No.102/A, RABJYOT APARTMENT, H.No:1-8-155/4, P.G.ROAD, SECUNDERABAD-500 003, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA

Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors

Private Limited Company incorporated under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR

FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.

Used Since : 23/06/2015

CHENNAI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks;

Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
EPORITE
3020634 29/07/2015
M/S.CELERA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.Celera Pharma Private Limited
D.No.1-13-140/186, Dr.A.S.Rao Nagar, ECIL, KAPPA Municipality, Secunderabad 500 062, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
A Private limited Company incorporated under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :24/07/2015
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
3020895  30/07/2015
M/S. SYZA HEALTH SCIENCES LLP
trading as ;M/s. SYZA HEALTH SCIENCES LLP
D4/3, SHOP-3, PH-4, UNNATHI WOODS, KAVESAR, GHODBUNER ROAD, THANE-400615(MAHARASHTRA)
Manufacturer and Merchant
An LLP Registered under Limited Liability Partnership Act,2008
Used Since :17/04/2015

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
COSMINE

3020995  30/07/2015

MODI LABS (P) LTD.
62-A, MAHADEV NAGAR, 22 GODAM, CIVIL LINE, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)

Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/01/2004

To be associated with:
1260392

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MYDRAT
3021588 31/07/2015
JAWA PHARMACEUTICALS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
548, UDAM MARG, TILAK NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
NORMOL
3024549  04/08/2015
VIJAYPAL.A.MUNOYAT
# 33, 2ND FLOOR, 2ND CROSS, S.G.N.LAYOUT, LALBAGH ROAD, BANGALORE- 560027
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATSON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PROCESS PVT. LTD
No.1297, 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore- 560070.
Used Since :16/06/2005
CHENNAI
Capsules for medicines, Chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, Medicinal drinks, Medicinal oils, Medicines, Lotions for pharmaceutical purposes.
VESPERA
3024583 05/08/2015
PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT.LTD.,
trading as ;PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT.LTD.,
PLOT NO.55 AND 56, BIKASIPURA MAIN ROAD, NEAR VINAYAKA TEMLE, (BHIND J C INDUSTRIAL AREA),
YELACHANAHALLI, BANGALORE - 560062
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FEMININE HYGIENE PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE AND MEDICATED VAGINAL WASHES
CERATRON
3024589  05/08/2015
BANDI SEKAR
trading as ;OMEX HEALTHCARE
#18-2-8A8, FIRST FLOOR, B.D.COMPLEX, KORLAGUNTA MAIN ROAD, TIRUPATI - 517 501, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICINAL USE
FAIRFIELD LIFESTYLE

3025001  04/08/2015

BRAJESHWAR JAISWAL
trading as ;M/S FAIRFIELD MARKETING

R K COMPLEX, 3RD FLOOR, HANUMAN NAGAR ROAD, KANKAR BAGH, PATNA, BIHAR- 800020

GOODS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VIJAY KUMAR SHARMA
D-361, GROUND FLOOR, STREET NO.12, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 092.

Used Since :18/07/2015

To be associated with:

2998500

KOLKATA

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD “LIFESTYLE”..
MAXHEAM

3026030  06/08/2015

WINMARK LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as WINMARK LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD

FLAT NO.202, PLOT NO.40,41, SANSKRUTHI ENCLAVE, CHENNAREDDYTHOTA, PEERZADIGUDA, GHATKESAR, HYDERABAD-500039, TELANGANA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
RTLIFE

3027038   07/08/2015
MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT . LTD
trading as ;MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT . LTD
# 4, GROUND AND 1ST FLOOR, SUJAY HOUSE, UTTARADIMUTT ROAD, SHANKARPURAM, BANGALORE - 560004
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
VOGLITRI

3027723  10/08/2015

SUNWELL LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ;SUNWELL LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD

#57, 1ST FLOOR, 2ND MAIN, 3RD STAGE, VINAYAKA LAYOUT, VIJAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560040. KARNATAKA, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH

FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
MYCOGRAFT

3028322  06/08/2015
M/S.MEDGENIX PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.MEDGENIX PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT No.102/A, RABJYOT APARTMENT, H.No:1-8-155/4, P.G.ROAD, SECUNDERABAD-500 003, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.

Used Since :05/08/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
CEFO-DS
3028324  06/08/2015
M/S.MEDGENIX PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED trading as ;M/s.MEDGENIX PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT No.102/A, RABJYOT APARTMENT, H.No:1-8-155/4, P.G.ROAD, SECUNDERABAD-500 003, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Private Limited Company incorporated under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Used Since :05/08/2015
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
ANAMET

3028924  11/08/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
PIXITIN

3029159  10/08/2015
SHATAYUSHI HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
KELKARS HOUSE, ARVIND GHOSH MARG, RAMDAS PETH, AKOLA-444001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Manufacturer and Trader
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
QUREGEST

3030788  10/08/2015
M/S.INQURE REMEDIES
trading as ;M/S.INQURE REMEDIES
Plot No.53, First Floor, North East Block, Prashanthinagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500 072, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :26/06/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
QURPARA
3030792  10/08/2015
M/S.INQURE REMEDIES
trading as ;M/s. INQURE REMEDIES
Plot No.53, First Floor, North East Block, Prashanthinagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500 072, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :26/06/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks;
Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
INTRYP

3030793  10/08/2015
M/S.INQUIRE REMEDIES
trading as ;M/s.INQUIRE REMEDIES
Plot No.53, First Floor, North East Block, Prashanthinagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500 072, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :26/06/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks;
Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
PILISIL
3031229  13/08/2015
K.UMA
M.ARUN
R.DEEPIKA
trading as ;CAPITAL PHARMA
28, LAKSHMIPURAM MAIN ROAD, POOMPUKAR NAGAR, EDAYARPALAYAM COIMBATORE-641025.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
CARIPAP
3031230  13/08/2015
MED MANOR ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MED MANOR ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
#16-11-477/45, SRIKRISHNA NILAYAM, DILSUKNAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500 036
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CARIGAIN

3031231  13/08/2015
MED MANOR ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MED MANOR ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
#16-11-477/45, SRIKRISHNA NILAYAM, DILSUKNAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500 036
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
3032214 14/08/2015
RADIANT MEDLEY PVT. LTD
FLAT NO. 21, 1ST FLOOR, 7B, SONAWALA BUILDING, NAUSHIR BHARUCHA MARG, VASANTRAO NAIK CHOWK, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI-400007.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3032220  14/08/2015
RADIANT MEDLEY PVT. LTD
FLAT NO. 21, 1ST FLOOR, 7B, SONAWALA BUILDING, NAUSHIR BHARUCHA MARG, VASANTRAO NAIK CHOWK, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI-400007.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CUTIFEN

3035977  19/08/2015
RAKESH KUMAR
trading as ;INTRA LIFE

# 4025/26, 3RD FLOOR, KR ROAD, JAYANAGAR, 7TH BLOCK BANGALORE - 560082
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
3036739  20/08/2015
LIFESPAN WELLNESS PRIVATE LIMITED
SEAGULL VILLA, A G KHAN ROAD, WORLI, SEAFACE-NORTH, MUMBAI-400025.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :04/08/2015
MUMBAI
HERBAL AND NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
PROLIVO

3037593  21/08/2015

ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD
trading as ;ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD
3-15, EDOBORI, 1-CHOME, NISHI-KU, OSAKA, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES, NEMATICIDES
ZARKI

3039093  24/08/2015

CADOMED PHARMACEUTICALS INDIA PVT.LTD
trading as :CADOMED PHARMACEUTICALS INDIA PVT.LTD

#18, GROUND FLOOR, 1ST CROSS, 2ND STAGE, GANGOTHRI LAYOUT, MYSORE - 570 009.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
BRULAR

3039095  24/08/2015
CADOMED PHARMACEUTICALS INDIA PVT.LTD
trading as :CADOMED PHARMACEUTICALS INDIA PVT.LTD
#18, GROUND FLOOR, 1ST CROSS, 2ND STAGE, GANGOTHRI LAYOUT, MYSORE - 570 009.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
STANLIP
3042543 27/08/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :21/08/2002
To be associated with:
1592836
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR EXPORTS ONLY.
3043418  31/08/2015
V-MAC PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED.
4B, GAT 78/81, SHRIRKISHNA COLONY, NEAR GANESH COLONY, JALGAON-425002.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS.
ZELVIT-D3

3044251   27/08/2015
ZELETIC LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF MANUFACTURING, TRADING MEDICINAL,
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, AND CREAM FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES
SHOP NO.15, SAWANT ESTATE, BUNDER PAKHADI ROAD, KANDIVALI WEST, MUMBAI-400067, MAHARASHTRA
Goods and Services.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF MANUFACTURING, TRADING MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, AND
CREAM FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES
FRACYST

3044254  31/08/2015
INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ;INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
3045934  29/08/2015  
GOVIND MILK & MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Govind Milk & Milk Products Pvt. Ltd.
Ganeshsheri, Kolki, Pandharpur Road, Tal Phaltan,Dist.: Satara, Maharashtra, India 415 523
manufacturer
a private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PADMAJA VIJAY KHANDGE
FLAT NO.8,GANESHNAGARI APPT.12/42,GURUWAR PETH,TALEGAON DABHADE-410507
Used Since :17/12/2014
MUMBAI
baby food; Mineral food supplements; Nutritional supplements
GOVIND MILK & MILK PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Govind Milk & Milk Products Pvt. Ltd.
Ganeshsheri, Kolki, Pandharpur Road, Tal Phaltan, Dist.: Satara, Maharashtra, India 415 523
a private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PADMAJA VIJAY KHANDGE
FLAT NO.8, GANESHNAGARI APPT. 12/42, GURUWAR PETH, TALEGAON DABHADE- 410507
Used Since : 02/07/2015
MUMBAI
baby food; Mineral food supplements; Nutritional supplements
CURCUPENE
3046557   03/09/2015
RPG LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED.
RPG HOUSE, 463, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030.
MANUFACTURER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
EUZIDEM

3048014  02/09/2015
EUPLOID PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD
483/2/12 6TH CROSS JAIBHUVANESHWARI LAYOUT, CAMBRIDGE COLLEGE ROAD, KR PURAM BANGALORE 560 036
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :30/07/2015

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3048813  07/09/2015
V.AMRUTHA LAXMI
G.GEETHA VAN
L.SUSHMA
V.N.RAJITA
trading as ;GOKUL AYURVEDA PHARMACY
NO.NO-9-761, MAYURI GREEN LANDS, BESIDE BANGALORE HIGHWAYS LAKSHMI PURAM VILLAGE, KURNOOL DIST - 518218, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THARA & THARA
19, OLD NO. 9/1, THIRU VI KA BRIDGE ROAD, ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since :07/01/2015
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
3049663  08/09/2015
KUNAL A. KHANNA
63, CLOVER HILLS, NIBM ROAD, PUNE- CITY, PUNE- 411048
MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/09/2015
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE

PERIOMATE
Guddiclo

3049922  07/09/2015
GUDWIN PHARMA
Sandeep Manjunath
Syed Mujthaba Saqquaf
No.1679 Bogadi Main Road, Kasaba Hobli, Near Police Check Post Bogadi, Mysore-570026
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :12/08/2015

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations, pharmaceutical lotions, ointments.
3050035 08/09/2015
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, TELANGANA - 500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD, BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2014
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITIDES, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING
Ucitral MB6

3050121  08/09/2015
SOIN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD
trading as ;SOIN PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD
19/1992(6), POOJAPPURA, TRIVANDRUM - 695012, KERALA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS;
SANITARY PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD
FOR BABIES; PLAGETERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ZURIFORMIN

3050575  09/09/2015
ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
trading as ;ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
#37/18, F2, SRIJAYAM, BRINDAVAN STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600033
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ZURIRAM
3050578  09/09/2015
ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
trading as ;ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
#37/18, F2, SRIJAYAM, BRINDAVAN STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600033
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3050575
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ZURIGLIM

3050579 09/09/2015
ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
trading as :ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
#37/18, F2, SRIJAYAM, BRINDAVAN STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI - 600 033
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ZURIPANZ
3050581 09/09/2015
ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
trading as ;ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
#37/18, F2, SRIJAYAM, BRINDAVAN STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI - 600 033
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
MEPYFOL ACT

3050585 09/09/2015

ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
trading as; ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD

#37/18, F2, SRIJAYAM, BRINDAVAN STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600033

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
ZURIAMLO
3052061  10/09/2015
ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
trading as ;ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
# 37/18, F2, SRIJAYAM, BRINDAVAN STREET, WEST MAMBALAM CHENNAI - 600 033
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
FENANCE
3052142  10/09/2015
HEALIANCE HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;HEALIANCE HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
VA 25, A BLOCK, HAPPY APARTMENT, MAIN ROAD, BALARAMAPURAM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - 695 501, KERALA STATE
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3024770
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
NEPHROSERVE

3055973 16/09/2015
RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
trading as ;RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
# 1363, 6TH MAIN, 2ND STAGE, WEST OF CHORD ROAD, MAHALAKSMIPURAM, BANGALORE - 560086,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
REDKART

3055979   16/09/2015
RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
trading as ;RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
#1363, 6TH MAIN, 2ND STAGE, WEST OF CHORD ROAD, MAHALAKSHMI PURAM, BANGALORE - 560 086.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJ PURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
TORSPIL
3055982  16/09/2015
RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
trading as ;RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
#1363, 6TH MAIN, 2ND STAGE, WEST OF CHORD ROAD, MAHALAKSHMIPURAM, BANGALORE - 560 086.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
PLUVIT
3055984  16/09/2015
RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
trading as ;RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
#1363, 6TH MAIN, 2ND STAGE, WEST OF CHORD ROAD, MAHALAKSHMIPURAM, BANGALORE - 560 086.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
POSIRON

3055985   16/09/2015
RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
trading as ;RENAKART LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
#1363, 6TH MAIN, 2ND STAGE, WEST OF CHORD ROAD, MAHALAKSHMIPURAM, BANGALORE - 560 086.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
UBERTIZ
3056088  16/09/2015
AS PHARMACEUTICAL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; AS PHARMACEUTICAL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.1/134, B4, KUTHUBI COMPLEX, PORTION NO.1, GROUND FLOOR, 2ND AVENUE, 6TH CROSS STREET,
VETTUVANKENI, CHENNAI 600 115, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS;
SANITARY PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD
FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ZURICORT
3056117  16/09/2015
ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
trading as ;ZURINOVO HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
#37/18, F2, SRIJAYAM, BRINDAVAN STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI - 600 033
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL AND PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CEFOMERZ
3056120  16/09/2015
I.KAMALESH KUMAR
trading as ;TULSI PHARMA
#17/1, BERLIE STREET, SHANTINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 025. KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ISODIA
3056121   16/09/2015
I.KAMALESH KUMAR
trading as ;TULSI PHARMA
#17/1, BERLIE STREET, SHANTINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 025. KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
SPINEFLEX
3057683  16/09/2015
CH.SANTOSHI PAPA
trading as ;M/s.SS HEALTH PHARMA
#37-11-26/2, 2nd Floor, Pattabi Reddy Garden, NGO'S Colony, Muralinagar, Madhavadhara, Vishakhapatnam-530 007, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :12/09/2015

CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
SYNERVIT

3057848  15/09/2015
AMOL SHANKAR BOTRE
trading as ;SYNERVIT
Siddhanath Plaza, GB /1190/1, C.S.No. 242/2, Shop No.A-1,Near Housai Kanya shala, Shashtrinagar, Malkapur, karad, Satara 415539, Maharashtra
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/09/2015
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; CAPSULES FOR MEDICINES; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES
IN USE
3058271  18/09/2015
HARISH KUMAR
trading as ;LAKSHMI ASSOCIATES
NO.7, 1ST FLOOR, SIDDANNA LANE, CUBBONPET CROSS, BANGALORE - 5600 02, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
REPELLENT OF COCKROACHES, ANTS, BED BUGS AND OTHER INSECTS.
TRIBULEX
3059230  21/09/2015
PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT.LTD.,
trading as ;PRAGATI BIOCARE PVT.LTD.,
PLOT NO: 55 AND 56,BIKASIPURA MAIN ROAD,NEAR VINAYAKA TEMPLE,(BEHIND J C INDUSTRIAL AREA),
YELACHANAHALLI,BANGALORE-560062,KARNATAKA,INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.PARAMESH
FLAT-G,RAJUS SERENITY #1,NEW NATRAJPURAM,AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY,AMINJIKARAI,CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
3059726  21/09/2015
PREVENTIS CHEM INDIA (P) LIMITED
trading as : PREVENTIS CHEM INDIA (P) LIMITED
# 48-13-23, DIVYA'S CASTLE, SRI RAMCHANDRA NAGAR, OPP: NTR MEDICAL COLLEGE, VILAYAWADA - 520 008, A.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MUDDU KRISHNA VEMANA
1-1-538, GANDHI NAGAR, 311, JAGADAMBA APARTMENTS, NEAR HERBON CHURCH, HYDERABAD 500 080.
Used Since : 29/05/2006
To be associated with:
3059723
CHENNAI
GOODS OF NAMELY PHARMACEUTICAL; VETERINARY; INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES; HERBICIDES; BACTRICIDES AND FUNGICIDES
SHIPHEN

3060291  19/09/2015
OMISH LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
trading as M/S. OMISH LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
SHOP NO.8,GROUND FLOOR,VIJAY AMAN APARTMENT,NEAR TIWARI BEACHER,KANKARBAGH MAIN ROAD,PATNA 800020,BIHAR.
Manufacturer and Merchants
(A CO. INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :05/12/2009
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation being included in class 05.
PROMETHOMISH

3060293  19/09/2015
OMISH LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;M/S. OMISH LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
SHOP NO.8,GROUND FLOOR,VIJAY AMAN APARTMENT,NEAR TIWARI BEACHER,KANKARBagH MAIN ROAD,PATNA 800020,BIHAR.
Manufacturer and Merchants
(A CO. INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation being included in class 05.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
IRANZA

3060302  19/09/2015
SUDHIR KUMAR BUDHRANI
SUDHIR KUMAR BUDHRANI
SONALI BUDHRANI

trading as ;SPRANZA VITA PHARMACEUTICAL LLP
2-3, SATKAR BHAWAN, BADI OMTI, CLOCK TOWER, JABALPUR (M.P.) - 482001

manufacturers and traders

LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
C-111 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AAIM D3

3060373    20/09/2015
AAIMAN LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AAIMAN LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
At Millat Colony, P.O. Kanke, Ranchi-834006, Jharkhand, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,Bihar,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation adapted for medical use being included in class 05.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD D3 EXCEPT AS DEPICTED..
LXDEW

3060374  20/09/2015
ALEXIS LIFESCIENCES LLP
SONEPUR SADAN, OPP, CHANDAN AUTOMOBILE SERVICE CENTRE, KANKARBAGH MAIN ROAD, PATNA 800020, BIHAR
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation adapted for medical use being included in class 05.
AAIMCAL
3060375  20/09/2015
AAIMAN LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AAIMAN LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
At Millat Colony, P.O. Kanke, Ranchi-834006, Jharkhand, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation adapted for medical use being included in class 05.
GOODCET
3061820  23/09/2015
CACHET PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
415, SHAH NAHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DR. E. MOSES ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :02/09/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE. DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
RAKESH TIWARI,
trading as; RTMEDICALS
WINSWAY COMPLEX B-102, TELLI GALLI POLICE LINE, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400069.
TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932.
Used Since: 15/09/2015

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
SYNOPRIDE

3064159    28/09/2015

SSV. SATYA NARAYANA trading as ; SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS
#76-12-1/1, DOLPHIN BAR ROAD, BHAVANIPURAM, VIJAYAWADA - 520003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since : 30/07/2011

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ZINIROSE

3064163  28/09/2015
ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
NEW NO.16, OLD NO.239, THIRUVENKATASAMY ROAD EAST, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :22/03/2015

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ZINIVOG
3064164  28/09/2015
ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
NEW NO.16, OLD NO.239, THIRUVENKATASAMY ROAD EAST, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :26/09/2013
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CHYMOBEST

3064165  28/09/2015

ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
NEW NO.16, OLD NO.239, THIRUVENKATASAMY ROAD EAST, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :07/05/2015

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ZINIFIX
3064167   28/09/2015
ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD. trading as ;ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
NEW NO.16, OLD NO.239, THIRUVENKATASAMY ROAD EAST, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :16/11/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ZINIPIP TZ

3064168   28/09/2015
ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
NEW NO.16, OLD NO.239, THIRUVENKATASAMY ROAD EAST, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :20/03/2015
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
3065039  28/09/2015
DR.DEVIPRASAD RAO
DR.NATHASAHEB METKARI
trading as ;UNIVEDIC ENTERPRISES
311, RAIKAR CHAMBERS PREMISES, NEAR JAIN TEMPLE, OPP NEELKANTH TOWER, GOVANDI EAST, MUMBAI-400088
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANT, EXPORTER, SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULKARNI ASSOCIATES
11, RH78, MIDC, DOMBIVLI E

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
VITAGYNO

3065470 27/09/2015

SUDHIR KUMAR BUDHRANI
trading as ;SPRANZA VITA PHARMACEUTICAL LLP
2-3, SATKAR BHAWAN, BADI OMTI, CLOCK TOWER, JABALPUR (M.P.) - 482001
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West), Mumbai 400 053
Used Since: 24/09/2015

MUMBAI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ARVIND S/O MISHRILAL THAKUR  
trading as : HARTFORT LIFE SCIENCES  
PLOT NO. 8, NAVIN SUBEDAR LAYOUT, NEAR BASESHWAR PUTALA, NAGPUR -440024  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
A INDIAN NATIONAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SANDEEP BABAN PANDE  
PLOT NO. 79, MAHAKALI NAGAR, BADRINATH LAYOUT, MANEWADA RING ROAD, NAGPUR -440034  
Used Since : 21/09/2015  
MUMBAI  
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3065739 29/09/2015
ARVIND S/O MISHRILAL THAKUR
trading as :HARTFORT LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO. 8, NAVIN SUBEDAR LAYOUT, NEAR BASESHWAR PUTALA, NAGPUR -440024
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :21/09/2015
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3065741  29/09/2015
ARVIND S/O MISHRILAL THAKUR
trading as ;HARTFORT LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO. 8, NAVIN SUBEDAR LAYOUT, NEAR BASESHVAR PUTALA, NAGPUR -440024
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BABAN PANDE
PLOT NO. 79, MAHAKALI NAGAR, BADRINATH LAYOUT, MANEWADA RING ROAD, NAGPUR -440034
Used Since :21/09/2015
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3065744 29/09/2015

ARVIND S/O MISHRILAL THAKUR
trading as HARTFORT LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO. 8, NAVIN SUBEDAR LAYOUT, NEAR BASESHWAR PUTALA, NAGPUR -440024
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BABAN PANDE
PLOT NO. 79, MAHAKALI NAGAR, BADRINATH LAYOUT, MANEWADA RING ROAD, NAGPUR -440034
Used Since :21/09/2015

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX,
DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROING VERMIN FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ADVADOX
3066486  24/09/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparations in the fields of oncology and for the prevention and treatment of cancer, leukemias and Hodgkin's lymphoma.
3066487  24/09/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3066486

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparations in the fields of oncology and for the prevention and treatment of cancer, leukemias and Hodgkin's lymphoma

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3066486.
ARTgest

3066676  30/09/2015
ORDAIN HEALTH CARE GLOBAL PVT.LTD
trading as :ORDAIN HEALTH CARE GLOBAL PVT.LTD
SRI DEVI TOWER, NO.6, II MAIN ROAD, NEAR SEMBAKKAM SWIMMING POOL, SEMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600073
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Alda-D3

3067030  30/09/2015
GURRAM VENKATA SWAMY PRASAD
#11-23-10, POOLABPHAVI STREET, VIJAYAWADA-520001,A.P
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
TRESOGESIC

3067105  29/09/2015

KOMAL ARORA
C/O- Adityendra Nath, House No-792/B, Nagendra Nagar, Lane No-3, Bela Road, Mithanpura, Mushri, Muzaffarpur, Bihar-842002.
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :24/09/2015

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides as included in class 5.
SECOGETIL
3067110  29/09/2015
KOMAL ARORA
C/O Adityendra Nath, House No-792/B, Nagendra Nagar, Lane No-3, Bela Road, Mithanpura, Mushri, Muzaffarpur, Bihar-842002.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 24/09/2015
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides as included in class 5.
UNOCISS

3067111 29/09/2015

KOMAL ARORA
C/O- Adityendra Nath, House No-792/B, Nagendra Nagar, Lane No-3, Bela Road, Mithanpura, Mushri, Muzaffarpur, Bihar-842002.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :24/09/2015

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides as included in class 5.
CLOPITAB CV GOLD

3067355 30/09/2015

LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1458692, 2308562

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES. HERBICIDES
TIDEON

3067675 30/09/2015

BANDI SEKHAR
trading as OMEX HEALTHCARE

#18-2-8A8, FIRST FLOOR, B.D.COMPLEX, KORLAGUNTA MAIN ROAD, TIRUPATI - 517 501, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
OLMEXIL

3067681  30/09/2015
SSV, SATYA NARAYANA
#13, ANURAGA APARTMENTS, SRINAGAR COLONY, VIVEKANANDA STATUE ROAD, VIJAYAWADA-520008
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
OBICOR

3067682  30/09/2015

SSV. SATYA NARAYANA

#13, ANURAGA APARTMENTS, SRINAGAR COLONY, VIVEKANANDA STATUE ROAD, VIJAYAWADA-520008

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH

FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ORIMOVE

3067740    29/09/2015

SNEHA BUDHRANI

trading as ;M/S ORRIN PHARMA LLP

8, SUNDARAM, BOSE COLONY, RAMPUR, NARMADA ROAD, JABALPUR (M.P.) - 482008

MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTUION OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ABRISE LEGAL
C-111 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400053

Used Since :24/09/2015

MUMBAI

MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3067776  29/09/2015
JAGDALE INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No 782, 15th Cross, I Phase, JP Nagar, Bangalore, Karnataka, India – 560078
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S ESHWAR CONSULTANTS
HOUSE OF CORPORATE AND IPR LAWS 4, AISHWARYA, 12B/177, KUMARAN COLONY, 6TH STREET, VADAPALANI,
CHENNAI-600026.
Used Since: 10/09/2015

CHENNAI
HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC REMEDIES AND PREPARATIONS; MULTI-VITAMIN AND MINERAL DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
AND SUBSTANCES IN THE FORM OF DRINKS, BEVERAGES AND FOODS ALL BEING MEDICINAL AND
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR BOOSTING IMMUNITY
HADDOSE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
HADDOSE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED trading as HADDOSE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
OP 8/772 L, KUNNATHUPALAM, OLAVANNA.P.O, KOZHIKODE - 673014, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since: 10/08/2015

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LOUIS REFAIR

3068469  30/09/2015

KHUSHBOO KUNDALIA
trading as ;OJB MARKETING

28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO-201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:

CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :01/04/2005

To be associated with:

2807490, 3011831

KOLKATA

Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparations and Herbals Preparations being included in Class–05

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1402139.
3071077 06/10/2015
MOHD. SADIQUE MOHD. ASLAM
trading as ;TILISMATH A.H.S. ENTERPRISES
71/1, AMBEDKAR NAGAR, MUNCIPAL OFFICE, ISLAMPURA, BHIWANDI (THANE) 421302
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :03/09/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MASSAGE OIL
CARILIFE

3071614  07/10/2015

INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as : INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
NEW NO.3, OLD NO. 231, 12 TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 560 027.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
PLATOLIFE

3071615  07/10/2015
INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as ;INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT LTD
NEW NO.3, OLD NO. 231,12 TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 560 027.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

OF MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
3074905  12/10/2015
LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.125-G, IMBICHIKUTTAN MEMORIAL BUILDING, RAMANATTUKARA . P.O., KOZHIKODE - 673 633, KERALA
STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LM NURON
3074907    12/10/2015
LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.125-G, IMBICHIKUTTAN MEMORIAL BUILDING, RAMANATTUKARA . P.O., KOZHIKODE - 673 633, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LEEMON LC

3074908  12/10/2015
LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED

DOOR NO.125-G, IMBICHIKUTTAN MEMORIAL BUILDING, RAMANATTUKARA . P.O., KOZHIKODE - 673 633, KERALA STATE, INDIA,
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
MORSTAT
3074910  12/10/2015
LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
at DOOR NO.125-G, IMBICHIKUTTAN MEMORIAL BUILDING, RAMANATTUKARA . P.O., KOZHIKODE - 673 633, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LEEGLIM M
3074912  12/10/2015
LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LEE MORTEN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.125-G, IMBICHIKUTTAN MEMORIAL BUILDING, RAMANATTUKARA. P.O., KOZHIKODE - 673 633, KERALA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
"HEXER"
3076506  13/10/2015
RAVIAN PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
RAJENDRA RAM PLAZA, 2ND FLOOR, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.C. GANGOPADHYAY, ADVOCATE
31/E BACHARAM CHATTERJEE ROAD, P.O.BEHALA, KOLKATA 700034.
Used Since: 01/08/2015
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
"CVON"

3076514 13/10/2015
RAVIAN PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
RAJENDRA RAM PLAZA, 2ND FLOOR, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.C. GANGOPADHYAY, ADVOCATE
31/E BACHARAM CHATTERJEE ROAD, P.O.BEHALA, KOLKATA 700034.
Used Since: 01/08/2015
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
D WALK
3076964   13/10/2015
H.PARASMAL
trading as ;INTRA LABS
# 1/13, AURNODAYA, 7TH CROSS, NEW GUDDADAHALLI, MYSORE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 027
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MERIT-70% WG

3076986   14/10/2015

PREVENTIS CHEM INDIA (P) LIMITED
trading as ;PREVENTIS CHEM INDIA (P) LIMITED

# 48-13-23, DIVYA’S CASTLE, SRI RAMCHANDRA NAGAR, OPP:NTR MEDICAL COLLEGE, VIJAYAWADA - 520 008 IN THE
STATE OF ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MUDDU KRISHNA VEMANA
1-1-538, GANDHI NAGAR, 311, JAGADAMBA APARTMENTS, NEAR HERBON CHURCH, HYDERABAD 500 080.

Used Since :29/05/2006

CHENNAI
GOODS NAMELY PHARMACEUTICAL; VETERINARY; INSECTICIDES; PESTICIDES; HERBICIDES; BACTRICIDES AND
FUNGICIDES.
INDAVENT

3078065  14/10/2015

ACHIEVAA PHARMACEUTICAL INDIA PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;ACHIEVAA PHARMACEUTICAL INDIA PVT. LTD.,
#10A, FILM STREET, TANSI NAGAR, VELACHERY, CHENNAI - 600 042
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
DICLOTIVE
3080006  16/10/2015
AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
AMPHOZ

3080007  16/10/2015

AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE

OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
AZIMPHO
3080008  16/10/2015
AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
OMIQUENT

3080009    16/10/2015
AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
ITRACEPT

3080010  16/10/2015
AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
AMFATOR

3080011 16/10/2015

AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE

OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
CIPROSTELLAR

3080015  16/10/2015
AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAIPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
PREGAMORPH

3080016  16/10/2015

AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE

OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
PANTOQUENT

3080017   16/10/2015

AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
AMPHOCLAV
3080019  16/10/2015
AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPHO HEALTHCARE
OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
AMPHOZINC

3080022  16/10/2015

AMITHA A.MUTHA
trading as ;AMPLO HEALTHCARE

OLD NO.23, NEW NO.291, 3RD FLOOR, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE-560027

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH

FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
GLYCISURE
3081247  19/10/2015
AUCTUS LABS PVT.LTD.
trading as AUCTUS LABS PVT.LTD.
NEW NO. 28, OLD NO.22, ARCOT STEET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
KIWICET
3081248  19/10/2015
S.MD.HASAN BASARI
trading as ;KHAM PHARMA
NO:114,RADHA NAGAR MAIN ROAD,CHROMPET,CHENNAI-600044
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Dietetic substances adapted for Medical use.
KETOBEX

3081252    19/10/2015
V.K.BHAGYA LAKSHMI
LATHA MAHENDRA
G.SHIVAKUMAR
trading as ;ICI PHARMACEUTICALS
#209/A, 4TH BLOCK, 57TH CROSS, RAJAJI NAGAR, BENGALURU-560010
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
LIVOGATE

3081253  19/10/2015
V.K.BHAGYA LAKSHMI
LATHA MAHENDRA
G.SHIVAKUMAR
trading as ;ICI PHARMACEUTICALS

#209/A, 4TH BLOCK, 57TH CROSS, RAJAJI NAGAR, BENGALURU-560010
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
MYOLIT

3081500  19/10/2015
LITMAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LITMAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.415, C/O. MUNIRAJ, REDDY BUILDING, GOVINDASHETTY PALYA, KONNAPPANA AGRAHARA, ELECTRONIC CITY,
BANGALORE - 560 100, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICES
LITOGALIN-M-25

3081502   19/10/2015
LITMAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as LITMAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.415, C/O. MUNIRAJ, REDDY BUILDING, GOVINDASHETTY PALYA, KOOAPPANA AGRAHARA, ELECTRONIC CITY, BANGALORE - 560 100, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002. KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
TAKCEL

3081662  16/10/2015
M/S OXYGEN PHARMACARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s.Oxygen Pharmacare Private Limited
D.No. 16-2-674/8/2, Judges Colony, Malakpet, Hyderabad-500 0036, Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Trademark Registration
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :02/10/2015
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
PREAXME

3083366 20/10/2015
PRETHOUGHT HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHRI ECCHA APT., ASHOK NAGAR, SATPUR TAL,NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA - 422101
Manufacturing, Marketing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
102, R-20, PRATAP COMPLEX MAIN VIKAS MARG, SHAKARPUR DELHI 110092
Used Since :15/10/2015
MUMBAI
Medicine & Pharmaceutical Preparations
PRETIZYME

3083374  20/10/2015
PRETHOUGHT HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHRI ECCHA APT., ASHOK NAGAR, SATPUR TAL, NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA - 422101
Manufacturing, Marketing & Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
102, R-20, PRATAP COMPLEX MAIN VIKAS MARG, SHAKARPUR DELHI 110092

Used Since :15/10/2015

To be associated with:
3083372

MUMBAI

Medicine & Pharmaceutical Preparations
ACECLONOVUS

3083447    20/10/2015
ORTHONOVUS HEALTH CARE (I) PVT. LTD.
trading as ; Orthonovus Health Care (I) Pvt. Ltd.
Office No. 303, Pride Icon, Near Punjab National Bank, Kharadi, Pune-411014
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Used Since : 24/09/2015
MUMBAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical preparations namely for anti inflammatory and muscle relaxants
IMMURED

3089225  30/10/2015
INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
trading as :INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 560 027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
FLAXODIET
3089226   30/10/2015

INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 560 027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
METASTIM
3089227  30/10/2015

INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;INVISION MEDI SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
NEW NO.3, OLD NO.231, 12TH CROSS, WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 560 027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
SAMIK ROY trading as ISA PHARMACEUTICALS

33A, JAWAHARLAL NEHRU ROAD, CHATTERJEE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE, 4TH FLOOR, SUITE NO. A/12, KOLKATA 700071.

MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:

GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 28/10/2015

KOLKATA

MEDICINE FOR HUMAN PURPOSE

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
INDIPER
3091829  03/11/2015
SSV.SATYA NARAYANA
trading as ;SYNERGY PHARMACEUTICALS
#76-12-1/1, DOLPHIN BAR ROAD, BHAVANIPURAM, VIJAYAWADA - 520003
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CEAZOLAC

3093734  03/11/2015
M/S ORRIN PHARMA LLP, SNEHA BUDHRANI & SUDHIR KUMAR BUDHRANI
SUDHIR KUMAR BUDHRANI
SNEHA BUDHRANI
trading as ;M/S ORRIN PHARMA LLP
8, SUNDARAM, BOSE COLONY, RAMPUR, NARMADA ROAD, JABALPUR (M.P.) - 482008
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West) , Mumbai 400 053
Used Since :24/09/2015
MUMBAI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
FUMOMETA
3093735  03/11/2015
SNEHA BUDHRANI
SUDHIR KUMAR BUDHRANI
trading as ;M/S ORRIN PHARMA LLP
8, SUNDARAM, BOSE COLONY, RAMPUR, NARMADA ROAD, JABALPUR (M.P.) - 482008
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West) , Mumbai 400 053
Used Since :24/09/2015
MUMBAI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
HAB PHARMACEUTICALS AND RESEARCH LTD.
DEWAN AND SHAH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX NO.1, UNIT NO.18, SATIVALI ROAD, WALIV PHATA, VASAI (EAST), THANE-401208 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since: 17/01/1991
Mumbai
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05
UBILAC Q10

3101117  18/11/2015

M/S. HELLIX HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; M/s. Hellix Healthcare Private Limited

D.No.8-3-167, R-119, SAI KRISHNA SADAN, RAJEEV NAGAR, HYDERBAD 500045, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING, TRADING & DISTRIBUTION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India

Used Since : 23/10/2015

CHENNAI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; Medicinal drinks; Medicines for human purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
Cplex
3101228  20/11/2015
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO. 56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD, BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2015
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
ZETOL SELECT

3101243   20/11/2015

FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO. 56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREDEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD, BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACAV INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
MULTI - C
3101245    20/11/2015
FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;FERTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-668/10/56, PLOT NO.56, 1ST FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR COLONY, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, TELANGANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD,
BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2015
CHENNAI
GOODS: PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, ACARICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES,
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, DISINFECTANTS, SOIL STERILIZING.
MUHAMMED SHAMNEESH NALAKATH
NALAKATH HOUSE, ANANGADI, KADALUNDI NAGARAM P.O, MALAPPURAM - 673 314, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2015

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
_FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES_
3102402 23/11/2015
MUMTAZ AHMED KHAN.
SADIQ KHAN.
MOHD. SHADAB KHAN.
trading as; ALBICURE PHARMA
CTS.NO.3398, SURVEY NO.117/21, ALAM CHOWK, AZMI NAGAR, A. S. NORMANI ROAD, BEHIND STAR MEDICAL STORES, MALWANI GATE NO.7, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400095.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since: 01/11/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS OF MEDICINES, CAPSULES, TONICS, MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
NEU - UP

3102563  23/11/2015

IFIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as :IFIMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
# 1/B, 9TH CROSS, RAMANUJA ROAD, MYSORE-570004, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
TEENLAC
3102565  23/11/2015
K.UMA
M.ARUN
R.DEEPIKA
trading as ;CAPITAL PHARMA
28, LAKSHMIPURAM MAIN ROAD, POOMPIKAR NAGAR, EDAYARPALAYAM COIMBATORE-641025.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
3104097  24/11/2015
SANTOSH SHANTARAM WALUNJ
trading as ;MEDICAL SCIENCE AND THERAPY PHARMA
SHOP NO. C3, GROUND FLOOR, SHANTI GARDEN, LODHA HEVAN, NEAR NILJE RAILWAY STATION, DOMBIWALI EAST MUMBAI-421204
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
GEPKIT
3105926  26/11/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
GEPLOBIT
3105927  26/11/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3064968, 3105925, 3105931, 3105936, 3105940
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
GEPOLOGEST

3105930  26/11/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
GELOGYL
3105941  26/11/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
VIRCHOW HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED.
901, DLH PARK, S. V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400062.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Used Since :19/11/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING FOR EXPORTS PURPOSE ONLY OF PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
ADOLY
3110798  30/11/2015
VINOD K. CHHAJED
WINTECH PHARMACEUTICALS, OFFICE NO.2 AND 3RD FLOOR, BROADWAY SHOPPING CENTER, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, DADAR T.T. MUMBAI-400014, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :16/10/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS, FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LEVONEZ
3110800  30/11/2015
VINOD K. CHHAJED
WINTECH PHARMACEUTICALS, OFFICE NO.2 AND 3RD FLOOR, BROADWAY SHOPPING CENTER, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, DADAR T.T. MUMBAI-400014, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :03/07/2007
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS, FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
KETOTRAM
3112331  02/12/2015
MEDLEY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
MEDLEY HOUSE, D-2 MIDC AREA; 16TH ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3113887  03/12/2015
WOCKHARDT LIMITED
WOCKHARDT TOWERS, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018   Class 5

3122298  11/12/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
3122299  11/12/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ACANTA
3122304  11/12/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED.
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
3124103  14/12/2015
SANDU BROTHERS PRIVATE LIMITED
SANDU NAGAR, D. K. SANDU MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400071.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A BODY INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT IN INDIA
Used Since :25/05/1973
To be associated with:
2069045
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
PRIMALANDS
3135408  22/12/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/12/2009
To be associated with:
2811642
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
3135566    22/12/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/05/2000
To be associated with:
1055850
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
BLUE R
3135567 22/12/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/05/2000
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
SELECTA
3136053  22/12/2015
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/07/2015
To be associated with:
2458203
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APPLICATION NO. 3135327..
3143827  31/12/2015
NATURAL MEDICAMENTS LTD.
767, JILEHARIGHAT ROAD, OPP. GWARIGHAT RAILWAY STATION, JABALPUR MDHYA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :08/11/1996
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOODS SUPPLEMENTS, MEDICATED SOAPS, MEDICATED OIL,
VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR
BABIES; PLASTERS; MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS;
PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3143828  31/12/2015
NATURAL MEDICAMENTS LTD.
767, JILEHARIGHAT ROAD, OPP. GWARIGHAT RAILWAY STATION, JABALPUR, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 23/08/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOODS SUPPLEMENTS. VETERINARY AND SANITARY
PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS; MATERIALS
FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING
VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
NATURAL MEDICAMENTS LTD.
767, JILEHARIGHAT ROAD, OPP. GWARIGHAT RAILWAY STATION, JABALPUR, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since: 23/06/1994
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOODS SUPPLEMENTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY
PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS; MATERIALS
FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING
VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
GEROZIDE

3144612   31/12/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ARISTOMOL

3154114  08/01/2016
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
LINZALIFE

3154117  08/01/2016
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
3166264  25/01/2016
VIVALDIS HEALTH AND FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
PALLADIUM, B-501, MANGALDAS ROAD, PUNE-411001.
MANUFACTURER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Used Since :01/11/2015
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3167213   25/01/2016
WOCKHARDT LIMITED.
WOCKHARDT TOWERS, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA-(EAST), MUMBAI-400051.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3174595 03/02/2016
B.V. BIOCORP PRIVATE LIMITED
VENKATESHWARA HOUSE S.NO.114/A/2, PUNE-SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE-411030.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/01/2016
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
PANDRATE
3506846 06/03/2017
SUNCURE LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SUNCURE LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 5138/A,ROAD NO 51, MAIN ROAD NO 06, GIDC SACHIN, SURAT, GUJRAT-394230
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
S.K. SINGH AND ASSOCIATES, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.4(P),36, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700013.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies and others included in class 5.
AIR FRESH

3517706   30/03/2017
CORPUS LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
303 B. B. D ROAD, HINDMOTOR HOOGHLY - 712233 WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURERS
INDIAN REGISTERED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A. DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Used Since :01/06/2016
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MONTIMY

3520760  06/04/2017

MAJESTY MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
171, Pure Bhagwat, Gopiganj, Sant Ravidas Nagar, Bhadohi, Uttar Pradesh - 221303
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH–4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
pharmaceuticals.
VECTOBAC

3623215  29/08/2017

VALENT BIOSCIENCES LLC
870 Technology Way, Libertyville, IL 60048, United States of America
a Delaware limited liability company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since :31/12/1999

DELHI

Insecticide and larvicide
Orthojoy
3649295  04/10/2017
WP WELSUN PHARMA
18 SHRINAGAR COLONY BERASIA ROAD NISHAT PURA BHOPAL
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHLESH K SHRIVASTAVA
138 F/F SUKHEJA TOWER WRIGHT TOWN JABALPUR M P
Used Since : 24/09/2017
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS
ACTSUN

3672368  08/11/2017

AKHILENDRA PRATAP SINGH
133/27, O-BLOCK, KIDWAI NAGAR, KANPUR U.P. 208011

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV KAPOOR
12/489, GWALTOLE, CHURCH ROAD, KANPUR - 208 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DRUGS, PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINES
AURNAC
3672369  08/11/2017
AKHILENDRA PRATAP SINGH
133/27, O-BLOCK, KIDWAI NAGAR, KANPUR U.P. 208011
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV KAPOOR
12/489, GWALTOLE, CHURCH ROAD, KANPUR - 208 001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DRUGS, PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINES
EZEE-72
ईजी-72

3683727  21/11/2017
DKT INDIA
67 A, 2nd Floor, Hem-dil Building, Linking Road, Opp. Lawrence English High School & Post Office, Santacruz West, Mumbai - 400054
Society
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSHITIJ SANCHETI
Flat # 101, Tulsi Darshan, B Wing, Plot # 19B, Sector 11, KNF Naik Marg, Koparkhairne, Navi Mumbai - 400709

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
pharmaceutical preparation for emergency contraceptive pill
3719118  04/01/2018
DEEPAK PATEL
H. NO. 6, , SAMRIDHI PARISAR PHASE 1, NEAR SAHU ATTA CHAKKI, RAJHARSH COLONEY, KOLAR ROAD BHOPAL,
BHOPAL - 462042
THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
ADVANCE PESTICIDES
Somnath Park, Near Dindori Naka, Panchavati, Nashik-422003.
A Registered Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fungicides, Insecticides, Pesticides And Herbicides.
FORMIC-C
3803846 12/04/2018
REDLE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
C/9, Dalia Ind. Estate, Off New Link Road, Veera Desai Road, Andheri, Mumbai – 400053.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHINI VAKIL
306, 3rd Floor, Crescent Towers, New Link Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400 053
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Acevil

3834224   16/05/2018
SAHIL PROPRIETOR FIBOVIL PHARMACEUTICALS
SCF-50, FIRST FLOOR, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, PANCHKULA (HARYANA)-134113
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore, Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
ROSSVITA

3841741   24/05/2018
EMAMI FRANK ROSS LIMITED
No.7, J.L.Nehru Road, Kolkata 700013, West Bengal
Public Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical preparations; dietetic Substances adapted for medical use
BLU LOTUS
3842201  24/05/2018
SAURABH AGARWAL
663/4, MANDIA VILLAGE, PALI MARWAR 306401, RAJASTHAN
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
O.P. SHARMA BROTHERS
236 CHANDNI CHOWK,FATEHPURI,DELHI 110 006,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DR. BRAM'S ORGANIC

3842837  25/05/2018

SH. RAVINDER KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S DR. BRAM'S ORGANIC
PREET NAGAR, NEAR GREEN TOWN, CITY SAMANA-147101, PUNJAB.

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/04/2018

DELHI

DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
MIECLOXY
3843888  26/05/2018
NAVEEN CHAUHAN
118/29B, SECOND FLOOR, AMAR ENCLAVE, EAST MODEL TOWN, GHAZIABAD-201001
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
MIELOVET

3843889 26/05/2018

NAVEEN CHAUHAN
118/29B, SECOND FLOOR, AMAR ENCLAVE, EAST MODEL TOWN, GHAZIABAD-201001

An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210, 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3844299  26/05/2018
BRINTON PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
Brinton House, Survey No.55/2, Kharadi, Pune – 411 014
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS,
NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
MYSLIM
3844328   26/05/2018
M/S MEDILLOYD MEDICAMENT PVT. LTD.
H.O. MEDILLOYD HOUSE, SIDE LANE OF STATE BANK OF INDIA, AT-KANIKA CHHAK, P.O. TULSIPUR, CUTTACK-753008, B.O. HAMBRAN ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY'S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BIZIRON

3844424  26/05/2018
CONSERN PHARMA LIMITED
308-C, B.R.S. NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
CAP. PH-PLUS-LSR

3844673 28/05/2018

PH+PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Wz-26, OFFICE NO-24, SECOND FLOOR, NANGLI JALIB, JANAKPURI DELHI-110058
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DRASHTI ANANDPRAKASH SHARMA
51 "K" GOVT. COLONY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL SEVA SAMAJ, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical and veterinary preparations and articles
WELLIDO
3844822  28/05/2018
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI 110034
Company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparation
ARAHEAL
3844972  28/05/2018
ARAMED LIFESCIENCES & REMEDIES LLP
Mahavir Colony, 70 Ft. IOC Road, Saristabad Patna, Bihar 800002
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVIN PRABHAT
W-26/F-40, NEAR LABOUR COURT, NAYATOLA, MUZAFFARPUR-842001 (BIHAR)
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
Gavamrita

3845022  28/05/2018
ARAVALI GIR DESI COW DAIRY & MILK PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
1202, Nirmal Tower, 26 Barakhamba Road, Cannaught Place, New Delhi - 110001
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Milk sugar for pharmaceutical purposes, Powdered milk for infants, Powdered milk for babies, Milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes.
MULTIXIR
3845064  28/05/2018
4CARE LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
J-24

3845423  28/05/2018
NANAK LABORATORIES (P) LTD.
GOPALPUR, P.O. DEHLON, DISTT. LUDHIANA-141118 (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
Homeopathic Medicines.
DEPSOLONE

3845585  28/05/2018
SHEIKH AFAN- ALAM PROPRIETOR OF SIGNOECA LABS
FIRDOUS ABAD, BATMALOO, LANE NO.15, SRINAGAR
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :12/12/2017
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ROSUDIO
3845907  29/05/2018
GLADIO HEALTHCARE
NO.156-157/1236, First Floor, West Main Street, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu, India
Indian Nationals
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
COFNY

3846247    29/05/2018

PANKAJ AHUJA
SA-2, GOODWILL COMPLEX, 448 NAIPER TOWN, SWAMI DAYANAND SARSWATI WARD, NAIPER TOWN, JABALPUR 482001

proprietorship
Used Since :27/04/2018

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3846308  29/05/2018
ATIREK DWIVEDI
129 A, Block C2, Near STPI Park, Shastripuram, Agra. 282007
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUV KUMAR
c-7-72 east of kailash
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
nutritional supplements consisting of vitamins, minerals, herbs and protein all in tablet, powder or liquid form.
MAIN COURSE

3846426  29/05/2018

RAJ KUMAR PRASAD TRADING AS BIRANI PHARMACEUTICALS
Amhara Kothi, Jagat Narayan Lal Road, New Area, Kadam Kuan, Patna - 800003, Bihar.
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARGI SEN
D.SEN&CO. 6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
BETHAKEM

3846512  29/05/2018

KETUL P SHETH
S/O : PRAVIN S SHETH, 624 TOWER NO : 12,MOTIA HEIGHTS,NEAR BAULI SAHIB
GURUDWARA,DHAKOL,ZIRAKPUR,PUNJAB-140603

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
EGITRA
3846954  30/05/2018
EG LIFECARE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
G-08, MEWAD, E. S. PATANWALA COMPOUND, L. B. S. MARG, GHAHKOPAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 086.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since : 26/05/2017
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
EGN
3846956   30/05/2018
EG LIFECARE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
G-08, MEWAD, E. S. PATANWALA COMPOUND, L. B. S. MARG, GHATKOPAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 086.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :02/01/2017
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
DAVIMYCIN

3847351   30/05/2018

ALBERT DAVID LIMITED
BLOCK-D,3RD FLOOR, GILLANDER HOUSE, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
A company incorporated in India under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
SOVICORT

3847507  30/05/2018

HMK PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
41/1480-2-1,Sankarapuram , Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh-516002, INDIA.
MSME Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
RAJ KUMAR
B-49, NEW JANKI PURI, NEAR OLD AGE HOME, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, food and health supplements including in class 5
ULTRADERM

3848429  31/05/2018

RAVINDER KOTRU

FLAT NO-405, BADAL APARTMENT,(NEAR WATER TANK) SECTOR-3, VIKAS NAGAR LUCKNOW (U.P.)- 226022

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)

4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Pharmaceuticals, veterinary preparations, Medicinal preparations, Disinfectants for medical apparatus and instruments, Sanitary napkins, Sanitary pads, Sanitary preparations for personal hygiene, other than toiletries, Hygienic bandages, Disinfectants for hygiene purposes.
P-NASA
3848804  31/05/2018

SHALAKA R. K.
PurnaAnna Wellness LLP, NO. 35, JAIN NAGAR JYOTI NAGAR, SHAHNOORWADI, AURANGABAD 431001
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIKANT TANNA
B- 72, 62 PEREIRA NAGAR NO 7, KHOPAT., THANE (W) 400601

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
SPASMO-PAIN PLUS

3848811  31/05/2018

NATWAR LAL AGRAWAL
38/4, Khemchand Market, Khanpur, New Delhi-110062, Delhi, India
An Individual.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AARYAVARTT
AARYAVARTT, Regus Business Centre, World Trade Tower, Level 16th, Tower B, Sector 16, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh, India.

Used Since : 15/09/2017
DELHI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Medicines for Human Purposes.
OXIZENOL

3848879 31/05/2018

RADIANT MEDI SCIENCE LLP
PLOT-10, POCKET-E, SECTOR-4, UDYOG VIHAR, BAWANA, DSHIDC, NEW DELHI - 110039.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
VITAZENOL
3848880  31/05/2018
RADIANT MEDI SCIENCE LLP
PLOT-10, POCKET-E, SECTOR-4, UDYOG VIHAR, BAWANA, DSIIDC, NEW DELHI - 110039.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
VALNIGHT

3849007   01/06/2018
ASHISH GARG
H No 2, Ward No 2 Lehra Gagga Distt Sangrur (Pb)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
ROCFLAM
3849651  01/06/2018
BIJENDRA SINGH JADOUN
390, MAHU KALA (RURAL), JAWAHAR COLONY, GANGAPUR CITY (RAJ)
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05.
PSORASCAN
3849816  01/06/2018
M/S CHIRAYU PHARMACEUTICALS
20, Baraghat Industrial Area, Jhansi Road, Gwalior – 474 009 (M.P.)
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINE & PREPARATIONS; HERBICIDES
YOFEEL
3849864 01/06/2018
MRS. APARNA KAILAS PATIL PROPRIETOR OF FINIX HERBAL SCIENCES
B-201, DREAM CASTLE, MAKHAMALABAD ROAD, PANCHAVATI, NASHIK- 422003, MAHARASHTRA
PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor,22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar,Dahisar(E),
Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal herbs; Herbal medicines; Herbal remedies; Herbal supplements; Medicinal herb extracts; Herbs for medicinal purposes; Herbal preparations for medical purposes; Herbal honey throat lozenges; Herbal dietary supplements; Medicinal herbal extracts; Medicinal preparations; Medicinal oils; Medicinal creams; Medicinal health care preparations; Medicinal preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases; Medicinal creams for skin care; Medicinal preparations and substances; Plant and herb extracts for medicinal use; Medicinal herbal sprays and herbal creams for external body use; Medicinal preparations for the mouth in the form of drops, capsules, tablets or compressed tablets; Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Pharmaceuticals for the prevention and treatment of cancer; Drug delivery agents in the form of powders that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; Shilajeet (Ayurvedic medicine) ; Medicinal preparations; Herbal extracts for medicinal use; Vitamin preparations *; Calcium supplements; Multivitamin preparations; Phytotherapy preparations for medical purposes; Amino acid preparations for medical use;
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL

TRIVE

3849977 02/06/2018

INTERVET INTERNATIONAL B.V.
Wim de Korverstraat 35, 5831 AN Boxmeer, The Netherlands
a limited liability company organized under the laws of The Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi – 110049

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY USE
LIVONTA

3850034  02/06/2018
M/S KEPLER LIFE SCIENCE
66, MAHESHPUR SECTOR 21, PANCHKULA, HARYANA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3850092    02/06/2018
M/S. ORCAS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
401-6, SILVER CASTLE LAYOUT, TITAN ROAD, CHINNA ELASAGIRI, HOSUR – 635 126, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :13/06/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR ANIMAL CONSUMPTION, VETERINARY SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS
LANVER JUNIOR

3850099 02/06/2018
M/S. RACE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
86-A, 6th STREET, CHOWDARY NAGAR, VALASARAVAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 087, TAMILNADU, INDIA

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Used Since: 04/12/2013

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
PADZON

3850326   02/06/2018

ANUPAM KUMAR
518, Gf, Kanishka Residency, Ashoka Enclave 3, Sector 35, Faridbad, Haryana - 121003

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Sanitary napkins, Baby diapers, Adult diapers, Sanitary pads.
ANITA PANDEY
Capvar Healthcare, Sankatha Nagar Colony, Chota Lal Pur Anand, Dharmashal Ke Piche, Varanasi – 221002, Uttar Pradesh
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/07/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
PG-STAR

3850461  02/06/2018
ANSTER PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
Jain Layout, Olit No. 43, Near Sai Mandir, Ayodhya Nagar, Nagpur - 440 024

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
3850492  02/06/2018
AMRITSAR PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES
NARIANGARH, CHHEHARTA, AMRITSAR-143106 (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/1984
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
APLAX

3850493  02/06/2018
AMRITSAR PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES
NARIANGARH, CHHEHARTA, AMRITSAR-143106 (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/1975
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
APLOMINT

3850494 02/06/2018
AMRITSAR PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES
NARIANGARH, CHHEHARTA, AMRITSAR-143106 (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/01/1984
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
NOVA DOX

3850925  04/06/2018

DARRICK INSECTICIDES LTD
A-101, GROUP INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIR PUR, DELHI -110052
MANUFACTRING AND TRADING.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES. FUNGICIDES & HERBICIDES
RBNEED D

3851071  04/06/2018
FASCIN PHARMACEUTICALS
SHOP NO.-12 SIDDHI VINAYAK COMPLEX, MAIN ROAD JHAGADIA, JHAGADIA - 393110
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3851114  04/06/2018
SATTVIC MEDICAL PVT. LTD.
B/324, 3RD FLOOR, SOBO CENTER, NEAR S. P. RING ROAD, SOUTH BOPAL, AHMEDABAD - 380058, GUJARAT, INDIA.
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061
Used Since : 10/04/2018
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ALUCIL MPS

3851256  04/06/2018
AMRITSAR PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES
NARIANGARH, CHHEHARTA, AMRITSAR-143106 (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
MORSIUM K2
3851335  04/06/2018
ABNISH DUBEY
A-12, RAJAJIPURAM, LUCKNOW, UP, Pin 226017
Applicant has applied the trademark in his own name as an individual natural person
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides being included in class 5.
3851688 05/06/2018
M/S MUNUS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
Door No: 2/587-14, 2/587-30, United Tower, Laloor Road, Elthuruthu P.O, Thrissur,-680 611 , Kerala
Registered
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.TONY CHACKO
DOOR NO: 9/525-14/35 TO 9/525-14/43, CHICAGO TOWER, 5TH FLOOR IKKANDA WARRIER ROAD, NEAR MALAYALA MANORAMA, THRISUR, KERALA, – 680 001
Used Since :06/10/2017
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
HDliv
3873177  28/06/2018
HDLIFE PHARMA AND LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
103, Percept Premicer, 1st Floor, Amulya Path, Janakpur, Kahilipara, Guwahati, Kamrup - 781006, Assam, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicines.
CISSFRACK
3880443  06/07/2018
SATYENDRA PRATAP PRAJAPATI S/O MOTICHANDRA PRAJAPATI
VILLAGE-MADHOPUR, PO-RAMPUR KARAKHANNA, DISTRICT-DEORIA-273001, (UTTAR PRADESH)
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Veterinary, Ayurvedic & Pharmaceuticals Preparations
3883496  10/07/2018
RICHGLEBE FERTILISERS PVT. LTD.
Office No – 7, Om Gurudev Apartment, Behind Kamod Petrol Pump, Aurangabad Road, Panchvati, Nashik – 422003
A Company Registered Under The Indian Companies Act,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Biocides, Fungicides, Insecticides, Pesticides , Weedicide And Herbicides.
3884836   11/07/2018
VANDER THERAPEUTICS
SHOP NO 10&11, BUILDING NO 1, B WING, BALAJI COMPLEX, NR SWAMI SAMARTH MATH, NANDIVLI, DOMBIVLI EAST, DOMBIVLI-421201

The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3884887  11/07/2018
BIOTECH OPTHALMICS PRIVATE LIMITED
BLOCK 1 , ABHISHREE CORPORATE PARK , OPP SWAGAT BUNGLOW BRTS BUS STOP , BOPAL - AMBLI ROAD ,
AHMEDABAD - 380058
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAKSHESH B. MEHTA, ADVOCATE
B-203, SHIVALIK PLAZA, OPP. ATIRA, IIM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since :20/09/2008
To be associated with:
3208591
AHMEDABAD
VISCOELASTIC AGENTS FOR EYE USE
BIOMATRIX HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
26, Bhagirath Estate, Vibhag 4, Opp. Jawahar Nagar, Amraiwadi, Ahmedabad – 380026, Gujarat, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KETANA BABARIA
B/137, Harisiddha Park, Nr. Navsarjan School Ranip Ahmedabad-382480

To be associated with:
1960298, 3146511

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
GENFAB
3886350  12/07/2018
MR. SSV. SATYA NARAYANA,
13, Anuraga Apartments, Srinagar Colony, Vivekananda Statue Road, Vijayawada - 520 008.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
TELMIVID HCT

3886986 13/07/2018
SEVIDA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP-101, AASTHA EVENUE, NR. TELE. EXCHANGE, NARODA AHMEDABAD-382330, GUJARAT, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SURENDRABHAI RAVAL
JKPL CONSULTANTS PVT LTD 216, MADHUPURA VEPAR BHAVAN, NEAR GANJ BAZAR, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380004, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3886984

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical preparations, Medical preparations
VOGVID

3886992  13/07/2018
SEVIDA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP-101, AASTHA EVENUE, NR. TELE. EXCHANGE, NARODA ,AHMEDABAD-382330, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical preparations, Medical preparations
HYNAGSIL

3887038  13/07/2018

NIMISHA.P
trading as ;IRID BIOCARE
17/859, JRK COMPLEX, VENOLI ROAD KALLEPULLY, PALAKKAD-678018, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

3887052 13/07/2018
OLIVER IGNOTUS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No.46/005, Yunus Colony Near Kat Kat Gate AURANGABAD Aurangabad MH 431001 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHETAN
OFF NO 6 AURANGABAD
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Baby Wipes, wet wipes, adult wipes, Baby diapers, Baby soap, BABY lotion, Adult diaper, baby moisturizes and baby care products
3887110  13/07/2018
TEJAS PRAVINCHANDRA KUBAVAT
MAHALAXMI PHARMA, 22, SAUJANYA COMPLEX, VADSAR KALALI ROAD, VADODARA-390010
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES
NICOSULIDE-P
3887220  13/07/2018
NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
COMPANY
Used Since :30/12/2017
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
3887566 14/07/2018
OMNE TRIUM DYNAMICS PRIVATE LIMITED
CTS 3375/A, GROUND FLOOR, GOKAK - 591307
THE TRADE MARK ACT- 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
KAUCHAPRASH

3887780 14/07/2018

SHREE NARNARAYAN AYURVEDIC PHARMACY
PLOT NO 1, RADHE ESTATE, NEAR CANAL, TAJPUR ROAD, CHANGODAR, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT -382213

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARPREETSINGH BANKER
‘SATGURU HOUSE’ Opp.VIKAS GRUH, Nr. SHANDILYA COMPLEX, PALDI, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA. PIN:- 380007

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Ayurvedic, Medicinal, Herbal, Veterinary and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Nutraceuticals, Food Supplements, herbal products & supplements for medicinal and health purposes, dietetic substance adapted for medical use.
NIMUTRUST PLUS

3887797  14/07/2018
MD MIZANUR RAHAMAN
Murshidabad, West Bengal
Trading As MAWSUFAH MEDICAL AGENCY (M.M.A.)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
GAGTARAN

3887942   14/07/2018

MANJU SHARMA
RZF-868, LAL BAHADUR, SHASTRI MARG, RAJ NAGAR PART-02, PALAM COLONY, NEW DELHI-110077

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, veterinary preparations, Medicinal preparations, Disinfectants for medical apparatus and instruments, Sanitary napkins, Sanitary pads, Sanitary preparations for personal hygiene, other than toiletries, Hygienic bandages, Disinfectants for hygiene purposes.
3888042  14/07/2018
LAVENTRIX SMARTCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-117, THIRD FLOOR, DDA SHEDS, PHASE 1 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA SOUTH DELHI-110020
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHETAN KUMAR
A-75, BHAGAT ENCLAVE, BINDAPUR EXTENSION, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL ITEMS AND MEDICINES INCLUDING DIETRY SUPPLMENTS, WEIGHT GAINING AND LOOSING SUPPLMENTS, HERBAL MEDICINES AND SUPPLMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

3888044  14/07/2018
SUMIT KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF BALAJI HEALTHCARE
BOULIA ROAD, SASARAM ROHTAS, BIHAR-821115
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi-110034
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medical, pharmaceutical, & ayurvedic preparation
RUPIFLOX
3888155  14/07/2018
RUPISON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
22, NAGLA JAGMOHAN DAUKI AGRA Agra UP 283111
PHARMA TRADING
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
METHODEC

3888260  15/07/2018

RAVI KANT VERMA.
1276, SHYAM VIHAR, MUZAFFAR NAGAR, U.P.-251002.

INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
OSLOC
3888261  15/07/2018
RAVI KANT VERMA.
1276, SHYAM VIHAR, MUZAFFAR NAGAR, U.P.-251002.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
AZOCSY
3888512  16/07/2018
CROP ORGANIC PVT.LTD
SCF-12, NEW GRAIN MARKET, SULAR GHARAT, DISTT. SANGRUR (PUNJAB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIASON SERVICE BUREAU.
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH , DELHI-110007.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES HERBICIDES & FUNGICIDES
Coldrill

3888590  16/07/2018
M/S. ADISYS HEALTHCARE TRADING AS MRS. SHUBHAMANGALAJ
13/1, 11TH Main Road, 38th A Cross, 4th I Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore - 560011

PROPRIETRIX
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181,
DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
BEZAGUST

3888654    16/07/2018
FRIMLINE PRIVATE LIMITED
511, FIFTH FLOOR, ISCON ELEGANCE, NEAR CIRCLE-P, NEAR JAIN TEMPLE, PRAHLAD NAGAR CROSS ROAD,
AHMEDABAD-380 051. GUJARAT. INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary
use; dietary supplements for humans and animals; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes;
nutritional supplements.
3888866  16/07/2018
NEERA SACHENDRA DUBE  
trading as ;SHREE BALAJI MARKETING
CELLER, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, NEAR GANDHIGRAM, NEAR GANDHIGRAM RAILWAY STATION, ASHRAM ROAD, 
AHMEDABAD - 380 006- GUJARAT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRAN M. BHATIYA, ADVOCATE
B/7, HARSHNAGAR SOCIETY, D CABIN, SABARMATI, AHMEDABAD - 380019 - GUJARAT, INDIA.

Used Since :01/07/2018

AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND MEDICINES DRUGS INCLUDING IN CLASS -05.
OBTANZYM
3889041  16/07/2018
OBTANIX LAB PRIVATE LIMITED
09/3 VATIKA KUNJ, NAYA GAONMARUTI KUNJ ROAD, SOHNA ROAD, BHONDSI, GURGAON, HARYANA-122102.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals and medicine
PETSMART
3889067   16/07/2018
VETBIOCHEM INDIA PVT. LTD.
Abhijeet Court, B Wing, 2nd Floor, Office No.3, CTS No. 799, Plot No. 137, Bhandarkar Road, Pune- 411004, Maharashtra, India
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical and veterinary preparations, animal washes [insecticides], antiparasitic collars for animals, bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use
EUVITAL
3889094    16/07/2018
PARASIA BIOCHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-2/97B, AWAS YOZANA, TELIYAR GANJ, ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 211004
BODY CORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DRISHTI MISHRA
CK 3/2 GOLAGALI, NICHIBAGH, CHOWK, VARANASI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS
Billroth Pharmaceuticals

3889478  17/07/2018
BILLROTH HOSPITALS LTD
trading as :BILLROTH HOSPITALS LTD
NO.43, LAKSHMI TALKIES ROAD, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 030 TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C.RENUKA RANI
C-3, PARKLAND PLACE, NO.7, PULLA AVENUE, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI-600030, TAMILNADU, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS
ICUTE
3889496  17/07/2018
R RAJ PRABUDAS
88, I MAIN ROAD, TEXTOOL SUBRAMANIAM NAGAR, GANAPATHY MAANAGAR, COIMBATORE:641006, TAMILNADU
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIRMALA MARY T
LA-77, FIRST BLOCK, GANAPATHY MAANAGAR, COIMBATORE-641006, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
TARTKILL

3889565  17/07/2018

GALLIZE PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
GF-10, MALHAR COMPLEX, MUKTI PARK SOC. VIBHAG-4, NR.SOLA OVER BRIDGE, GHAHLODIYA, AHMEDABAD-380061,GUJARAT.


Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations included in class - 05.
TRAVELOZE
3889695  17/07/2018
UNIDIS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C1,138 YAMUNA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110053
PHARMACEUTICAL BUSINESS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL/HERBAL PRODUCT
KAMABOOST

3889780  17/07/2018

GAURAV SINGHAL

HOUSE NO. 149, TARUN ENCLAVE, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)

4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Pharmaceuticals, Medicinal preparations,
3889879 17/07/2018
MEDIEOS LIFESCIENCES LLP
G-9, SHREENATH TOWER CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :15/07/2018
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
3890047    17/07/2018
MARICO LIMITED
7th Floor, Grande Palladium, 175 CST Road, Kalina Santa Cruz (East), Mumbai-400098, Maharashtra, India
A Company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
530955
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
TUVIPOD

3890246  17/07/2018

TRUPTI
D.NO.1-3-1397/5A&5B SHOP NO 01, GROUND FLOOR ASHAPUR ROAD, WARD NO 02, RAICHUR, KARNATAKA - 584103

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
TALOCLON
3890248  17/07/2018
TRUPTI
D.NO.1-3-1397/5A&5B SHOP NO 01, GROUND FLOOR ASHAPUR ROAD, WARD NO 02, RAICHUR, KARNATAKA - 584103
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
PUSHLIFE
3890251  17/07/2018
TRUPTI
D.NO.1-3-1397/5A&5B SHOP NO 01, GROUND FLOOR ASHAPUR ROAD, WARD NO 02, RAICHUR, KARNATAKA - 584103

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
TUVIMET
3890252  17/07/2018
TRUPTI
D.NO.1-3-1397/5A&5B SHOP NO 01, GROUND FLOOR ASHAPUR ROAD, WARD NO 02, RAICHUR, KARNATAKA - 584103
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
MISANTEI

3890254   17/07/2018
TRUPTI
D.NO.1-3-1397/5A&5B SHOP NO 01, GROUND FLOOR ASHAPUR ROAD, WARD NO 02, RAICHUR, KARNATAKA - 584103

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Suptank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
3890271  17/07/2018
DURGESH SINGH
100/104, PODDAR SAMRIDDHI EVERGREEN, KALYAN KARJAT ROAD, BADLAPUR EAST, THANE - 421503
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PAYAL JAIN
218, Second Floor, B Wing, Building No. 3, Mittal Industrial Estate, Marol, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400059

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals;
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides as covered under class 5.
FULVERA

3890308  17/07/2018
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Maitrivihar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad – 500 038, Telangana, India

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
PLERIFACT

3890309  17/07/2018
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Maitrivihar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad – 500 038, Telangana, India

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
PLERISTEM

3890310  17/07/2018

AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Maitrivihar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad – 500 038, Telangana, India

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
OMSPAS-MD

3890402  17/07/2018

OMNIS LIFECARE LLP.
CHAMBER NO.-10, UDAIGIRI TOWER, KAUSHAMBI, GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201001.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
SILORIGHT
3890409  17/07/2018
MOREPEN LABORATORIES LTD.
420, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22 K. G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND MINERAL NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
3890436  17/07/2018
SKM SHREE SHIVKUMAR
41, PERIYAR NAGAR, ERODE – 638 001, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :24/10/2014
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, SIDDHA, AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
BETA 1316
3890445  17/07/2018
RAJIV JETLY
I Rajiv Jetly (Individual) Located At 212 Shahpur jat New Delhi-110049
INDIVISUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FINCENTURION CO.
U-55 A, FIRST FLOOR, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
939359
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations As Per Class -05.
DAILYFEROL-2K

3890538   18/07/2018
M/S. ALENTICA PHARMAECUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
17P/18P, DWARKA NAGAR, BODUPPAL, HYDERABAD-500039, TELANGANA, INDIA.

Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes;
RUTIN CD
3890541  18/07/2018
LUPIN LIMITED
Kalpataru Inspire, 3rd Floor, Off Western Express Highway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai - 400055.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2011952
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
VLD

3890605 18/07/2018
SONAM SINGH D/O. DINESH SINGH
VILLAGE CHHAWLA POST CHAURI CHAURA DIST GORAKHPUR PIN 273201
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
ZINCFUL
3890606   18/07/2018
SONAM SINGH D/O. DINESH SINGH
VILLAGE CHHAWLA POST CHAURI CHAURA DIST GORAKHPUR PIN 273201
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
Tripmyte

3890625  18/07/2018
MI LIFESTYLE MARKETING GLOBAL PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MI LIFESTYLE MARKETING GLOBAL PVT. LTD.
NO.25, 2ND FLOOR, LANCO HOUSE, G.N.CHETTY ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI-600017, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, INCLUDING BIO-PESTICIDES AND BIO-INSECTICIDES.
VERTIGA
3890687  18/07/2018
AURIGA LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
M S D & CO. B-9,BASEMENT,WA-121, ROHINI COMPLEX, SHAKARPUR, DELHI 110092
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVIN PRABHAT
W-26/F-40, NEAR LABOUR COURT, NAYATOLA, MUZAFFARPUR-842001 (BIHAR)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicine & Pharmaceutical products
CSREIN
3890693  18/07/2018
M/S LES REINS LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD.
85-Guru Nanak Avenue, Majitha Road, Amritsar
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHIT NANDA ADVOCATE
10-A THE MALL (RAM KUNJ) ADJOINING EMINENT MALL, MALL ROAD, AMRITSAR.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines and Pharmaceuticals
REINZOX
3890695  18/07/2018
M/S LES REINS LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD.
85-Guru Nanak Avenue, Majitha Road, Amritsar
Body Incorporated
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHIT NANDA ADVOCATE
10-A THE MALL (RAM KUNJ) ADJOINING EMINENT MALL, MALL ROAD, AMRITSAR.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines and Pharmaceuticals
LEMICIN

3890697  18/07/2018
M/S LES REINS LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD.
85-Guru Nanak Avenue, Majitha Road, Amritsar

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHIT NANDA ADVOCATE
10-A THE MALL (RAM KUNJ) ADJOINING EMINENT MALL, MALL ROAD, AMRITSAR.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicine & Pharmaceuticals
VITRECTO
3890708 18/07/2018
INTERVET INTERNATIONAL B.V.
Wim de Korverstraat 35, 5831 AN Boxmeer, The Netherlands
a limited liability company organized under the laws of The Netherlands
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi – 110049
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
Flupeg – T Eye Drops
3890869  18/07/2018
PEGASUS HEALTH CARE
Near Raj Cold Storage, Delhi Meerut Road, Modinagar, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, 201204
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRASHANT KUMAR
OFFICE NO:-241/4, STREET NO 6-A, OLD ARYA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3890957  18/07/2018
BETRUST CHINDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
2537, IInd Floor, Aravalli Vihar Sainik Colony, Sec-49, Faridabad, NCR Delhi Faridabad, Haryana-121001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV KUMAR
D-122/6, 3rd Floor, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
TRAZESIL
3891102 18/07/2018
UNIDIS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C1,138 YAMUNA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110053
PHARMACEUTICAL BUSINESS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL/ HERBAL PRODUCT & PREPARATION
CETILUKAST
3891104  18/07/2018
NORMAN PHARMACEUTICALS
EDGAH RAOD, KHAJKUAN, GULZARBARH
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR AKASH SINGH
Ground Floor, Prakash Market, Near Alankar Motors, East Boring Canal Road, Rajapur, Patna - 800001
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
medicinal, pharmaceutical preparations.
Velospaz
3891240   18/07/2018
GLOSTER LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
4th Floor, Malkans Bldg., CTS No. 90, Erandwana, Pune-411004
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals; Medicinal preparations.
TENSTA-Z
3891308  18/07/2018
SMT. AAANKSHA CHATURVEDI PROPRIETOR OF M/S LEGION PHARMA
H.O. # 404, 4TH FLOOR, DARSHAN SMRUTI, SWAMI VIVEKANAND ROAD, SANTACRUZ, MUMBAI-400054, B.O. PINDI STREET, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3891350    18/07/2018
HERCULES NUTRA PVT. LTD.
PB-06, GROUND FLOOR, PUL BHANGASH METRO STATION, NEW DELHI-110007, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND MINERAL NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
HOMOLOW

3891386    18/07/2018
AMANPRIYA SINGH W/O SHRI MOHINDAR PAL SINGH
156, JAIPUR HOUSE, NEAR ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, SHAHGANJ, AGRA.
PROPREITOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK K. BANSAL
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES 14/6 EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES
Hemquick-XT

3891413  18/07/2018

SURAJ BHARAT SHENDE
139, Shivam Apartment, Malegaon Bk, Tal-Baramati, Pune - 413115

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
L-CETVIN

3891447  18/07/2018

MR.KANUBHAI N SUTARIYA
M/S.HARVIN PHARMACEUTICALS, H-1-B-52, PRATHNA BUNGLOWS, VASANTNAGAR TOWNSHIP, GOTA-OGNAJ ROAD, OGNAJ, AHMEDABAD-380060
INDIVIDUAL, INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL SONI
C-365, NIRMAN NAGAR, KINGS ROAD, JAIPUR-302019. RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
3891470  18/07/2018
PRAMOD KUMAR
313, 2nd Floor, Jagadhari Gate, Ambala City, Haryana-134003
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL USE, SANITARY STERILISING PREPARATIONS, DISINFECTANTS FOR
SANITARY USE, ABSORBENT SANITARY ARTICLES, SANITARY WEAR, SANITARY BELTS, SANITARY PADS, SANITARY
TAMPONS, SANITARY KNICKERS, SANITARY PANTS, SANITARY NAPKINS, SANITARY PANTIES, SANITARY TOWELS,
SANITARY PANTY LINERS, SANITIZING WIPES
MAGNAPACHAK

3891531  18/07/2018
MAVERICK PHARMA PVT. LTD
44-45-46, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVA MARKET, PITAMPURA NEW DELHI-110085
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
MAGNALULI

3891532   18/07/2018

MAVERICK PHARMA PVT. LTD
44-45-46, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVA MARKET, PITAMPURA NEW DELHI-110085
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
BISHB
3891537  18/07/2018
CHRYSALIS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A5, GOLF VIEW APARTMENT, SAKET, NEW DELHI110017
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
ITAJAS

3891578  18/07/2018
ANAND TIWARI, TRADING AS TEJAS PHARMA
1091/2, NAPIER TOWN, NEAR HOME SCIENCE COLLEGE, JABALPUR (M.P.)-482001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.)-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
TEMJAS

3891579  18/07/2018
ANAND TIWARI, TRADING AS TEJAS PHARMA
1091/2, NAPIER TOWN, NEAR HOME SCIENCE COLLEGE, JABALPUR (M.P.)-482001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.)-452001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
LUMIJAS

3891580   18/07/2018
ANAND TIWARI, TRADING AS TEJAS PHARMA
1091/2, NAPIER TOWN, NEAR HOME SCIENCE COLLEGE, JABALPUR (M.P.)-482001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.)-452001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
KETOJAS

3891581  18/07/2018
ANAND TIWARI, TRADING AS TEJAS PHARMA
1091/2, NAPIER TOWN, NEAR HOME SCIENCE COLLEGE, JABALPUR (M.P.)-482001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
ASCAJAS
3891582  18/07/2018
ANAND TIWARI, TRADING AS TEJAS PHARMA
1091/2, NAPIER TOWN, NEAR HOME SCIENCE COLLEGE, JABALPUR (M.P.)-482001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
GLOJAS

3891583  18/07/2018
ANAND TIWARI, TRADING AS TEJAS PHARMA
1091/2, NAPIER TOWN, NEAR HOME SCIENCE COLLEGE, JABALPUR (M.P.)-482001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
3891610 19/07/2018
GANGWAL CHEMICALS PVT.LTD
306, BUSINESS CLASSIC, CHINCHOIL BUNDER ROAD, MALAD (W), MUMBAI- 400064.
(A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
PALONCO
3891613  19/07/2018
CIPLA LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, CIPLA HOUSE, PENINSULA BUSINESS PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
POLYPAW
3891705  19/07/2018
PFINDER PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
NEAR RAVI RAJ GAS GODOWN AJIPUR AGRA
A BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEISTER ADVOCATE & SOLICITOR LAW FIRM
B-151, STREET NO-3, GHAZIPUR VILLAGE, DELHI-110096
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDING ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC AND HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE
MONIRIA

3891706  19/07/2018
PFINDER PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
NEAR RAVI RAJ GAS GODOWN AJJIPURagra
A BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEISTER ADVOCATE & SOLICITOR LAW FIRM
B-151, STREET NO-3, GHAZIPUR VILLAGE, DELHI-110096
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDING ALLOPATHIC, HOMEOPATHIC AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
Shan-E-Man

3891951   19/07/2018

VIJAYPAL MUNOYAT
# 33, 2nd Floor, 2nd Cross SGN Layout, Lalbagh Road, Bangalore, 560027

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV NASIMA S DON
Shop No. 5, Sneha Sadan, Plot No 15, Sec 21, Nerul (East), Near Nerul Motor Training School, Navi Mumbai

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3891996   19/07/2018
LIFECCELL INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
No.26,Vandalur-Kelambakkam Main Road, Keelakottaiyur village, Kancheepuram Dist, Chennai-127
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bandages for dressings; Bandages for skin wounds; Moleskin for use as a medical bandage; Surgical bandage; Pharmaceutical products.
Auxirose

3892034  19/07/2018

AUXILINA HEALTHCARE
43 A, LANE NO. 2 A, BLOCK B, ROOP NAGAR, JAMMU - 180013

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :28/06/2018

DELHI

medicines for human purposes.
OSOFIX

3892037    19/07/2018

AUXILINA HEALTHCARE
43 A, LANE NO. 2 A, BLOCK B, ROOP NAGAR, JAMMU - 180013
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since: 28/06/2018

DELHI

medicines for human purposes.
GELVIX

3892076   19/07/2018
NIKHL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - 1, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
ZEZAL

3892078  19/07/2018
NIKHIL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - 1, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Antihistamines, Antipyretics, Preparations for treating colds.
C-GUAN
3892081  19/07/2018
NIKHIL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - 1, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicines for human purposes.
Myochic
3892083  19/07/2018
NIKHIL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Antipyretics, Analgesics, Muscle relaxants, Pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology.
SPAXATE
3892084  19/07/2018
NIKHIL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - 1, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Antipyretics, Analgesics, Muscle relaxants, Pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology.
SEMI NORIZA
3892118  19/07/2018
ASTERON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, Mulloth Building, SC Bo, KKF Colony, Elamkulam, Kadavanthara PO - 682020
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV K.
CHITHIRA, THRIPPAKUDATHU WARRIEM, HARIPAD P.O., ALAPPUZHA DIST. - 690 514, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicines for human purposes
COVUNOR
3892209  19/07/2018
SATNAM SINGH S/O SWRAN SINGH
74/155, TAGORE LANE, SHIPRA PATH, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05.
3892211   19/07/2018
JAKIR ALI
HABIBPUR, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR
REGISTERED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDU SHARMA
H-69, STREET NO. 3, NEAR VIJAY CHAWK, VIKASH MARG, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; FLY DESTROYING PREPARATIONS; PHARMACEUTICALS,
MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES. FOOD SUPPLMENTS FOR HEALTH.
3892258  19/07/2018
MR. NAMAN BAJAJ TRADING AS PANAP INTERNATIONAL.
G-144, SGM NAGAR NIT, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; Medicated oils, ointments, soaps & shampoos for veterinary; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, plasters, materials for dressings.
AMAZEHEAL

3892259   19/07/2018
MR. NAMAN BAJAJ TRADING AS PANAP INTERNATIONAL.
G-144, SGM NAGAR NIT, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; Medicated oils, ointments, soaps & shampoos for veterinary;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, plasters, materials for
dressings.
SALIJUST
3892278   19/07/2018
DR. MOREPEN LIMITED.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K. G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND MINERAL NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
CAREBRIM-T

3892291  19/07/2018
V. BADRINATH TRADING AS CORNEAL CARE LIFE SCIENCES
4969/5 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEXT TO HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, Medicinal Preparations, Veterinary Preparations.
G-ROC

3892293  19/07/2018

BHUWAN KUMAR
L-3 GALI NO.8, KABIR WALI GALI, MAHIPALPUR EXTN. NEW DELHI-110007
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, Medicinal preparations, veterinary preparations, Ayurvedic medicine.
BITASTINE

3892366 19/07/2018

DHIRENDRA LAXMISHANKER SHUKLA TRADING AS INDIA REMEDIES
A / 404, Satyam Shivam Sundaram, Appartment, Vadod Jiav Gam, Surat - 395023

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals.
SOBIPRESS
3892433 19/07/2018
M/S AVICON HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C-4/268, SARAIOBERDHAN, CHETGANJ, VARANASI – 221001 UTTAR PRADESH
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHAWAL KANT SINGH (COMPANY SECRETARY)
A -233 GROUND FLOOR BUNKAR COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE IV DELHI 110052
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS.
SEVCON

3892434  19/07/2018
M/S AVICON HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C-4/268, SARAIGOBERDHAN, CHETGANJ, VARANASI – 221001 UTTAR PRADESH
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHAWAL KANT SINGH (COMPANY SECRETARY)
A -233 GROUND FLOOR BUNKAR COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE IV DELHI 110052
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS.
ALGITRIN

3892483 19/07/2018
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
62-63, VIJAY NAGAR, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143036
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
LUMBONIN

3892652  19/07/2018
BHARGAVA PHYTOLAB PRIVATE LIMITED
A-249, New Friends Colony, New Delhi - 110065
Body-Incorporate including Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VARUN SINGH
373, Deepali, Pitampura, Delhi-110034
Used Since :01/07/2014
DELHI

Pharmaceutical and sanitary preparations, preparations of destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, medicines, capsule for medicine, drugs, homeopathic drugs, homeopathic preparations, pharmaceutical preparations
3892670  20/07/2018
DEV RAJ GARG
# 9728, WARD NO-25, MOHALA BHUALL ERIAN, BHATINDA, PUNJAB-151005
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NATH BROTHERS & ASSOCIATES
4-B-44, Jawaharnagar, Sriganganagar, Rajasthan -335001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations, Sanitary preparations for medical purposes, Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies, Dietary supplements for humans and animals.
3892906  20/07/2018
DEVIYA GUPTA
H.NO.-91, SECTOR-16 A, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121002.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical drugs, Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, an analgesic for human consumption taken orally; Tablets and Capsules for medicines; Syrups for pharmaceutical purposes, medical and veterinary preparations; Homeopathic medicines, Tonics [medicines], Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
3892948  20/07/2018

MOHAMMAD ADIL
Site No. 4, Shop No. 3, G.K. Complex, Abbigere Main Road, Kammagondanahalli, Jalahalli West, Bangalore - 560015
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :14/07/2018

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
NT-EPI

3892962    20/07/2018

GODDRES PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO-304, 3RD FLOOR, A WING WESTERN EDGE-II, NEAR WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/05/2015
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
KETRODEN
3893175  20/07/2018
HARSHADA GOVIND SHINDE
SURVEY NO 14/5/1, KANHAIYA PARK, BELTHIKA NAGAR, GALLI NO-03, NEAR ANAND VIHAR THERGAON PUNE CITY
PUNE 411033
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITENDRA GUPTA
Pune
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
Aqvina Medrics Private Limited D.NO :30-16-11,1St Floor V.R.R Street, Sitaramapuram, Vijayawada - 520002, Andhra Pradesh
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :14/06/2018

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
EXPONUS

3893366  20/07/2018

BASF SE
Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany (Federal Republic of)
A company organized and existing under the laws of Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Preparations for destroying and combating vermin; insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, pesticides.
HOSPISON 500
3893424  20/07/2018
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
“ALKEM HOUSE”, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI – 400 013
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3772199

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
3893511  20/07/2018

NUTREE HEALTHCARE
D.No.3-6-666, Ground Floor, Barwale Chambers, Street No.10, Himayath Nagar, Hyderabad – 500 029 (T.S) India.
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Nutritional supplements, vitamin supplements, mineral supplements, protein dietary supplements, dietetic food supplements, nutritional supplement energy bars, dietary and nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, powdered nutritional supplement energy drink and medicated food supplements for human consumption.
RUTOBRIM
3893532  20/07/2018
MR. M. SOMASUNDARAM, TRADING AS M/S. SONAS PHARMACEUTICALS
#35/15, VOC Street, Villupuram - 605 602.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
TENEVOLT
3893644  20/07/2018
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
62-63, VIJAY NAGAR, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143036
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICINAL USE
GLIPTALIN

3893645  20/07/2018
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
62-63, VIJAY NAGAR, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143036
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
VASTOGLAD

3893646    20/07/2018

HARVIR SINGH
E-385 SHIV DURGA VIHAR, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001
INDIVIDUAL, PROPRIETOR OF VRMED HEALTHCARE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
TENEKIND

3893647    20/07/2018
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
62-63, VIJAY NAGAR, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143036
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
GLIMIVOLT

3893649  20/07/2018
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
62-63, VIJAY NAGAR, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143036
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
TAMIVOLT

3893652  20/07/2018
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
62-63, VIJAY NAGAR, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143036
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
CYSTAMAC

3893654   20/07/2018
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
62-63, VIJAY NAGAR, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143036
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
QCmac
3893658  20/07/2018
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
62-63, VIJAY NAGAR, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR-143036
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
SILPERTIC
3893660  20/07/2018
KAMAL SINGH
E385, SHIV DURGA VIHAR, FARIDABAD, HARYANA121001
INDIVIDUAL, PROPRIETOR OF VIWACURE HEALTHCARE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
VITOYEILD

3893665    20/07/2018

SANJAY SOOD
144/9, Ground Floor, Kishangarh, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICINAL USE
SOFOKAST-PLUS

3893666  20/07/2018
SIMRANJIT SINGH GANDHI
16/8, 1ST FLOOR, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3616351
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICINAL USE
PLATFILL

3893739  20/07/2018

MUNISH GARG
422, Near Mayapuri Market, Pritam nagar, Anandpur Colony, Karnal

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical Products for Medical Use
SHE CHOICE
3893740  20/07/2018
RAJESH KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF R.S. ENTERPRISES
City Road, Rajiv Colony, Bhiwani, Haryana-127021
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRTEE
HOUSE NO. 2572, JAWAHAR COLONY, FARIDABAD- 121001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for
babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
PREGATTY
3893770  20/07/2018

S VISHNU
P. NO 78, RAM NAGAR, 2ND CROSS, BALAJI NAGAR, M.C ROAD, THANJAVUR - 7

Individual - Trading as ALESTAR BIOTECH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Used Since : 30/09/2016

CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
NETROFAZ S.N
3893858  21/07/2018
NETRO PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
R NO 403, NANA APARTMENT SHREE JAI GANESH NAGAR, NAGINDAS PADA, OPP BHASKAR COMPLEX, NALASOPARA E, PALGHAR-401209 MAHARASHTRA
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
ARISTO CHIROVA 150
3893885  21/07/2018
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2748110
MUMBAI
FOR MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
SALGLIPTIN
3894003  21/07/2018
ANJUL BANSAL
H NO 1403, SECTOR-16, FARIDABAD
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical Preparations And Formulation
MEGAWAVE

3894181   21/07/2018
VIPIN KUMAR S/O. N. K. GAHLOT
WA-73, SHAKARPUR STREET NO.15, DELHI-110092
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
3894318  21/07/2018
BIOGENUIX MEDSYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
412-B, 4TH FLOOR JYOTI SHIKHAR DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI NEW DELHI DL-110058
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
ARNAVITAL

3894348   21/07/2018

FARIDA FARHANA AHMED
H.O. KHARGULI (HILL SIDE), NEAR BSNL TOWER, GUWAHATI-781004, B.O. PINDI STREET, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
STOP-WELL

3894355  21/07/2018
FARIDA FARHANA AHMED
H.O. KHARGULI (HILL SIDE), NEAR BSNL TOWER, GUWAHATI-781004, B.O. PINDI STREET, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THOMIVIT

3894359  21/07/2018
M/S GOPAL LIFESCIENCES (UNIT-II)
HILL TOP, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JHARMAJRI, TEHSIL BADDI, DISTT. SOLAN, HIMACHAL PRADESH.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
3894402  21/07/2018
KASIM ALI BHATI TRADING AS HEZET HEALTHCARE
FLAT NO. 204, HIRA BUILDING PANCHRATNA SOCIETY, NEAR TATA DOCOMO GALLERY MIRA BHAYANDER ROAD,
MIRA ROAD (E), THANE- 401107, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :15/07/2018
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
TAKE-CS

3894419  21/07/2018

AQUILA LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
99-INDIRA NAGAR, P.O:UNIVERSITY, GORAKHPUR-273009, U.P
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL HEALTHCARE PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES
RED SURE

3894420    21/07/2018
ZOOM BIOSCIENCES PVT. LTD.
537D/116 (33A), SRI NAGAR COLONY, MOHIBULLAPUR, SITAPUR ROAD, LUCKNOW, UP-226021
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparations, Medicinal preparations and substances
3894462  21/07/2018
M/S.- IRENEZVOUS ONLINE MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
270 - A, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE - I, PATPAR GANJ, NEW DELHI -110091, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN SHIVHARE
NAKA CHANDRVAADNI NEHAR WALI MATA ROAD LASHKAR GWALIOR (M.P.)474009
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; homeopathic, ayurvedic, herbal & sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3894475 21/07/2018

MR. IMRAN AKBARALI DHANANI
KISHAN CHOWK, KHOJANAKA ROAD, NEAR KHIRA GARAGE, JAMNAGAR – 361 005 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLOW NO. 9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD – 380 014 (GUJARAT) INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, AYURVEDIC, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
vibu-para
3894605  22/07/2018
VILARSH HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
KH No. 653 MIN G.F., BIJWASAN NEAR AIRPORT, NEW DELHI 110061
CLASS : 5 (PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION)
INDIAN: Vibu-para
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
HappieBull

3894633   23/07/2018

VIJAYPAL MUNOYAT
Pearl Pharma, #33, 2nd Floor, 2nd Gross SGN Layout, Lalbaugh Road, Bangalore 560027
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV NASIMA S DON
Shop No. 5, Sneha Sadan, Plot No 15, Sec 21, Nerul (East), Near Nerul Motor Training School, Navi Mumbai

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Nutritional Suppliments
Shan-E-Man

3894634  23/07/2018

VIJAYPAL MUNOYAT
Pearl Pharma, #33, 2nd Floor, 2nd Gross SGN Layout, Lalbaugh Road, Bangalore 560027
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV NASIMA S DON
Shop No. 5, Sneha Sadan, Plot No 15, Sec 21, Nerul (East), Near Nerul Motor Training School, Navi Mumbai

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Nutritional supplements
ASTHCELL
3894687  23/07/2018
MANAS MUKHERJEE S/O LATE SHREE B C MUKHERJEE PROPRIETOR OF S MOLECELL PHARMACEUTICALS
FLAT NO. 4A, 3RD FLOOR, SHIBANI APARTMENT, 9-NALTA MAHAJATI ROAD, 4TH BYLANE, NEAR DURGA MANDIR,
P.S. DUMDUM, NORTH-24, PARGANAS, KOLKATA-700028. INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DESCRIPTION: PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05
FORMISTAR

3894800  23/07/2018
IVA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 50, SECTOR 28 A, CHANDIGARH, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY (ACTIVE)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL MITTAL
B-6, LGF, Panchsheel Enclave, New Delhi - 110017
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans. Pharmaceutical preparations/tablet/dry syrup/ injection/ syrup/ capsules / ointments/ softgel/ oil and powders
FRESOLIN
3894802   23/07/2018
IVA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 50, SECTOR 28 A, CHANDIGARH, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY (ACTIVE)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL MITTAL
B-6, LGF, Panchsheel Enclave, New Delhi - 110017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans. Pharmaceutical preparations/tablet/dry syrup/ injection/ syrup/ capsules / ointments/ softgel/ oil and powders
CLOTMAC

3894803  23/07/2018
IVA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 50, SECTOR 28 A, CHANDIGARH, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY (ACTIVE)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL MITTAL
B-6, LGF, Panchsheel Enclave, New Delhi - 110017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans. Pharmaceutical preparations/tablet/dry syrup/ injection/ syrup/ capsules / ointments/ softgel/ oil and powders
3895058 23/07/2018
LIGHTING SYSTEMS AND SOLUTIONS (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as: LIGHTING SYSTEMS AND SOLUTIONS (INDIA) PVT LTD
VIII/99A, MANAMTHADAM, PUTHENCruz, ERNAKULAM, PIN-682308, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, AIR DISINFECTOR.
CHARMONT
3895095    23/07/2018
J.T KESHAVA
SOGANE HOSUR, SOGANE POST, SHIMOGA TALUK, KARNATAKA
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
VOGNUS
3895200  23/07/2018
ADESH PANT PROPRIETOR OF AMINUS REMEDIES
VILL-DANDA LAKHOND, OPP.- LT. PARK, SAHASTHRADHARA ROAD, DEHRADUN-248001

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Ageents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical Preparations, Medicinal Preparations and Substances.
DERMINATURAL

3895201  23/07/2018

S.SOMASEKAR, PROPRIETOR TRADING AS MP NATURALS

4-27/4, Sri Krishna Nagar, M.R.Palli, Tirupati - 517 502, Chittoor Dist., (A.P)

proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.

12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Ayurvedic medicinal preparations
3895493  23/07/2018
PRANIK HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
32, 26th Main Rd, Phase 3, Agara Village, 1st Sector, HSR Layout, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560102
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3895497   23/07/2018
PRANIK HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
32, 26th Main Rd, Phase 3, Agara Village, 1st Sector, HSR Layout, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560102
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ. IN PVT. LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI,
AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for
medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants;
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
Sugar Bliss
3895501  23/07/2018
PRANIK HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
32, 26th Main Rd, Phase 3, Agara Village, 1st Sector, HSR Layout, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560102
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.In Pvt.Ltd FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ENFURIN

3895780  24/07/2018
NIKHIL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - 1, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology.
FLOCONT
3895781  24/07/2018
NIKHIL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - 1, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in urology.
UDILER
3895783  24/07/2018
NIKHL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - 1, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Steroids.
FOLVITAL
3895784  24/07/2018
NIKHIL AGGARWAL
175, GROUND FLOOR, IND. AREA, PHASE - 1, PANCHKULA (HR).
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF ERNST PHARMACIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use in gynecology.
Tencoq
3895827  24/07/2018
CAVENTUS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
5 BAS DEO JHANSI, JHANSI, UTTARPRADESH - 284002
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
HYCODYNEGEL
3895900 24/07/2018
M/S. ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
NEW NO. 16, OLD NO. 239, THIRUVENKATASAMY ROAD EAST, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002
Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CRAMOTRAC

3895904  24/07/2018
M/S. ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
NEW NO. 16, OLD NO. 239, THIRUVENKATASAMY ROAD EAST, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
RIDORED

3895905    24/07/2018
M/S. KSA HEALTHCARE,
Plot No.58, Door No. 8, G-3, Sakthi Bhavani Flats, 1st Street, Jeevan Nagar,Adambakkam, Chennai - 600 088.

Merchants & Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
RESIMILK

3896075  24/07/2018
VAMSO BIOTEC PVT. LTD.
F-12 ADRESHINI PLAZA 91-ADCHINI SRI AUROBINDO MARG, NEW DELHI-110017
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY SAHNI & ASSOCIATES
31/42 PUNJABI BAGH (W) NEW DELHI 110026
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS AND MEDICATED ANIMAL FEED
BREATHALT

3896473  24/07/2018
MR. PARIMAL KISHOR BHANDARE
Adishakti Arcade, Visava Naka, Satara - 415001
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE.
KELLY PLAST LLP
PLOT NO. 4, SURVEY NO. 229, DHOLRA ROAD, GONDAL HIGHWAY, RAJKOT-360004, GUJARAT, INDIA.
limited liability partnership

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
COTTON WOOL AND COTTON SWABS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, COTTON BUDS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
3896519    24/07/2018
BIJAL MEHTA
208, 2ND FLOOR, PRIME TRADE CENTRE, SATIVALI ROAD, WALIV, DIST THANE (PALGHAR)- 401208, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ZAHABI

3896545    24/07/2018

KHOJATI HERBAL
MULJI JETHA CLOTH MARKET, ZAVERI BAZAR, MUMBAI-400 002
A Partnership Firm established under the Indian Partnership Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; MEDICINAL OILS; MEDICINAL HAIR GROWTH PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED LOTIONS, CREAMS AND DROPS; AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3896610 24/07/2018

GODAVARI BIO FERTILIZER INDUSTRIES
B-255, MALEGAON M.I.D.C., TALUKA-SINNAR, DISTRICT-NASHIK-422103
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since: 17/06/2014
MUMBAI
BIO-PESTICIDE
FLOCLARIS
3896656   24/07/2018
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the States of New Jersey
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Human pharmaceutical preparations.
BEAUVERIA-
SOL

3896683 24/07/2018
GODAVARI BIO FERTILIZER INDUSTRIES
B-255, Malegaon, MIDC, Taluka-SINNAR,District- Nashik-422103
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since :09/12/2016
MUMBAI
BIO-PESTICIDE
3896744  24/07/2018
PREM KUMAR AGARWAL
JAYCOT INDUSTRIES, NO. C 7 AND C8, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CHANDULAL BARADARI, HYDERABAD - 500064, TELANGANA STATE; INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES,
FLAT NO. G-4, # 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ABSORBENT COTTON, COTTON FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, ANTISEPTIC COTTON.
GATISURGE
3896757  24/07/2018
IPCA LABORATORIES LIMITED
48, Kandivli Industrial Estate, Kandivli (West), Mumbai 400 067 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances
BRINZOSURGE
3896758 24/07/2018
IPCA LABORATORIES LIMITED
48, Kandivli Industrial Estate, Kandivli (West), Mumbai 400 067 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances
OLMISOFT
3896768  24/07/2018
M/S GO-ISH REMEDIES LTD.
BADDI-NALAGARH ROAD, KISHANPURA, TEHSIL BADDI, DISTT. SOLAN-174101, HIMACHAL PRADESH.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY'S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3578194
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND HERBAL MEDICINES.
DEWLEAF

3896787  24/07/2018

SHANKAR KUMAR RANA TRADING AS M/S. BIONY FARMACIA
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXMOTION
APPAYAN APARTMENT,GROUND FLOOR,FLAT-GC,108/11/(50),PURBACHAL ROAD (NORTH),HALTU,KOLKATA 700 078,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, HERBAL PRODUCTS BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
BIOGENOCAL

3896868  24/07/2018
BIONEXGEN INNOVATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHRI VIVEKA BALA MANDIRA, #20, 2ND FLOOR, SANDEEP UNNI KRISHNAN ROAD, NEXT TO BWSSB OFFICE, YELAHANNA NEW TOWN, BANGALORE- 560064
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXNOVATE LEGAL
#164, 3rd Floor, 1st Cross, 1st Main, AECS Layout, RMV 2nd Stage, Sanjaynagar, Bangalore-560094

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicines; Herbal medicine; Medicated animal feed; Vitamins for animals; Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs; Animal feed supplements for veterinary use; Food supplements; Liquid vitamin supplements; Fodder supplements for veterinary purposes; Feed supplements for veterinary use; Pet food additives in the form of vitamins and minerals; Medicines for veterinary purposes; Food supplements for animals; Nutritional supplements for animals; Nutritional supplements; Non-medicated nutritional supplements for animal feed; Protein supplements for animals; Mineral dietary supplements for animals; Mineral supplements; Mineral nutritional supplements; Vitamin and mineral supplements for pets; Vitamins for pets; Lotions for veterinary purposes
MIBRONIC-L
3896870  24/07/2018
MANJEET NATH MISHRA M/S FVF
S/O umesh nath mishra, Mohalla mishratola, Post lalbagh, Derbhanga Bihar- 846004
Individual (Properitorship firm)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
BISONACGEL

3896875  24/07/2018
MR. M. SOMASUNDARAM, TRADING AS M/S. SONAS PHARMACEUTICALS
#35/15, VOC Street, Villupuram - 605 602
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
LESTOVER

3896879  24/07/2018

MR. M. SOMASUNDARAM, TRADING AS M/S. SONAS PHARMACEUTICALS
#35/15, VOC Street, Villupuram - 605 602

Merchant& Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE.
KAMA SATHI
3896901 24/07/2018
WEST COAST PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS LTD
MELDI ESTATE, NR PRASANG PARTY PLOT, SAYONA CITY ROAD, GOTA, AHMEDABAD-382481, GUJARAT. INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/07/2018
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Aluspray – AWD

3897075  24/07/2018

VETOQUINOL INDIA ANIMAL HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED
801, Sigma, Hiranandani Business Park, Technology Street, Powai, Mumbai-400076, Maharashtra, India

PVT LTD COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used

Mumbai

Pharmaceuticals, veterinary and sanitary preparations
AWD

3897076 24/07/2018
VETOQUINOL INDIA ANIMAL HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED
801, Sigma, Hiranandani Business Park, Technology Street, Powai, Mumbai-400076, Maharashtra, India
PVT LTD COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, veterinary and sanitary preparations
TRICLODENT

3897158  25/07/2018
ARAW PHARMACEUTICALS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.83/1, MADHURA NAGAR ALMASGUDA, BALAPUR, HYDERABAD-500058, TELANGANA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NARESH KUMAR PUTREVU
Door no. 21/24, Brahmin Street, P S Peta, Chodavaram, Visakhapatnam-531036, Andhra Pradesh, India.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
ALLGUM

3897179  25/07/2018

ARAW PHARMACEUTICALS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.83/1, MADHURA NAGAR, ALMASGUDA, BALAPUR, HYDERABAD-500058, TELANGANA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NARESH KUMAR PUTREVU
Door no. 21/24, Brahmin Street, P S Peta, Chodavaram, Visakhapatnam-531036, Andhra Pradesh, India.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
Caripep

3897241  25/07/2018
IASIS CARE
PLOT NO.10-C, NEW KUNDAN PURI, NEAR DURGA MATA MANDIR, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
3897251   25/07/2018
LACTINOVA NUTRITION PRIVATE LIMITED
Village Roorki, Dist. Fatehgarh Sahib, Punjab-147104
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY LAW

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; Dietetic Substances adapted for human use; Dietetic substances adapted for veterinary use; Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations for Veterinary use
COLLOHEAL

3897454  25/07/2018

M/S. TRIUMPH HEALTHCARE
9-167/2/13/1/A, TGS NILAYAM, BESIDE JOHNSON GRAMMAR SCHOOL, SHREE VENKATESHWARA COLONY, SUDDAKUNTA, BODUPPAL, HYDERABAD – 500092, TELANGANA

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
3897483  25/07/2018
SANDEEP DESALE
B/6, B WING, TRUSHNA SANKUL ROW HOUSES, BEHIND SWAMI NARAYAN MANDIR, TAPOVAN, NASHIK 422 203
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI PANDEY
Office No.8, Surkan Arcade, Cidco Service Road, Nr Hdfc Bank, Cidco, Nashik 422009
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DALFAB
3897521  25/07/2018
MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1-A/2, MIDC Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra – 410 208, India.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation for the treatment of Anemia.
ANIDULAN
3897522  25/07/2018
MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1-A/2, MIDC Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra – 410 208, India.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation for the treatment of Fungal Infection.
CETROLAN
3897523  25/07/2018
MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1-A/2, MIDC Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra – 410 208, India.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865, 03/09/2018 Class 5

3897804 25/07/2018
MENCURE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
VERMA COLONY, MARANGA WEST, HOUSE NO. 73, WARD NO. 8, PURNEA-854301 BIHAR, INDIA
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016
Used Since: 15/02/2014
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
MOCIPAM TAB

3897811   25/07/2018

JAI SINGH PANDEY
C/10, BHAGYODAYA SOCIETY NR. CADILA BRIDGE GODASAR AHMEDABAD PIN 380050 INDIA
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 05.
MOZORB
3897814    25/07/2018
JAI SINGH PANDEY
C/10, BHAGYODAYA SOCIETY NR. CADILA BRIDGE GODASAR AHMEDABAD PIN 380050 INDIA
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 05.
MORCID DSR

3897816  25/07/2018

JAI SINGH PANDEY
C/10, BHAGYODAYA SOCIETY NR. CADILA BRIDGE GODASAR AHMEDABAD PIN 380050 INDIA
An Individual and Citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 05.
FOUNTIL LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
118-120, Mastermind IV, Royal Palms Goregaon (East), Mumbai - 400063.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and Medical Preparations in class 05
TRIPHANT ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
C - 40, Sukh - Swati Chs, Sector - 6, Shree Nagar, Wagle Industrial Estate, Thane, Maharashtra – 400604
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Adhesive tapes for medical use.
3897936   25/07/2018
TIAZU PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
BD 473, SALTLAKE, KOLKATA- 700064
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP EXPERT
20, RAMCHANDRA PALLY,KOLKATA-700008
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
AYURVEDIC HERBAL AND ALLOPATHIC MEDICINE.
BOMASTREN
3897951  25/07/2018
Bharat Serums and Vaccines Ltd.
17th Floor, Hoechst House, Nariman Point, Mumbai – 400 021
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Vishesh and Associates
301/302, A-Wing, 3rd Floor, Shaheen Chambers, Dawood Baug, Opp. Pearl Heritage, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2716847
Mumbai
Pharmaceutical, medicinal and Ayurvedic preparations and substances, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, dietary supplements for humans, nutritional supplements, nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes, nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements
KAL-D ZINMAG
3897982 25/07/2018
PARESH GHELANI
94/C Bakul Bagan Road, Kolkata-700025
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP EXPERT
20, RAMCHANDRA PALLY, KOLKATA-700008
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACUTICALS AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
3898081  25/07/2018
SH. RAVINDER JINDAL TRADING AS OM BIOTEC.
4814/24, MATHUR LANE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002.

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
CLIPCEF

3898131    25/07/2018
AMIT SHARMA
SHOP NO-234, GOPAL GAUSHALA MARKET, NARNAUL, HARYANA-123001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05
3898152 25/07/2018
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT- 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA-134113.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :05/07/2005
To be associated with:
2379327
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS
3898222 25/07/2018
Coral Laboratories Limited
# 3B Patanwala Compound, Opp. Shreyas Cinema, L.B.S. Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai-400 086.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Shah & Shah
654, Jagannath Shankrshet Marg, Mumbai - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Pharmaceuticals, Medicinal, Ayurvedic Preparations.
GABAPET NT
3898283  25/07/2018
M/S SHAWNA PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O ANITA SAHOO, PLOT NO- 1449, OPPOSITE ROAD NO 8, GOBINDA PRASAD, RASULGARH, BHUBANESWAR
KHORDHA-751010, ORISSA, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
ALL-R 8 CAP
3898296  25/07/2018
SUPRATIM CHAKRABORTY PROPRIETOR OF FORMULATIONS INDIA
Delhi Dehradun Road, Near R.T.O. Check Post, Karondi, Dist. Haridwar-247661
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
MVPXL 25

3898383  26/07/2018

PUNEET NEMA
150, JAY NAGAR YADAV COLONY, JABALPUR- (MP)
INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
THIOMAX fs

3898411  26/07/2018

BIOSTADT INDIA LIMITED
POONAM CHAMBERS, 602-A, A WING, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400018
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1927007

MUMBAI
PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDE, HERBICIDE, INSECTICIDE, PESTICIDE
3898776   26/07/2018
LAXMI NARAYAN SHARMA S/O SH.RAM GOPAL SHARMA
SWASTIKA BHAWAN, BHATOLI ROAD MEHATPUR, UNA
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN BHARDWAJ
S-5, SECOND FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA, AJANTA MARKET, OPPOSITE BROTHERS APARTMENT, IP EXTENSION, DELHI - 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; disinfectants; fungicides, herbicides;
DERMASPACE PHARMACEUTICALS

3898850  26/07/2018
DERMASPACE PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O B. N. Joshi, R. H. No. A – 15, Yogeshwari Vrundawan, Malhar Chowk, Garkheda, Aurangabad - 431001
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :12/04/2017
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
DERMASPACE PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O B. N. Joshi, R. H. No. A – 15, Yogeshwari Vrundawan, Malhar Chowk, Garkheda, Aurangabad - 431001
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :12/04/2017
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
DERMASPACE PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O B. N. Joshi, R. H. No. A – 15, Yogeshwari Vrundawan, Malhar Chowk, Garkeda, Aurangabad - 431001
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :12/04/2017
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
DERMASPACE PHARMACEUTICALS  
C/O B. N. Joshi, R. H. No. A – 15, Yogeshwari Vrundawan, Malhar Chowk, Garkheda, Aurangabad - 431001  
Partnership Firm  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
LAW PROTECTOR  
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011  
Used Since :12/04/2017  
MUMBAI  
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ROBUJOINT
3898867    26/07/2018
ISHAANA NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
G/86 UPSIDC INDUS AREA SELAQUI DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND-248001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV KUMAR
91 SPRING BOARD PLOT NO.23, SECTOR-18, GURGAON HARYANA-122002
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Manufacturing, Trading and marketing of Pharmaceuticals and Nutraceuticals Products, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals being included in class 5.
HINTOSULIN

3898869    26/07/2018
ISHAANA NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
G/86 UPSIDC INDUS AREA SELAQUI DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND-248001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV KUMAR
91 SPRING BOARD PLOT NO.23, SECTOR-18, GURGAON HARYANA-122002
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals and Nutraceuticals Products, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals being included in class 5.
FENTICURE
3899007    26/07/2018
KOYE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
7, The Centrium, Phoenix Market Annexe, LBS Marg, Mumbai 400070
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietary supplements; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies
BUDESTE
3899009  26/07/2018
KOYE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
7, The Centrium, Phoenix Market Annexe, LBS Marg, Mumbai 400070
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietary supplements; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 , 03/09/2018       Class 5

3899241    26/07/2018
NUVILIFE GLOBAL LLP
C-36, First Floor, Kirti Nagar, New Delhi-110 015; Also at: 321, DLF Tower IV, 15 Shivaji Marg, New Delhi-110 015
An Indian firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJAY CHOUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
A-124/6 DILSHAD COLONY DELHI- 110095
Used Since :01/12/2015
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and dietetic substances adapted for medical use.
SAMACECLO

3899440  27/07/2018
NEELU SINGH TRADING AS SAMADI PHARMACEUTICALS
12/10, INDUSTRIAL COLONY, NAINI, ALLAHABAD (U.P.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations; Food Supplements.
ALANMARK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-85, G-1 SALASAR DHAM-I, SHIV NAGAR-A, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTAWARA, JAIPUR-302012 (RAJASTHAN)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :23/06/2018
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
TUFRICH

3899447    27/07/2018
ALANMARK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-85, G-1 SALASAR DHAM-I, SHIV NAGAR-A, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTAWARA, JAIPUR-302012 (RAJASTHAN)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ALANCObAL

3899448   27/07/2018
ALANMARK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-85, G-1 SALASAR DHAM-I, SHIV NAGAR-A, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTAWARA, JAIPUR-302012 (RAJASTHAN)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
DEFCHEK
3899450  27/07/2018
ALANMARK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-85, G-1 SALASAR DHAM-I, SHIV NAGAR-A, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTAWARA, JAIPUR-302012 (RAJASTHAN)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ALANFLAM

3899451    27/07/2018
ALANMARK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-85, G-1 SALASAR DHAM-I, SHIV NAGAR-A, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTAWARA, JAIPUR-302012 (RAJASTHAN)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
BESTHOOT

3899456  27/07/2018

ORISON PHARMACEUTICALS
51, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBALA CANTT.-133006 (HARYANA)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/04/2017

DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
SOLUGRAN

3899531  27/07/2018
SCITECH SPECIALITIES PVT. LTD.
1103 DLH PARK, S.V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI - 400062 (INDIA)
COMPANY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARISH T SUMYANI
K K AND CO., 267 BHALDARPURA NEAR CONGRESS BHAWAN, NAGPUR-440018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NUTRACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
VENUKAST-LC
3899570  27/07/2018
VENUS MEDISCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
HANUMAN NAGAR, NEAR CENTRAL SCHOOL, GANNIPUR, MUZAFFARPUR, PIN:- 842001, BIHAR
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
S.K. SINGH AND ASSOCIATES, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.4(P),36, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700013.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3899641 27/07/2018
M/S. SUMIL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
604/605, 6th Floor, 349 – Business Point, Western Express Highway, Andheri (E), Mumbai – 400 069,
Body-incorporate including Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURNIMA NIKHIL MAINKAR
InnovarIP, Innovar Consultancy Pvt. Ltd., 8th floor, Bhukhanvala Chambers, B-28, Veera Industrial Estate, Andheri(W), Mumbai-400053.
Used Since: 13/07/2009
To be associated with:
2513266
MUMBAI
HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES, ALGAECIDES, AVICIDES, BACTERICIDES, MITICIDES, MOLLUSCICIDES, NEMATICIDES, WEEDICIDES, RODENTICIDES, ACARICIDES, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN AND ALL OTHER PESTICIDES in class 5
REYFLEM-SP
3899674  27/07/2018
SMT. GEETA TRADING AS REYNOX LIFE SCIENCES.
3/159, SHAKTI VIHAR, KARAWAL NAGAR, DELHI-110094.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Enjoycal
3899757  27/07/2018
KUNAL KUMAR SINGH
Janak Nagar, Hesal, Piska More, Ranchi- 834005
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 05.
Septirank
3899758 27/07/2018
KUNAL KUMAR SINGH
Janak Nagar, Hesal, Piska More, Ranchi- 834005
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 05.
FAIRDEC

3899759  27/07/2018
FAIRWAY PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
2944, CHUNA MANDI, Gali NO. 3, 4TH FLOOR, PHARGANJ, NEW DELHI-110055
An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 05.
ALPHANIC

3900092  27/07/2018
NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
Company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
ADORVAREST
3900096 27/07/2018
NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
Company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
NICBETA
3900097  27/07/2018
NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparation
CALCIHEALTH

3900098  27/07/2018
NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
Company

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
CLONOCLAM

3900103 27/07/2018
NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
Company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicinal and pharmaceutical Preparations
NICOLISTIN
3900105  27/07/2018
NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
TAMSUNIC
3900106  27/07/2018
NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
Company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
FORMOREST

3900110  27/07/2018

NICHOLAS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
401, LSC, C-BLOCK, MOHAN PLACE SARASWATI VIHAR DELHI DL 110034 IN
Trader of Pharmaceutical Products
Company

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
KOALIV-92

3900633  28/07/2018

RAM PARKASH RATHI TRADING AS M/S KOA GROUP OF COMPANIES
GALI NO.2,TILAK NAGAR, ROHTAK - 124001. ( HARYANA )

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAGA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
F - 28, MILAP NAGAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 059.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, HERBICIDES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.